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ANNUAL REPORT
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER
In September, 1940, the Commissioner sent to the superintendents of schools,
the principals and teachers of Massachusetts, the following statement entitled
"We Volunteer."
"WE VOLUNTEER"
As Massachusetts teachers return to their classrooms this September, they
seek only to know how best to help, how best to serve.
America has unanimously decided to arm herself for defensive protection.
A five-year program is planned. But even if we should build more airplanes
than any nation on earth, build a greater number of tanks, or ships, or of
submarines — even with all these, without a solid, complete and harmonious
body of citizens, we are weak. We have only to think of France, Belgium,
Holland, Norway, Poland, and England, to know what an important part
civilians now play in international conflict. We need a united America. Wliere
else can we look, with a serious plan for the future, if not to the schools of
our land?
We must, then, each of us, recognize a duty and a responsibiUty. We dedi-
cate ourselves to our task. We teach in America, for America, teaching
Americanism energetically and continuously. The power of our example is
important. Our leadersliip is necessary. Let us continue to develop and main-
tain what we have sought to do in the past — a program of sound American
citizenship all along the line.
Even the form of our government is under attack. We all recognize a con-
flict between two diametrically opposed forms of government. However, in
addition, there is a conflict of ideas. Our nation seeks to treat the individual
udth proper dignity. In America a person has a right to his own soul. Here,
the child is not for the state; the state is for the cliild, for each citizen. Where
else in the world is there such an opportunity for teachers to assist in promoting
the interest of each child?
In our security we have become so accustomed to our way of life that parents
and children have become careless with our national heritage. We have taken
too much for granted. Now we recognize that democracy can fail unless it has
the united support of its citizens. Mistakes which have been made, or are being
made, T\dll now come cO the surface. So, let us be vigilant. Indifference on the
part of anyone who has a public responsibility, or the failure of anyone to do
his utmost as a citizen, is dangerous in terms of our democracy. With the
realization that America is becoming a mihtary nation, we must appreciate
also that we are seeking to do what perhaps no other nation has previously
done — to become militarized and yet retain our democratic way of hfe. We
recognize that freedom is a great privilege. Many in the world have lost it.
We still retain it, each of us. Our freedom, however, carries with it a grave
personal responsibility. In my judgment, it is not a time for criticism of a
negative sort. It is a time for participation. Instead of talking about our
failures, let us concentrate on our successes. As a nation, in terms of practical
idealism, we have been, for our short life, the most successful on earth.
A united America need not fear. Properly united and armed she may stand
before the world undaunted and unafraid. She has a right to demand loyalty
from everyone within her borders.
This heritage of ours was won by sacrifice, suffering, valor and heroism.
It was not obtained without a price. As we value it, so we must now work to
preserve it, by sacrifice, national self-disciphne, honest, devoted and unselfish
courage.
I look to our teachers with confidence as leaders in this crisis. We are
fortunate in having this opportunity to serve our country. No one of us is a
private in the army of the United America. Each is an officer and we so must
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consider ourselves. We have responsibility in addition to our own conduct and
attitude. We must direct others, wisely, and energetically, and loyally.
A little over a century and a half ago in Massachusetts began the struggle
for American freedom. Men and women gave their lives and their fortunes to
this end. It was here that American liberty took its first faltering steps, and
later began a confident march forward, under the flag of a united people having
as their greatest asset an intense will to be a free, self-governing people. We
still have that will. We wish not only to be free but to live in accord with our
own American way of life. Let that be your will, my will, the will of every
child in all our schools. Such a united will in America is a tremendous, yes,
an unconquerable force. We are not a docile nation. We are not victims of
regimentation. We have a free will, and a will to be free. We intend to pro-
tect and defend our rights. We seek not territory, not to conquer; we seek
only peace in a land which God has blessed in so many ways.
Then, as we return to our classrooms, let us say with deep devotion "We
volunteer." We enroll ourselves in the army of American teachers. We seek
to serve America as valiantly as if each of us were on the battlefield.
Standards for the Appointment of Teachers in
THE Commonwealth of Massachusetts
In view of the fact that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts has no general
certification law for the quahfication of teachers, it seems desirable for the Depart-
ment of Education to make recommendations on minimum standards to school
committees and superintendents of schools in towns and cities throughout the State.
The State Department recognizes that many towns and cities have standards
which are equivalent to or higher than those submitted. However, the Department
submits this official statement in order to recommend to all communities approved
minimum standards.
It is understood that the acceptance of these standards is in the hands of the local
school authorities, that is, the school committees and the superintendents of schools.
By statute and tradition, the authority for administering schools is on an entirely
democratic basis in this Commonwealth. It is the responsibility of the local school
committees and superintendents of schools to maintain educational standards.
The statutes placing such responsibility on local school officials are as follows:
GENERAL LAWS, CHAPTER 71, SECTION 59: SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.
ELECTION AND DUTIES.
"The School Committee of a town not in a superintendency union or district
shall employ a superintendent of schools and fix his compensation. A super-
intendent employed under this section or section sixty or sixty-three shall be
the executive officer of the committee, and under its general direction, shall
have the care and supervision of public schools, shall assist it in keeping its
records and accounts and in making such reports as are required by law, and
shall recommend to the committee, teachers, textbooks, and courses of study."
GENERAL LAWS, CHAPTER 71, SECTION 38: COMMITTEE TO CONTRACT
WITH TEACHERS
"It shall elect and contract with the teachers of the public schools, shall
require full and satisfactory evidence of their moral character, and shall ascer-
tain their qualifications for teaching and their capacity for the government
of schools."
The interpretation of these statutes by the State Department of Education is
that the superintendent shall recommend all teachers, all textbooks and all courses
of study to the school committee for its approval or disapproval. This is the basis
of sound educational procedure.
As is the teacher, so is the school. The merit of each teacher is the controlling
factor in determining the quality of the school. Qualification of the teacher for the
position, therefore, should be the sole basis for the appointment, retention and pro-
motion of teachers. The best qualified teacher for each position is the best assur-
ance that the interests of the children and citizens are being properly protected.
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The schools of our nation are inevitably of major concern at all times, and par-
ticularly now when democracy is challenged. The school is the chief instrumentality
set up in America for the training of our citizens, for developing and maintaining
thoughtful patriotism and for handing down the traditions of our American way
of life to future generations.
We in Massachusetts recognize the fact that our schools must be maintained on
a high standard, in accord with our traditions, and comparable to the standards
existing in any state in the Union.
It is understood that these standards do not apply retroactively to those who
are now teachers in Massachusetts.
The Commissioner of Education recommends that these be accepted as minimum
standards throughout the Commonwealth.
Standards for the Appointment of Teachers in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts Recommended by the State Department of Education
The candidate should furnish
1. Evidence of good moral character.
2. A health certificate from a physician.
Kindergartens
Kindergarten teachers should be selected from those persons who have made
definite preparation for teaching the kindergarten-primary grades.
The candidate should have a Bachelor's degree with kindergarten-primary educa-
tion as the major field and a minimum of six semester hours of supervised practice
teaching in the kindergarten-primary grades, or
A Bachelor's degree with a minimum of 18 semester hours in the field of kinder-
garten-primary education, including the following and other courses
:
1. Principles and aims of Kindergarten and Elementary Education. Philos-
ophy and History of Education.
2. General Psychology and Child Psychology.
3. Principles and Methods of Teaching in the Kindergarten-Primary grades;
Kindergarten-Primary School Curriculum; Tests and Measurements, plus
a minimum of six semester hours of supervised practice teaching in the
kindergarten-primary grades.
Elementary Grades
Elementary school teachers should be selected from those persons who have made
definite preparation for teaching in the elementary grades.
The candidate should have a Bachelor's degree, with elementary education as
the major field and a minimum of six semester hours of supervised teaching in the
elementary grades, or
A Bachelor's degree, six semester hours of supervised teaching in elementary
grades and a minimum of 18 semester hours in the field of education, including the
following subjects:
1. Principles and Aims of Elementary Education.
History and Philosophy of Education.
2. General Psycholog}^ and Child Psychology.
3. Principles and Methods of Teaching in the Elementary Grades.
The Elementary School Curriculum.
Tests and Measurements.
Junior High School
The candidate should have a Bachelor's degree with a minimum of 18 semester
hours in the major field to be taught, and 12 semester hours in each minor field.
The professional preparation should also carry a minimum of 16 semester hours,
including six semester hours in some phase or phases of secondary education and
the remaining 10 semester hours may be selected from such courses as Educational
Psychology, History and Philosophy of Education, Principles of Education, Tests
and Measurements, Practice Teaching, Methods of Teaching, Guidance, Logic, etc.
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Senior High School
The candidate should have a Bachelor's degree with a minimum of 18 semester
hours in the major field to be taught, and 12 semester hours in each minor field,
plus a minimum of 16 semester hours of professional study, including 6 semester
hours in some phase or phases of secondary education and the remaining 10 may
be selected from Educational Psychology, History and Philosophy of Education,
Principles of Education, Tests and Measurements, Practice Teaching, Methods of
Teaching, Guidance, Logic, etc.
Minimum Standards for Teachers of Industrial Arts
Junior High School
The candidate should have a Bachelor's degree from the Industrial Arts Depart-
ment of a four-year college, with a minimum of 20 semester hours of professional
study, including Industrial Arts Education and practice teaching.
Senior High School
The candidate should have a Bachelor's degree from the Industrial Arts Depart-
ment of a four-year college, with a minimum of 20 semester hours of professional
study, including Industrial Arts Education and practice teaching, or
Should fulfiU the regulations established by the Vocational Division of the De-
partment of Education as a qualified trade instructor, plus at least 12 semester
hours of professional study in aims, philosophy and content of Industrial Arts Edu-
cation, 6 of which shall be earned prior to appointment and 6 before the beginning
of the second year of service.
Minimum Qualifications for Teachers of General Home Economics
A Bachelor's degree from the Household Arts Department of a four-year college
with 12 semester hours in Education, including Home Economics Education and
practice teaching.
Note.—As changing educational needs require, the standards recommended
will be revised and published.
Massachusetts Youth Study
The Massachusetts Youth Study, authorized under Chapter 38 of the Resolves
of 1939, and announced in the Report of the Commissioner for the year ending
November 30, 1939, was completed in 1940. A comprehensive report was made to
the Legislature under the title "Youth Study." Assisting the Commissioner of
Education in making this report were the following
:
P. J. Sullivan, Director of Elementary and Secondary Education and State
Teachers Colleges; Dr. Francis T. Spaulding, Dean of the School of Education at
Harvard University; Dr. Warren C. Se3d^ert of the Harvard School of Education;
Dr. H. S. Broudy, Director of Graduate Study at North Adams State Teachers
College; Robert 0. Small, Director of the Division of Vocational Education; James
A. Moyer, Director of the Division of University Extension; A. Russell Mack, Super-
visor of Secondary Education; Herbert A. Dallas, Supervisor of Rehabilitation;
M. Norcross Stratton, Assistant Director of the Division of Vocational Education-
PhiUip G. Cashman, Supervisor of Special Schools and Classes; and Raymond a!
FitzGeraid, Supervisor of Educational Research and Statistics and Interpreter of
School Law.
Dr. Seyfert and Dr. Broudy devoted all of their time for four months and half of
their time for eight months to the direction of the research on which this report was
based and to organization and preparation of the details of the report.
Dean Spaulding contributed valuable service by his counsel and advice, with a
background of experience in a somewhat similar study carried on in the State of
New York.
The research which was undertaken would have been impossible without the
whole-hearted support which was given to the Department of Education by super-
intendents of schools, principals and teachers of high schools, supervisors of parochial
schools, the National Youth Administration, the Department of Labor and Indus-
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tries, official representatives of industry and labor, and various welfare and youth
organizations throughout the Commonwealth.
The Department of Education throughout the study tried to work toward a
long-range rather than a temporary solution of the youth problem. The recom-
mendations made in this report, therefore, should prove to be of permanent value
in guiding the efforts of each community in its attempts to help the young people
of our Commonwealth.
Summary of Recommendations
Section A
Recomm_endations of the Commission pertaining to the subject matter contained
in the Governor's Inaugural Message, and in House 1000, an Act Establishing a
State Youth Administration in the Department of Public Welfare and Defining Its
Powers and Purposes.
A. 1. An unpaid State Youth Planning Board should be established for a period
of at least five years to co-ordinate the activities of pubHc and private
youth-serving agencies and the activities of the several Departments of the
State government as they pertain to the welfare of the youth of the Com-
monwealth.
A. 2. This Planning Board would be composed of representatives of Commerce,
Industry, Labor, private social agencies, public social agencies, educational
institutions, and those Departments of the State government which are in
any substantial way concerned with youth.
A. 3. The duties of the Planning Board should include
:
(a) Directing the systematic gathering on a state-wide basis of information
pertaining to youth problems;
(b) Making this information available to all agencies working with youth;
(c) Working with public and private youth-serving agencies to formulate
policies and plans for action;
(d) Advising the Governor and the several departments of the State gov-
ernment concerning desirable measures relating to youth;
(e) Submitting an annual report of its policies, activities and recommenda-
tions to the General Court.
A. 4. There should be provided for the Board:
(a) A full-time paid executive officer who is competent and experienced in
social and educational work;
(b) Such other staff as the work of the board necessitates;
(c) Funds adequate to enable the Board to carry out its duties.
(A bill embodying the recommendations made above is to be found in
Appendix.)
Section B
Recommendations of the Commission pertaining to the subject matter contained
in House No. 714, House No. 906, House No. 2073, and House No. 1191,— bills
and resolves pertaining to the Youth problem.
The recommendations to be made in this section constitute a set of goals which
should be achieved by our educational system. The Commission reaUzes that cer-
tain of the proposed changes may entail large expenditures which cannot be under-
taken immediately; others, however, may be carried out with little, if any, more
money than is now appropriated for educational purposes. In any case, it should
be recognized that if the Commonwealth is serious in its intent to improve the
educational and vocational opportunities of youth, it must face the fact that bring-
ing about such improvement will cost money. All changes recommended should be
effected, and the State Youth Planning Board referred to in Section A above should
work toward reaching all objectives which are not immediately achievable.
B. 1. SpeciaUzed vocational schools of sufficient capacity and so distributed as
to serve youth in all parts of the State, are necessary in order to prepare
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young people to enter the skilled trades. But an uncontrolled increase in
the number of vocational schools is neither necessary nor desirable.
B. 2. Provision should be made by every high school of the State to insure that
all youth have, upon leaving school, at least a minimum of occupational
competence in keeping with their abilities. That is to say, preparing youth
to earn a living should be one of the major objectives of the general high
school as well as of the specialized vocational school.
B. 3. In cases where needs for specialized vocational education cannot be ade-
quately met by the existing vocational schools and departments, and only
in such cases, a district or county rather than a municipality should be
used as the basis for establishing these new opportunities.
B. 4. Existing legislation should be modified to provide municipahties, districts,
and counties financial assistance in the establishment and expansion as
well as the maintenance of vocational schools.
B. 5. Existing legislation should be modified so that cities and towns shall defray
the costs of transporting pupils to and from approved vocational schools
not located within such municipalities.
B. 6. The number of different occupations for which vocational schools and
classes offer training should be increased.
B. 7. There should be expansion throughout the State of schools and classes
which offer General Vocational education (as distinguished from the voca-
tional schools which prepare for the skilled trades).
B. 8. Opportunities for youth to obtain vocational preparation through co-
operative vocational education and through industrial apprenticeship
should be set up wherever possible. Care should be taken to insure that
apprenticeship programs do not operate to depress labor standards.
B. 9. Short unit courses to give training for immediately available jobs should
be organized in both general and vocational high schools.
B. 10. FaciUties should be increased in both Vocational schools and general high
schools to give retraining or initial training to young people now out of
school, particularly to those who never have acquired any occupational
skills and to those who have lost their skills through protracted unem-
ployment.
B. 11. A reimbursement plan should be developed to assist communities, espe-
cially the smaller ones, with the expansion of opportunities for occupational
preparation in their high schools.
B. 12. A state-wide secondary school curriculum revision program should be begun
immediately under the leadership of the Department of Education, in order
to aid the communities of the State to carry out Recommendation B. 2.
B. 13. To enable the Department of Education to carry out its regular function of
curriculum research most effectively, a Curriculum Bureau and staff should
be established in the Department.
B. 14. Small high schools should be consohdated wherever possible (or agree to a
division of labor) since otherwise they are hkely to have difficulty in carry-
ing out the provisions of Recommendation B. 2. and certain other recom-
mendations.
B. 15. The Department of Education should study the means whereby munic-
ipalities can be assisted financially and otherwise in carrying out the con-
solidation of schools.
Section C
Recommendations of the Commission pertaining to the subject matter contained
in House No. 1464 and House No. 2073,— bills and resolves pertaining to the youth
problem.
C. 1. The local community should be the focus of all activities for the assistance
of youth.
C. 2. Every high school should employ at least one full-time placement director
as a member of its staff. (Small schools should be permitted to employ a
worker in common with others.)
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C. 3. The duties of this director should include
:
(a) Advising youth concerning the selection of and preparation for oc-
cupations
;
(b) Actively searching for work opportunities for youth leaving school —
by graduation or otherwise — and for youth some time out of school
but unemployed;
(c) Following up systematically all youth who leave or graduate from
school until they either are placed satisfactorily or have reached the
age of twenty-one;
(d) Securing assistance for youth in correcting personality handicaps to
the obtaining of employment;
(e) Informing the school concerning needs for changes in the school's
program
;
(f
)
Co-operating with the committee to be described in Recommendations
C. 4, C. 5, C. 6, C. 7;
C. 4. There should be organized in every community a permanent local Youth
Planning Board.
C. 5. On this Board should be represented Commerce, Industry, Labor, the
schools, religious organizations, social agencies, the municipal government,
and such other agencies as it appears from time to time should be given
representation.
C. 6. The school placement director should be made the executive secretary of
tbJs Board.
C. 7. Among the functions of tliis Board should include
:
(a) Conducting annual community occupational survey;
(b) Aiding the State Youth Planning Board in the gathering and disburs-
ing of information.
Section D
Recommendations of the Commission pertaining to the subject matter contained
in House No. 184, House No. 914, House No. 908 and House No. 1191,— bills and
resolves pertaining to the youth problem.
D. 1. A state loan fund should be established to assist young people who are both
needy and deserving to attend regularly established colleges and universities.
(A bill embodying Recommendation D. 1 is to be found in Appendix B)
D. 2. The Department of Education should be directed to prepare for the con-
sideration of the General Court a plan for the estabhshing and administer-
ing such a fund.
D. 3. Certain of the present Teachers Colleges be expanded to include in their
function the training for business, technical, semi-professional and similar
fields.
D. 4. Existing legislation (ch. 263, Act of 1930 as amended 1938, 428) pertaining
to contribution of the Commonwealth to the expenses of higher education
of children of Massachusetts war veterans who died as a result of military
service should be modified so that reimbursement (not to exceed $250 in
any one year) may be made for tuition at any educational institution
approved by the Commissioner of Education. (Present law restricts reim-
bursement for tuition to tuition paid to a state or county institution only.)
National Defense Program
In June, 1940, an order making available $15,000,000 for vocational training in
national defense was signed by the President of the United States. Ten days later,
ten of our trade schools had organized defense training classes with an enrollment
of more than a thousand men. Since that time, this defense program has progressed
by leaps and bounds.
The Commissioner, together with members of the Division of Vocational Educa-
tion, made a number of trips to Washington to ad\'ise with the Federal authorities
on the program. Our Director of Vocational Education, Robert O. Small, as presi-
dent of the American Vocational Association, rendered valuable service as a con-
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sultant, and as a member of the Technical Advisory Committee for the Office of
Education, Division of Vocational Education.
We are pleased with the progress which has been made in this most important
work.
Division of Elementary and Secondary Education and State Teachers
Colleges
Changes in Staff
retirement of florence i. gay
Florence I. Gay, Supervisor of Elementary Education, retired from the service
of the Commonwealth on January 31, 1940, after forty years of service in education.
Mrs. Gay assumed the duties of Supervisor of Elementary Education in Massa-
chusetts in January, 1936. Prior to taking up her duties with the State Depart-
ment, Mrs. Gay served as supervisor of elementary education and elementary
school principal in the Fahnouth, Massachusetts, schools, and supervisor of ele-
mentary education, supervising principal and teacher in the Bayonne, New Jersey,
school system. She attended Trenton State Teachers' College, and did graduate
work in education at Cornell, Rutgers, and Hyannis State Teachers College.
APPOINTMENT OF ALICE B. BEAL
Alice B. Beal assumed her duties as Supervisor of Elementary Education in the
State Department of Education on February 1, 1940. Miss Beal was graduated
from the State Teachers' College at Bridgewater, received her degree of Bachelor
of Science in Education at New York University, her degree of Master in Education
at Boston University, and has done graduate work at Columbia University and
the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Prior to her appointment as Super-
visor of Elementary Education, Miss Beal served for twelve years as director of
teacher-training at the State Teachers' College at Bridgewater, six years as super-
visor of elementary education in Haverhill, Massachusetts, and five years as an
elementarj'^ school teacher in the Quincy, Massachusetts, public schools.
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGES
Recess Commission
The special commission appointed to investigate the advisability of reducing the
number of State Teachers Colleges in the Commonwealth made an extensive study
of the matter during the course of the year. Visits were made by the commission to
each of the teachers colleges and, in co-operation with the Department of Educa-
tion, extensive studies were made of plants, equipment, placement, geographical
distribution of students, enrollments, demand for teachers, costs, mortality, etc.
Public hearings were held and the Commissioner of Education and the Director of
the Teachers CoUeges met with the Commission in executive session. The report
of the Commission is to be made to the General Court in the 1941 session.
Placement of Teachers College Graduates
One of the studies made for the Recess Commission stud3dng the Teachers Col-
leges concerns the placement of graduates in the Classes of 1934-1938. The findings
of this study should be of general interest. They are as follow:
1. Percentage of graduates placed in Massachusetts . . . 55.1%
2. Percentage of graduates placed outside of Massachusetts . 11.8%
3. Percentage of graduates who have continued their education
or who have married and who are not available for teaching for
miscellaneous reasons 16.2%
4. Percentage of graduates who have secured substitute teach-
ing work 3.3%
5. Percentage of graduates who are employed in work other
than teaching 9.0%
6. Percentage of graduates who are not employed . . . 4.4%
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Merit System of Appointment
Competitive written and oral examinations for positions in the State Teachers
Colleges and the Massachusetts School of Art were held on December 2, 1939, and
on March 16, 1940. As a result of these examinations, lists were established on the
basis of grades received and appointments to permanent positions were made in
strict numerical order as follow
:
Head of the Department of Physical Education
J. Edgar Caswell, Hyannis
Training School Teacher and Supervisor
Mary A. O'Rourke, Fitchburg
Elizabeth HoUis, Hyannis
Veva K. Dean, Fitchburg
Elizabeth Barlow, Salem
Senior Instructm- in Art
George E. Shaw, Worcester
Ruth R. Herring, Bridgewater
Part-time Instructor in Metal Craft
Charles A. Dunn, Massachusetts School of Art
Senior Instructor in Physical Education for Women
Sara F. Biggane, Hyannis
Margaret C. Clark, Worcester
Librarian
Cora M. Vining, North Adams
Principalship of Mark Hopkins Training School at North Adams
Hazel B. Mileham
Extended Use of Teachers College Facilities
As the second hundred years of pubhcly-supported teacher training begins, the
Department sees a new challenge arising for our Teachers Colleges. The work of
the first hundred years was very largely confined to the pre-service training of
teachers with an occasion '^l gesture toward in-service training in the way of pro-
viding course offerings, lectures, and conferences. The colleges will continue to
render this service for the future but there are great possibilities for valuable con-
tributions to the more effective operation of our pubhc school programs in the in-
service training of teachers. Here, the Teachers Colleges can make contributions
to the success of the school program by directly assisting teachers in the every-day
performance of their duties in the classroom. By the extended use of facilities, our
Teachers Colleges can assist the teacher in the solution of the many and varied
problems which concern her from time to time.
The Science Fair held at the State Teachers College at Bridgewater, the Reading
Institute described later in this report, Reading Chnics such as those operated at
the State Teachers Colleges at Hyannis and Bridgewater, Professional Conferences,
such as those held in many of our Teachers Colleges, and the Institute of Professional
Relations conducted by the State Teachers College at Bridgewater, are all examples
of extended services which the Teachers Colleges have recently offered to the
teachers and executives of our public schools. The development of workshops
wherein teachers may consult with experts on their problems is anticipated as one
step in carrying forward this program.
A survey of the possibilities for carrying out this extended use of our Teachers
College facilities was completed during the course of the year and a directory of
possible services is on file in the Department. This program will undoubtedly
develop rapidly both in the extent of its use and in its value as the years go on.
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Revised Course of Study
The re-organized course of study progressed into the junior year during this
scholastic year. In accordance with the general philosophy underljdng the new-
course, practically all of the professional work of the curricula has been reserved for
the junior and senior years. The only exception to this general organization is per-
mitted in instances where Observation of Teaching is scheduled for the first semester
of the junior year. In cases where this occurs, a course in Introduction to Education
is permitted in the sophomore year.
No attempt has been made to prescribe either the nature or the extent of the
professional work to be offered, other than to require that at least eight semester
hours of Observation and Practice Teaching be included. The organization of the
schedule of professional courses was left to the discretion of the president of each
of the Teachers Colleges who must adapt the courses to suit varying local situations,
particularly as regards facilities for Observation and Practice Teaching. The De-
partment has, however, directed attention to one important problem in the method
of presentation of professional courses.
It is generally agreed that duphcation is almost inevitable in the traditional
manner of presenting special methods courses. There are many elements common
to teaching, whether it be art or science, reading or writing, and each instructor
will inevitably consider and stress these common elements along with the methods
which are peculiar to his own field. The result is much wasted effort, much need-
less duplication. The presidents have been instructed to make a studied effort to
eliminate this duplication of subject matter in the professional courses which they
prescribe for their curricula. Wherever possible, the Department advocates the
elimination of special methods' courses as such and the inclusion of an organized
course in general methods followed by contributions by instructors on the special
methods involved in the teaching of the various subjects. It will not be possible for
all of the Teachers Colleges to immediately adopt the Department's recommenda-
tion for the solution of this problem but each president is expected to work out some
plan whereby needless duphcation of work will be ehminated.
It was ruled that in organizing the junior high school program the major fields
shall be allotted from 24 to 32 semester hours and the minor fields from 16 to 18
semester hours.
COMMERCIAL COURSE AT THE STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE AT SALEM
Another step in the reorganization of the curricula of the Teachers Colleges was
taken in a revision of the commercial curriculum at the State Teachers College at
Salem to provide the same relative background in cultural subjects which is being
afforded students in the elementary and junior high school courses.
Accreditation by the American Association op Teachers Colleges
In April 1940, the first direct steps toward having the Massachusetts State
Teachers Colleges accredited by the American Association of Teachers Colleges
were taken by Commissioner Downey. This Association is the national accrediting
association for teacher-training institutions. Accreditation by this body will give
our institutions national standing and will assure the people of the Commonwealth
that they are being conducted in accord with the highest standards. It is hoped
that eventually all of our Teachers Colleges will receive accreditation.
Art Clinics
During the year four meetings were held in the State Teachers Colleges at which
time art chnics were discussed and developed. These art cKnics are functioning for
the cities and towns neighboring each State Teachers College and current art educa-
tion problems may be taken to these centers. The Teachers Colleges at which meet-
ings were held are as follow:
Lowell April 12, 1940
Westfield May 9, 1940
Hyannis . • . . . . May 25, 1940
North Adams .... November 14, 1940
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Todd Lecture
The Annual Todd Lecture was given in the State Teachers Colleges and the
Massachusetts School of Art by Dr. Heinrich Bruening, "Lucius N. Littauer, Pro-
fessor of Government," Harvard University, Cambridge (former Chancellor of
Germany). His topic was "Problems in a Democracy."
Centennial of the State Teachers College, Bridgewater
The celebration of one hundred years of distinguished service to education in
Massachusetts was carried on during the school year of 1939-1940 at Bridgewater.
The celebration stressed the history of the institution through programs, exhibitions,
conferences, and a pageant.
Gifts to the college included an organ for the auditorium given by the Clara E.
Prince Memorial Fund, and the Boyden House given by the alumni of the college.
Much valuable historical material, such as pictures, letters, diaries, and the hke,
was given by former faculty members and alumni to form a nucleus of a permanent
exhibition illustrating the beginnings of teacher training in the United States.
During the year every student and faculty member took some part and made
some contribution to the college.
The general program including the main events of the year was as follows:
September 22, 1939 — Chapel Program
Edith H. Bradford, Chairman
November 17 and 18, 1939 — Conference: Elementary Education
Alice B. Beal, Chairman
January 19 and 20, 1940— Conference: Social Science
Joseph I. Arnold, Chairman
March 15 and 16 — Conference: Science
Frederick A. Meier, Chairman
May 31 — Alumni Homecoming
June 1 — Meeting of Alumni Association
June 2— Baccalaureate
June 7 — Graduation
June 14 and 15— Institute of Professional Relations
A more detailed account would begin with the activities of 1938-1939. During
that year Bridgewater alumni groups scattered through the New England states
carried on drives for funds and planned activities and reunions for the centennial
year. The students at the College took part in the drives, interviewing alumni and
helping in the collection of funds. Among the alumni activities of the year were a
Pops program and a meeting in June at Bridgewater.
The Class Day Program of June, 1939, was a pageant written and presented by
the Senior Class with the title "Our European Heritage." The racial origins of the
Senior Class were represented by Irish, English, Scotch, Swedish, and Italian groups
in an attractive program.
The centennial year was opened by a Centennial Chapel Program, September 22,
1939. A careful reproduction of the opening of the Normal School, September 9,
1840, and scenes showing the growth of the school and changes in the curriculum
during the century were shown. Speeches stressing the significance of the occasion
were made by Mr. John J. Kelly, President of the State Teachers College, Mr. John
C. Davis, Superintendent of Schools, Bridgewater, Mr. Leo F. Nourse, Chairman
of Selectmen, Bridgewater, and Mr. Walter F. Downey, State Commissioner of
Education. Miss Elizabeth Allen, '37, great grandniece of Horace Mann, gave a
tribute to Horace Mann; Mr. Francis E. Callan, '30, representing the students,
gave a prize-winning address, and Mr. Patrick J. Sullivan, Director, Division of
Elementary and Secondary Education gave an address, "Massachusetts Teachers
Colleges of Today."
Visitors to the college enjoyed the campus, that day at its best, and after the
centennial program were entertained with a tea and a reception.
Present trends in elementary education were considered at a conference Novem-
ber 17 and 18, 1939. All phases of contemporary education were presented by
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alumni holding important positions throughout the State. A speaker from the
United States Office of Education spoke on the challenges to elementary education.
The conference was attended by large numbers.
The Christmas activities carried on at the college were planned with unusual
care as intra-mural features of the centennial. Choric speaking and choric drama
in the Christmas Chapel program, an old English mummers play at the Christmas
party, a special Christmas issue of the college paper, all contributed to the special
activities of the year. On January 10, the Mardi Gras, a biennial party, was given
by the French Club, carrying out its motto, ''s'instuire en s'amusant."
A Social Sciences Conference was held January 20, 1940. The speakers were
Roy W. Hatch, Director, Social Studies Department, State Teachers College,
Montclair, New Jersey; Wallace W. Atwood, President, Clark University; and
Horace Kidger of the New England History Teachers' Association.
A Science Fair was held in connection with a Science Conference March 15, 1940.
Visiting schools demonstrated in the classrooms of the college and the science in-
structors of the college led in discussions of the teaching of biology, chemistry, and
physical science. Wilbur L. Beauchamp of the University of Chicago gave an
address entitled "The Teaching of Science on the Secondary Level."
The remainder of the year's activities centered about the graduation exercises.
Exercises held June 1, 1940, in the quadrangle before Boyden Hall presented for the
alumni, and again for Senior Class Day, June 7, 1940, consisted of a pageant pictur-
ing the century of education at Bridgewater. The theme, "Freely ye have received,
freely give," was carried out by a presentation of the sacrifices made by Horace
Mann, and the presidents and early faculties of the college in order to establish a
school so that every child might have a trained teacher. It presented its forward
look based upon the "Purposes of Education in a Democracy."
Such great numbers attended that the college could scarcely care for so many.
Many found one of the most interesting features of the celebration to be an
historical exhibit showing pictures, letters, diaries, and early textbooks, and afford-
ing a ghmpse of the panorama of elementary education through the century. The
enhghtenment in elementary education following the establishment of normal
schools could be clearly seen in the exhibit.
The graduation exercises, held June 7, 1940, were attended by a distinguished
company of visiting educators. Among them were representatives of Williams
College; New York University; State Teachers College at Framingham; Fordham
University; Holy Cross College; College of the City of New York; Teachers College
of the City of Boston; State Teachers College at Salem; Boston College; Massa-
chusetts State College; Cornell University Graduate School of Education; Minne-
sota State Teachers College at Mankato ; Vermont State Normal School at Johnson;
New Hampshire State Teachers College at Plymouth; State Teachers College at
Worcester; Massachusetts School of Art; Emerson College; Catholic University of
America at Washington, D. C; Wheelock School; State Teachers College at Lowell;
State Teachers College at Hyannis; State Teachers College at Fitchburg; State
Teachers College at North Adams; Simmons College; New Hampshire State
Teachers College at Keene; National Education Association; New England Teacher
Preparation Association; Massachusetts School Superintendents' Association;
Massachusetts Teachers Federation; Massachusetts Elementary Principals' Asso-
ciation, and others. His Excellency, Leverett Saltonstall, Governor of the Com-
monwealth; Walter F. Downey, Commissioner of Education; John J. Kelly, Presi-
dent of the College; and Patrick J. SuUivan, Director of the State Teachers Colleges
addressed the graduating class. The commencement address was delivered by
Arthur L. Gould, Superintendent of Schools, Boston.
The final official activity of the Centennial Celebration was held June 14-15,
1940. It was the "Institute of Professional Relations," conducted by the Faculty
Interests Committee of the college and sponsored by the National Education Asso-
ciation, the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers, and the Massachusetts Super-
intendents' Association. It consisted of panels in law, medicine, and teaching.
While not attended in great numbers, it was held to be one of the most valuable
activities of the year. Leaders in each field discussed their own professions, and the
professional training of teachers was recognized as of the highest importance to
the State.
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The participants in the various discussions included: Honorable Joseph L.
Hurley, Judge of the Superior Court of the Commonwealth; Honorable Frankland
W. L. Miles, Presiding Justice of the Roxbury District Court; Dr. Bessie E. Page;
and Dr. William J. O'Keefe, Dean of the School of Education of Portia College, as
representative of the legal profession; Dr. Alexander S. Begg, Dean of Boston Uni-
versity School of Medicine; Dr. Stephen Rushmore, Secretary, Massachusetts
Medical Society; Dr. Reginald Fitz, Harvard University School of Medicine; Dr.
Charles D. McCann of Brockton; and Dr. Philemon E. Truesdale, Truesdale
Hospital, Fall River, as representative of the medical profession; and Walter F.
Downey, Commissioner of Education; Dr. CaroHne WoodrufT, Principal, State
Normal School, Castleton, Vermont; Dr. Laura G. Hooper, Supervisor of Ele-
mentary Education, Newton; and Miss Joanna Z. Connell, President of Teachers'
Club, Boston, as representative of the teaching profession.
Changes in Presidencies
william b. aspinwall
President of the State Teachers College at Worcester
Dr. William B. Aspinwall, President of the State Teachers College at Worcester,
retired from the services of the Commonwealth on December 31, 1939. He was
appointed Principal of the State Normal School at Worcester in September, 1912,
and in 1932, when the institution became a Teachers College he became its first
President and served in that capacity until his retirement. He came to Worcester
from the State Teachers College at Albany, New York, where he had served as
Dean and Professor of Education. During the period of Dr. Aspinwall's service at
Worcester, the length of preparation was extended from two years to three years
and from three years to four years. Dr. Aspinwall was instrumental in establishing
at Worcester a curriculum for the training of secondary school teachers. During
his administration the new plant was built on a tract of land given to the Common-
wealth by the City of Worcester. Dr. Aspinwall holds degrees from the following
institutions: A.B., Harvard; Pd.M., New York State College for Teachers, Albany,
N. Y. ; Ph.D., Illinois Wesleyan University; andDocteur de I'universite, University
of Paris.
CLINTON E. CARPENTER
President of the State Teachers College at Worcester
Clinton E. Carpenter, who succeeded Dr. William B. Aspinwall as President of
the State Teachers College at Worcester, took office on January 1, 1940. Mr.
Carpenter is a graduate of the State Teachers College at Bridgewater and holds
Bachelor's and Master's degrees from the School of Education, Boston University.
He has studied at Harvard University, Columbia University, New York Uni-
versity, and the University of Clermont-Ferrand in France. He has taught in
rural, elementary, junior and senior high schools in Massachusetts and has been an
elementary school principal and continuation school director. For six years he was
Director of Training at the then Normal School at North Adams and for twelve
years was Director of Training at the State Normal School and (later) Teachers
College at Fitchburg.
C. EDWARD NEWELL
President of the Massachusetts School of Art
and Director of Art Education
C. Edward Newell, President of the Massachusetts School of Art and Director
of Art Education retired from the service of the Commonwealth on March 13, 1940,
after having served as President of the school for ten years. After graduation from
the Massachusetts School of Art, Mr. Newell served at the State Teachers CoUege
at Salem as instructor in Art, and as Supervisor of Art in the schools of Springfield
and Boston.
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GORDON L. REYNOLDS
President of the Massachusetts School of Art
and Director of Art Education
Gordon L. Reynolds was appointed President of the Massachusetts School of
Art and Director of Art Education on March 14, 1940, to succeed C. Edward Newell
who retired. Mr. Reynolds was graduated from the Department of Fine Arts at
the Massachusetts School of Art in 1930, and in 1931 received his Bachelor degree
from the same institution. He has done graduate work at Columbia University,
Harvard University, Boston University, and the University of Montana. During
1932 he taught at Stamford, Connecticut. In the fall of that year he was appointed
senior instructor at the State Teachers College at Bridgewater and, at the same
time, the supervisor of art in the training school. Mr. Reynolds had been serving
as Acting President of the Massachusetts School of Art during the leave of absence
of Mr. Newell, which began on September 1, 1939.
HERBERT H. HOWES
President State Teachers College at Hyannis Augtist 15, 1930, to November 9, 1940
Herbert H. Howes, B.S. in Ed., Ed.M., President of the State Teachers College
at Hyannis, died on November 9, 1940. Mr. Howes was a graduate of the State
Teachers College at Bridgewater and received his academic degrees from Rhode
Island College of Education and Harvard University Graduate School of Education.
His early experience as principal of elementary schools in Vermont, Connecticut,
and Massachusetts was followed by ten years of service as supervising principal in
Everett, Massachusetts. He was superintendent of schools of Norwood, Massa-
chusetts, 1921-1927, and of Medford, Massachusetts, 1927-1930. He brought to
the presidency at Hyannis a rich background of experience, sound judgment and
broad vision. Through his efforts the offerings of the college were enlarged to include
a junior high curriculum and a curriculum in health and physical education. Mr.
Howes was a member of the New England Association of School Superintendents
and of the Massachusetts Association of School Superintendents. He was Past
President of the New England Teacher Training Association and Hyannis Rotary
Club. At the time of his death he was President of the Massachusetts School-
masters Club.
ANNIE S. CROWELL
Acting President, State Teachers College, Hyannis
Annie S. Crowell, B.S., M.A., was appointed to serve as Acting President of the
State Teachers College at Hyannis until a successor to the late Herbert H. Howes
should be appointed. She took oflEice on November 10, 1940. Miss Crowell was
graduated from the State Teachers College at Hyannis and later received her
academic degrees from Teachers College, Columbia IJniversity. She also studied at
Harvard University Summer School of Physical Education and at the Boston School
of Social Workers. In years of service she is the senior member of the Hyannis
faculty. Her earliest work at Hyannis was in the field of physical education. More
recently she has taught social studies. She is a member of the National Education
Association, the National Council for the Social Studies and the Foreign Policy
Association.
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS, EDUCATIONAL LEGISLATION
Since the turn of the century, the Department of Education has periodically
compiled the "GENERAL LAWS RELATING TO EDUCATION." Said com-
pilations have appeared at periods approximately six to eight years apart. Pursuant
to this policy, we prepared the 1940 edition of "GENERAL LAWS RELATING
TO EDUCATION" (5,000 copies), which includes legislation through 1939 to
replace the 1932 edition of the General Laws. As the several intervening legislative
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sessions have provided many amendments, additions, and new statutes relating
directly or indirectly to education, the present edition contains this material, to-
gether with citations and references to date.
For the purpose of ready reference, there has been added a table of contents which
indicates that the principle of numerical sequence has been adopted in the matter
of chapter arrangement, with the exception of a few special chapters at the end. It
is felt that this departure from the chapter grouping of previous editions will aid
both the constant and casual user.
The initial distribution to superintendents of schools, members of the 351 school
committees throughout the state, other school officials within the state, as well as
to school officials in the other states of the Union amounted to approximately
2,000 copies. There remain some 3,000 copies to meet the subsequent distribution
to newly elected school officials during the period between the 1940 edition and the
next edition which will appear some years hence.
Legislation
As the Massachusetts General Court adopted in 1939 the system of biennial
sessions, there was no session of the General Court in 1940 and, therefore, there was
no legislation enacted during said year. However, in accordance with the provi-
sions of section 33 of chapter 30 of the General Laws, the Department made certain
recommendations for legislation (during the 1941 session) and submitted drafts of
bills embodying the legislation recommended, the captions of which bills are as
follow :
—
1. An Act relative to the meeting of the Advisory Board of Education. (Seeks
to amend G.L., c. 15, §3.)
2. An Act relative to reimbursement to cities and towns for certain school
salaries. (Addition to G.L., c. 70, §1.)
3. An Act further defining the term "assured minimum" in the law relating
to reimbursement of towns. (Seeks to amend G.L., c. 70, §11.)
4. An Act relative to reimbursement of towns for transportation of certain
elementary school children. (Seeks to amend G.L., c. 70, §11, par. 3.)
5. An Act relative to the reimbursement of towns for transportation and tuition
of certain elementary school children. (Seeks to amend G.L., c. 70, §1,
par. 4.)
6. An Act relative to the attendance in the public schools. (Seeks to amend
G.L., c. 76, §5.)
7. An Act relative to the tuition of children attending public schools in towns
other than the legal settlement of parents or guardians. (Seeks to amend
G.L., c. 76, §6.)
8. An Act relative to tuition and transportation of state and city wards. (Seeks
to amend G.L., c. 76, §8.)
9. An Act relative to the payment of tuition of children attending pubhc
schools outside the place of legal settlement of parents or guardians. (Seeks
to amend G.L., c. 76, §12.)
10. An Act to establish a minimum rate of interest to be credited to the accounts
of members of the Teachers Retirement Association. (Seeks to amend G.L.,
c. 32, §6.)
11. Special Report of the Department of Education (under c. 35 of the Resolves
of 1939) relative to establishment of a vocational school in Norfolk County
and to establishment and maintenance by two or more municipalities of
district vocational schools.
Under chapter 38, Resolves of 1939, the Department of Education was authorized
and directed to study the matter contained in several proposals for legislation per-
taining to the problems of the youth of Massachusetts. The Youth Commission
set up by the Department of Education to carry on this study appended to its
report proposed legislation in the form of three bills, the captions of which are as
follow
:
Appendix A
An Act authorizing the appointment of placement di-
rectors in towns and of a supervisor of such directors. (Seeks
to amend G.L., c. 15, §6A.)
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Appendix B
An Act establishing an educational loan fund. (Seeks to
amend G.L., c. 70, §18.)
Appendix C
An Act establishing the Massachusetts Youth Planning
Board.
In accordance with the provisions of section 32 of chapter 30 of the General Laws
a copy of the Rules and Regulations promulgated by the Department of Education,
pursuant to the provisions of General Laws, chapter 93, section 21, (as amended,
1939, §1, and §22, as amended, 1939, c. 343, §2), relating to the conduct of trade
schools was filed with the Clerk of the House of Representatives.
Teansportation
The Department, in collaboration with certain instructors of the Harvard Gradu-
ate School of Education embarked upon a study of the matter of transportation
reimbursement which, when completed, may result in proposed legislation affecting
the provisions of General Laws, chapter 71, sections 6 and 7. Said study is not
complete, but there are sufficient data to indicate that substantial changes in the
above-mentioned sections must inevitably result therefrom.
Pupil-Teacher Decrease
Another interesting study by the Department indicates that the decrease in the
number of teachers, especially in the elementary schools, is quite marked.
The distribution of the decrease (350) in the number of teachers for the school
year 1939-1940 is as follows:
Elementary —370
Junior High ......... —15
Senior High +35
Of interest also, to educators, is the following study showing per capita costs of
education — by t3^es of school systems.
Per Capita Costs op Education— by Types of School Systems
1939-1940
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Essex County Principals' Association
Fitchburg Neighborhood Principals' Club
Franklin County Principals' Round Table
Merrimack Valley High School Principals' Club
Neighborhood Club
South Shore Principals' Group
Southeastern Massachusetts Principals' Association
Southern Worcester County Principals' Association
The Valley Wheel
Junior High School Principals
Junior High School Men Principals' Club
Greater Boston Neighborhood Group of Junior High School Principals
Neighborhood Junior High School Principals' Group
Hampden County Junior High Round Table.
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Radio Programs
In March, 1940, Commissioner Walter F. Downey appointed a committee to
study such experiment and development as there is in the Commonwealth with
reference to radio broadcasts and to work out a practical program.
This committee consists of Alice B. Beal, Supervisor of Elementary Education;
Martina McDonald, Supervisor of Music ; James A. Moyer, Director of the Division
of University Extension; and A. Russell Mack, Supervisor of Secondary Education,
who was appointed chairman of the committee. The report incorporated the need
of interpreting the schools to the public and the necessity of promoting a vital
patriotic opportunity in this time of national emergency. The foUo'ndng statistics
were given
:
Total number of high schools reporting 215
Number of high schools having public address systems . . 29
Number of schoolrooms connected to central public address system 865
Number of schoolrooms having own radio sets .... 79
Number of high schools having radio sets in auditoriums of
buildings 95
Total number of junior high schools reporting 144
Number of junior high schools having public address systems . 11
Number of schoolrooms connected to central public address
systems 265
Number of schoolrooms having own radio sets .... 80
Number of radio sets in auditoriums of buildings.... 59
As a result, there has been a series of radio programs on successive Saturdays at
10 A.M., originating from one of four radio broadcasting studios and broadcast from
all of them. These are radio stations WEEI of Boston, WORC of Worcester,
WMAS of Springfield, and WLAW of Lawrence. The programs had as their direct
objective. Civic Responsibility, which is one of the four objectives of education as
stated by the Educational Policies Commission. Many schools have already co-
operated and others are in the process. The programs have been as follows
:
October 19
October 26
November 2
November 9
November 16
November 23
December 7
December 14
January 4
January 11
January 19
Boston Public Latin School
Brookline High School
Marlborough High School
Worcester High Schools
Springfield High Schools
Brockton High School
Lynn High Schools
Peabody High School
Lawrence High School
Turners Falls High School
Newton High School
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February 1
February 8
February 15
February 22
March 1 .
Haverhill High School
Palmer High School
Fitchburg High School
Reading High School
Middleborough High School
These programs have been entitled "Young Americans in the Making," and the
general procedure in each of these broadcasts has been to have two four-minute
addresses by prominent people of the community, such as the mayor, or chairman
of the Board of Selectmen, or the superintendent of schools and several musical
selections under the auspices of the particular high school. The feature in each
case has been a twelve-minute panel on some phase of civic responsibility, in charge
of a teacher of the school, usually, the teacher of Problems of Democracy, or the
teacher of English, with a group of five or six students. The objective has been to
have these students so well informed in their knowledge of the subject as to make
it unnecessary for them to read from script, thus attempting an approach to the
happy medium between an excessive reading from script and ad libitum.
Letters have been received from parents, friends, etc., attesting to the value of
these radio broadcasts, not only to the participants, but to the listening public.
Before each series of broadcasts, letters were sent out concerning them to super-
intendents of schools and to principals of junior and senior high schools.
High School Building Activity
In the November, 1938, report, statistics were given showing the tremendous
building activity, especially of high schools. The building activity of the decade
beginning with 1930, and continuing to the present time, exceeded that of the
1920's, which had set a record. Where there is a new building, there is invariably
a gymnasium and auditorium, or a combination of the two. There will usually be
found household arts and practical arts, with the usual classrooms, laboratories,
offices, etc. An extensive addition will very likely include the necessary additional
classrooms, as well as an auditorium or gymnasium, or combination. Many of these
buildings and additions, erected in the last five years, received financial assistance
under the Public Works Administration.
The following towns and cities have new high school buildings constructed dur-
ing the 1930's:
New Buildings: Abington, Ashfield, Auburn, Ayer, Bellinghamj Boston (Brighton
and J. E. Burke), Burlington, Cambridge (Rindge Technical), Danvers, Dighton,
Dover, Dracut, Fitchburg, Georgetown, Gloucester, Groveland, Hamilton, Har-
wich, Ipswich, Leicester, Lynn (Enghsh), Marshfield, Melrose, Needham, New-
buryport. New Marlborough, Northampton, Northborough, Norwell, Oak Bluffs,
Orleans, Pembroke, Pepperell, Pittsfield, Plymouth, Provincetown, Quincy (North),
Scituate, Somerset, Springfield (Technical), Tewksbury, Topsfield, Townsend,
Uxbridge, Wayland, Wellesley, Wellfleet, West Boylston, Westfield, Weston,
Westwood.
Additions: Amherst, Andover, Arhngton, Athol, Attleboro, Avon, Barnstable,
Belmont, Blackstone, Boston (Practical Arts and Public Latin), Bourne, Brookline,
Cambridge (High and Latin), Concord, Dedham, East Bridgewater, Easthampton,
Easton, Essex, Fairhaven, Fall River, Framingham, Franklin, Great Barrington,
Huntington, Lee, Littleton, Maiden, Marblehead, Medford, Mendon, Milford,
MiUis, Montague (Turners Falls), New Bedford, Norwood, Oxford, Sheffield,
Shelburne, Southborough, Spencer, Swampscott, Taunton, Wakefield, Waltham,
Wareham, Warren, Westport, Weymouth, WiUiamsburg, Williamstown, Win-
chester, Woburn, Worcester (South), Yarmouth.
Health Outlines
It was a source of satisfaction that the outlines in health in grades seven, eight'
and nine, were completed, as these were begun in 1932.
Three bulletins have already been distributed to superintendents, principals,
and others and the last two bulletins should be available soon.
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These were issued jointly by the Department of Education and the Department
of Pubhc Health. The five bulletins are as follows:
Unit I Opportunities for Health Teaching in the Junior
High School
Unit II Suggested Teaching Units and References for
Grade VII in Community Health
Unit III Suggested Teaching Units in Physiology as Ap-
phed to Daily Living
Unit IV Suggested Teaching Units in Home Nursing and
Child Care
Unit V Suggested Teaching Units in First Aid for Grade
IX Boys
At the present time, the two departments are co-operating in making plans to
issue outlines in health for grades ten, eleven, and twelve. Some weeks ago the
Massachusetts Superintendents' Association, and the Massachusetts High School
Principals' Association, went on record voting their approval and stating their
willingness to help in every way possible. A careful study is proposed to determine
present health habits, needs, etc., of the more than 170,000 high school students
in the three- and four-year senior high schools. The committee is as follows:
Dr. M. Luise Diez, Director of the Division of Maternal and Child Hygiene,
Massachusetts Department of Health
Mr. Daniel J. Kelly, Supervisor of Physical Education, Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Education
Miss Jean V. Latimer, Co-ordinator of Health Education, Division of Child
Hygiene, Massachusetts Department of Health
Mr. A. Russell Mack, Supervisor of Secondary Education, Massachusetts De-
partment of Education
Mr. Mayo M. Magoon, Principal, High School, Framingham, and President of
the Massachusetts Association of High School Principals
Mr. John L. Miller, Superintendent of Schools, Brockton
Professor Warren C. Seyfert, Professor of Secondary Education, Harvard Uni-
versity, Cambridge
Professor Clair E. Turner, Professor of Biology and Pubhc Health, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Chairman
High School Enrollments
HIGH scH': OL enrollment— 1928-1940, inclusive
(Average Membership)
Year
1875 .
1900 .
1924-25
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29
1929-30
1930-31
1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35
1935-36
1936-37
1937-38
1938-39
1939-40
Four-Year
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Miscellaneous
Military Drill.— The present national emergency has focused attention upon
mihtary drill. The following high schools in Massachusetts, according to the
1938-1939 survey, have military drill : Boston (Brighton, Charlestown, Commerce,
Dorchester Boys, East Boston, English, Hyde Park, Mechanic Arts, Jamaica Plain,
Public Latin, Roslindale, Roxbury Boys, South Boston), Gloucester, Lowell,
Methuen, New Bedford, Turners Falls, Hudson, Tewksbury.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Curriculum Revision
Committees composed of elementary school teachers, principals, supervisors,
superintendents of schools, and members of the State Teachers' College faculties
have been engaged during the year in reorganizing the courses of study in Arithmetic
(grades 4-6), Health and Physical Education (grades 1-6), History (grades 4-6),
Reading (grades 1-6), Science (grades 1-6), Social Studies (grades 1-3).
The chairmen of the committees have been selected from members of the Teach-
ers' College faculties because the training schools offer opportunities for the experi-
mental work necessary in such a revision.
The philosophy underlying the revision follows
:
Any course of study should have
:
1. Unity— so that its parts work together to assist the continuous growth of
children
;
2. Practicality and Simplicity— so that it can be followed;
3. Well-defined Purposes — so that something definite can be accomplished
;
4. Sound Basis in Educational Theory — so that progress may be thorough
rather than superficial, orderly rather than erratic, broad rather than cramped,
and intelligent rather than merely traditional.
The Educational Policies Commission of the National Education Association
has given us four major objectives, under the heading "The Purposes of Education
in a Democracy." It defines the educated person in four relationships:
1. SeK Realization
2. Human Relationship
3. Economic Efficiency
4. Civic Responsibility
We believe that these four points form an admirable center for a course of study,
since aU educational procedures should serve these purposes.
We believe that an educated person is quite different from a person who has
nothing but narrow academic knowledge and training. We believe that the school
has an increasing responsibility for providing the broadest kind of experience, in
these days of stress and change. We believe that a successful democracy depends
upon the preservation of self realization and civic responsibility. These are denied
by the dictatorships. We believe that every minute in the schoolroom, every lesson
in arithmetic and science and language, properly conceived and properly taught,
can help to shape ideas and ideals, around and beyond the subject matter itself.
We believe that all subject matter, all theories of organization, and all methods
and procedures, should alike pass the tests of usefulness in child development, as
indicated above. Nothing should be retained merely because it is traditional,
unless it contributes to these purposes. On the other hand, nothing should be
adopted, or discarded, merely because the fashion of the hour favors such a course
of action. A course of study should make a careful re-appraisal of its materials,
with the help of modern research and enrichment. The children in our care should
be led to be and to become persons educated to live the richest possible lives, and
to contribute the utmost possible to their communities.
Given below are the names of those serving on the several curriculum committees
:
General Chairman.— Alice B. Beal, Supervisor of Elementary Education, State
Department of Education.
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Steering Committee.— William R. Barry, Superintendent of Schools, North-
ampton; Teresa R. Flaherty, Supervisor of Primary Education, Boston; W. C.
Kvaraceus, Educational Consultant, School Department, Brockton; Laurence G.
Nourse, Superintendent of Schools, Norton and Plainville; Thomas E. Rush,
Superintendent of Schools, Hanson, Hanover, Norwell; Mark R. Shibles, Principal,
Daniel Butler School, Belmont; EUen C. Sweeney, Super^'isor of Elementary Grades,
New Bedford.
Arithmetic Committee.— Mildred B. Stone, State Teachers College, Salem, Chair-
man; L. Leah Hennigar, Principal, Willard School, Quincy; Evelyn Lindquist,
State Teachers College, Bridgewater; Mary J. McConnell, State Teachers College,
Fitchburg; Martha M. Tobey, State Teachers College, Westfield.
Health and Physical Education.— Lois L. Decker, State Teachers College, Bridge-
water, Chairman; James J. Carter, Director of Health Education, Quincy; J. Edgar
Caswell, State Teachers College, Hyannis; Donald D. Dunn, School Department,
Andover; Marguerite GourviUe, State Teachers College, Lowell; Daniel J. Kelly,
Supervisor of Physical Education, State Department of Education; Theresa J.
Lammers, State Teachers College, Westfield; Dr. Fredrika Moore, Department of
Public Health, Commonwealth of Massachusetts; K. Louise Nangle, School De-
partment, Lynn.
History Committee.— Sara S. Cummings, State Teachers College, Framingham,
Chairman; Elizabeth Foster, State Teachers College, Worcester; Katherine Packard,
State Teachers College, Bridgewater; Helen J. Piper, Supervisor of Primary Grades,
Lynn; Donald T. Welch, School Department, Middleboro.
Language Arts — Reading Coynmittee.— Ruth E. Davis, State Teachers College,
Bridgewater, Chairman; Ruth H. Carter, State Teachers College, Framingham;
Katherine McCarty, State Teachers College, Fitchburg; Grace V. Rowland, State
Teachers College, Hyannis.
Science Committee.— Rachel Bruce, State Teachers College, Fitchburg, Chair-
man; T. Leonard Kelly, State Teachers College, Westfield; Helen L. Thompson,
Principal, Newton; Sybil I. Tucker, State Teachers College, Salem; Walter G.
WTiitman, State Teachers College, Salem.
Social Studies Committee.— Hazel Mileham, State Teachers College, North
Adams; Mrs. Helen B. Gushing, Supervisor of Elementary Education, Kingston;
Iva Lutz, State Teachers College, Bridgewater; Helen E. Mallery, State Teachers
College, North Adams; Marion E. Wiles, Supervisor, Brockton.
Progress in the Five-Year Program for the Development of
THF Rural Schools in Massachusetts
Some progress has been made in carrying out the suggestions made in the five-
year program for the development of rural schools.
The tentative rating scale for the appraisal of school plants previously submitted
by Superintendent William A. Nickerson had been tried out by several superin-
tendents and their suggestions as to revision were discussed at the Rural School
Conference held at Hyannis, September 20 and 21, 1940. Since Superintendent
Nickerson had retired at the time of the meeting, it was decided that Dr. Harry
Broudy of the State Teachers' College, North Adams, would complete the revision
of the rating scale.
The topic which had been designated in the study as the one which should receive
special study and attention this year concerned the curriculum of the rural school.
Committees have been formed to carry on a State-wide revision of the elementary
school course of study.
Study of Educational Procedures
A list of places in Massachusetts where certain educational procedures are carried
on is being made by the Department of Education and the Elementary School
Principals' study groups so that teachers may know where to visit if they wash to
study certain educational procedures.
At the present time, suggestions have been received from the majority of elemen-
tary school principals, elementary school supervisors, and the teachers in the train-
ing schools of the teachers' colleges. This list will be available in April, 1941.
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Elementary School Principals' Conference of
THE National Education Association
The Department of Education is co-operating with the Graduate School of
Education, Harvard University, in planning the Fifth Annual Conference for the
Department of Elementary School Principals of the National Education Asso-
ciation. Miss Alice B. Beal, Supervisor of Elementary Education, has been ap-
pointed Associate Director of the Conference.
CERTIFICATION OF SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS
The Department of Education, as required by Section 66 of Chapter 71 of the
General Laws, determines, by examination or otherwise, the qualifications for the
position of superintendent of schools in a superintendency union.
In accordance with this provision of the law, the Department issues certificates of
ehgibility for such service. In 1940, eight term certificates were issued.
The classes and number of certificates issued by the Department since the law
first went into effect are as follows: Permanent certificates, 3; preliminary certifi-
cates, 133; term certificates, 319.
Listed below are the names of those persons who now hold three-year certificates
for service in Massachusetts superintendency unions
:
Allen, Lyman R.
Anthony, John C.
Armstrong, J. Harding
Armstrong, Wilbur B.
Austin, George R.
Bailey, Norman D.
Ballou, Harold L.
Barclay, Robert W.
Bean, Stephen G.
Benedict, Frank H.
Blount, Henry G.
Bowley, Harold C.
Bubar, Raleigh B.
Buker, William H.
Burgess, Joseph R.
Burns, David A. J.
Burns, Raymond M.
Butler, N. Richard
Carroll, Howard B.
Gassin, Matthew J.
Childs, James R.
Chittim, Harold D.
Christiansen, Adolph O.
Clark, Harold A.
Cottle, William E.
Cox, Edwin A.
Crowell, Arthur F.
Currie, Eugene K.
Davenport, Elmer F.
Davis, Blynn E.
Dillingham, Paul
Doherty, Charles E.
Eaton, Eldridge P.
Eddy, Rhoden B.
Farrin, Leon M.
Fogwell, Jerome P.
French, Seward F.
Garcelon, A. B.
Genthner, Sylvan B.
Gifford, Flavel M.
Gilgan, Hugh C.
Gotschall, John H.
Graves, S. Monroe
Grindle, Thomas S.
Grover, Elbridge C.
Gustin, George B.
Hale, Arthur W.
Handy, Anson B.
Handy, Everett L.
Harriman, Edwin J.
Harris, Clarence M.
Haskins, Henry S.
Hawkes, Franklin P.
Hebard, William E.
Hempel, Edward C.
Hepworth, Archibald L.
Herrschaft, Howard G.
Holloran, Carl F.
Hoyt, Herbert E.
Hurld, Daniel P.
Johnson, Frank C.
Johnson, William D.
Jones, Burr F.
Jones, Donovan S.
Keller, Roy E.
Kenyon, Alfred R.
Kimball, Reginald S.
King, James P.
Knight, Herman C.
Knight, Melvin C.
Ladd, Harold M.
Lane, Walter E.
Larrabee, H. Paul
Lawrance, Charles W.
Lobban, James A.
Lord, Arthur B.
Loring, William R.
Love, Nathaniel N.
Mahan, Thomas W.
Malcolm, David J.
Mann, Gilbert C.
Martin, Edward W.
Martinson, Edwin A.
Mattoon, Donald P.
McCarthy, Raymond G.
McCooey, Edwin F.
Merrill, Bert L.
Merritt, Lucius A.
Miller, Charles A.
Miller, Fred W.
Mitchell, Charles A.
Moore, Millard C.
Morgan, Jesse J.
Newman, Derwood A.
Niles, Caleb N.
Nims, Wesley E.
Nourse, Lawrence G.
Orcutt, Leon M.
Orford, George W.
O'Rourke, Ralph W.
Osborne, Sidney
Page, John C.
Patty, Albert T.
Payne, Roland W.
Peebles, James F.
Peltier, Louis J.
Philie, Jules I.
Pierce, Arthur E.
Pinkham, Raymond E.
Poole, Roger K.
Porter, Frederick W.
Pratt, Charles H.
Prior, Leon E.
Proctor, Ralph W.
Ramey, Alton E.
Reardon, James E.
Reynolds, James P.
Rice, Harold A.
Robbins, Linville W.
Robinson, Charles M.
Robinson, Chester A.
Rodgers, William H.
Rogers, Harold A.
Rolfe, John J.
Rollins, Arthur S.
Ross, Charles F.
Rush, Charles A.
Rush, Thomas E.
Sadler, Stephen L.
Sannella, Frank
Sawyer, Edmund R.
Shaw, Archibald B.
Shea, William D.
Spaulding, Willard B.
Stacy, Chester R.
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Staples, Guy B. Sylvester, Harold B. Vail, Guy W.
Stephenson, Charles L. Taylor, Charles G. Varnev, Charles E.
Stevens, Donald B. Taylor, Robert N. Webb^ Winthrop L.
Stuart, Fred R. Thomas, Harold W. Whittier, John D.
Sturtevant, Merle A. True, George L., Jr. Wright, Stanley W.
Sullivan, Francis B. Tucker, Richard D. Wright, Stephen E.
Swicker, Harold B.
In December, 1940, the Certification Committee revised the Regulations for
Certification of Superintendents of Schools in Superintendency Unions. They
now read as follows
:
"The Department of Education, as required by Section 66, Chapter 71, General
Laws, Tercentenary Edition, determines by examination or otherwise the quali-
fications of candidates for the positions of Superintendents of Schools in Superinten-
dency Unions. In accordance with this provision of the law, the Department issues
certificates of eligibility for such service.
Requirements for Certification
A certificate, valid for three years, may be granted to candidates who meet the
requirements stated below:
1. Age and Citizenship — A candidate shall not have reached his 60th birthday
and shall be a citizen of the United States. The age limit does not apply to
superintendents in service.
Evidence: Birth certificate or equivalent.
Certificate of naturalization when necessary.
2. General Education — A candidate sliall have a bachelor's degree from an
approved college or the satisfactory equivalent.
Evidence: An official transcript of college record or other records for which
credit is desired.
3. Professional Study and Training— Each candidate is required to show, in
addition to his general education, approved credit for not less than eighteen
semester hours of study in education of which six are in the field of elementary
education and six are in the field of secondary education.
Evidence: An official transcript of graduate and under-graduate record with
an appended statement listing courses in elementary and secondary
education.
4. Experience — a. A minimum of eight years of satisfactory experience in
school work,
or
b. A minimum of five years of satisfactory experience in school
work, at least three of which shall have been in the field
of school supervision and administration. (Note: Satis-
factory experience in supervision and administration is
interpreted as meaning that the principal part of the individ-
ual's school work, i.e., at least fifty percent, shall have been
officially assigned to supervision and administration.)
Evidence: Signed statements from the Chairman, Secretarj^ or Executive
Officer of the School Committee, or other town official relative
to the length of service in each school system in which service has
been rendered. If the candidate proposes to quahfy under b.,
statements covering the amount of supervision and administration
must be filed.
5. Written Examination — In addition to the requirements enumerated above,
each candidate shall pass a written examination comprising the following
subjects: School organization, administration and supervision; aims, courses
and methods in elementary schools; aims, courses and methods in secondary
schools; history of education, educational psychology and educational soci-
ology; school law and finance.
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Applications for the written examination shall be filed with the secretary of the
committee at least sixty days before the date of the examination. No candidate
will be permitted to take the examination unless all data in support of the appli-
cation is in the hands of the secretary at least one week before the examination.
6. Exemption from Written Examination— A candidate, with experience satis-
factory to the Committee on Certification of Superintendents of Schools in
Superintendency Unions covering at least three years of service as super-
intendent of schools, may be granted a certificate without a written examina-
tion in all or any of the subjects required under 5, upon presentation of suit-
able credentials, provided that not more than six years shall have elapsed
between active service as a superintendent of schools and the date of appli-
cation for the certificate. In instances where the candidate's duties as a
superintendent have included the principalship of the high school, it is re-
quired that he shall have been elected as superintendent of schools by the
school committee and shall not have had more than two regularly assigned
teaching periods in any year for which credit is claimed.
Evidence: Official transcripts of graduate and under-graduate records, and
all other material required of an initial applicant, as stated in
Requirements for Certification; signed statements from the Chair-
man, Secretary or Executive Officer of the School Committee, or
other town official relative to the length and type of service in
each school system in which service has been rendered. The
statement of service as Superintendent-Principal must include
the number of regularly assigned teaching periods, if any.
7. Oral Examination — Each candidate, including those exempted from the
written examination, shall present himself before the Committee for an oral
examination.
8. References — Each candidate is required to submit names of persons qualified
to judge his personal and professional qualifications, including the name
of his immediate superior.
Renewal of Ceetificates
1. Certificates in force and held by superintendents of schools during the fife
of the certificate may be renewed without examination on recommendation
of the Committee. Each applicant shall present himself before the Committee
for an oral examination.
a. (Within the State). In the case of the renewal of a certificate for a superin-
tendent serving within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the Committee
requires that a representative of the State Department of Education shall
have visited the school system in which the Superintendent is serving,
before action is taken, and shall have reported his or her findings to the
Committee. Such report may be accepted by the Committee in lieu of an
oral examination.
b. (Outside the State). In case of the renewal of a certificate for a super-
intendent serving outside the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the
Committee will require evidence from the State Department of Education
under which service is being rendered, concerning his service as superin-
tendent, before action is taken.
2. Certificates in force and held by persons who have not been in service as
superintendents of schools during the life of the certificates may be renewed
without examination in all or any of the subjects required under 5, at the
discretion of the Committee. Each appficant shall present himself before
the Committee for an oral examination.
All appficants for renewal are required to have on file: Official transcripts of
graduate and under-graduate records, and aU the other material required
of an initial applicant, as stated in Requirements for Certification.
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Revocation or Failure to Renew Certificates
The Department may revoke or fail to renew a certificate, subject to the pro-
visions of Chapter 281, Acts of 1937.
General Information
The written examination is held annually in the last week of June at a date to be
determined by the Committee, and at such other times as the Committee may
designate.
Applicants for renewal and candidates applying for certificates as provided for
under 6 (Exemption from Written Examination), are instructed that the Com-
mittee can take no action on their applications until all required documents are on
file with the Secretary. They are reminded that towns may receive reimbursements
for only such time as the incumbent superintendent holds a certificate in force.
Responsibility for the filing of all required information, and of supporting docu-
ments, rests with the applicant. The Department will attempt, but does not
guarantee, to keep candidates informed as to the status of applications which are
incomplete.
Persons who wish to secure further information concerning certification should
communicate with the Secretary of the Committee.
Appendix A
It is the present practice of the Massachusetts Department of Education, in the
instances of those seeking the first certificate qualifying them to serve as superin-
tendents of schools in superintendency unions, to require examinations in the
following subjects: School organization, administration and supervision; aims,
courses and methods in elementary schools; aims, courses and methods in secondary
schools; history of education, educational psychology and educational sociology;
school law and finance.
It has been ruled by the Department that beginning with the summer session
of 1938 all individuals who satisfactorily complete courses in all of these subjects
approved by the Massachusetts Department of Education and conducted under
its auspices, shall be awarded certificates to serve as superintendents of schools in
superintendency unions without written examination, provided that:
1. Before the certificate is issued they meet the preliminary qualifications for
these certificates as previously stated.
2. They complete all required courses within any consecutive five-year period.
3. They satisfactorily pass the oral examination."
DISSOLUTION OF SUPERINTENDENCY UNIONS
On July 1, 1940, the town of New Salem was added to superintendency union
tt39 comprising the towns of Erving, Leverett, Shutesbury and Wendell, thereby
dissolving union S44 in which union were the towns of New Salem, Dana, Green-
wich and Prescott, the last three towns having been taken over by the Metropol-
itan District Commission.
On March 31, 1940, superintendency union #26 comprising the towns of HoUiston,
Medway and Sherborn was dissolved. This resulted in Medway and HoUiston
each employing a superintendent of schools, and the town of Sherborn being added
to superintendency union tt30 comprising the towns of Dover, Sudbury and
Wayland.
There are now sixty-nine superintendency unions functioning in the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts.
SUPERVISION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
Education of Mentally Handicapped Children
During the past year an unusual amount of interest was shown in the organiza-
tion and maintenance of special classes throughout the state. Many superintend-
ents of schools, school committee men and others outside the field f>i education
conferred with the Supervisor of Special Schools and Classes for the purpose of
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ascertaining what could be done to meet more adequately the serious problem
presented by mentally retarded children. This interest was probably due in a
large measure to the six recommendations made in the Annual Report for the
school year ending November 30, 1939.
From various parts of the Commonwealth reports have been received from
Superintendents of Schools who have adopted these recommendations. These
reports indicate a marked improvement in the attitude toward special classes on
the part of both parents and pupils. A complete understanding of the purpose of
the Special Classes on the part of both parents and pupils is of fundamental import-
ance to the proper functioning of these classes.
Children who are enrolled in Special Classes that are housed in rooms that are
equal to those occupied by children in regular grades, and who are supplied with
equipment and material equal to that available to children of normal intelligence,
make satisfactory adjustment with a minimum of difficulty.
Communities in which home visitation programs are carried on report a minimum
of opposition from both parents and pupils, inasmuch as this program tends to
develop a spirit of cooperation between home and school.
Regional Conferences were held in Worcester and Fitchburg. These Conferences
were held under the direction of the Massachusetts Special Class Teachers' Asso-
ciation, and the Department of Education, and were arranged for the purpose of
bringing to special class teachers throughout the state, inspiration, recognition,
and practical assistance in solving their every-day problems.
One course on the "Psychology and Methods of Teaching Mentally Retarded
Children" was offered by the State Department of Education, Division of Uni-
versity Extension, during the school year 1939-40 at Harvard University. A
number of teachers availed themselves of the opportunity of taking this course
which was given by the State Supervisor of Special Schools and Classes.
Sixty public addresses were delivered by the Supervisor of Special Schools and
Classes to various organizations throughout the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
Classes for the Mentally Retarded
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Visitation of Schools
Assistance rendered at the time of and immediately following observation visits
to schools constituted the bulk of field service. It covered all phases of the com-
posite program and involved a large number and variety of problems. A number
of surveys and investigations were made during the year at the request of school
authorities. Many observations in the field led us to the conclusion that several
schools, especially in the rural districts, lacked adequate play equipment. In some
instances where playground equipment was available, it was home made or pur-
chased by private organizations. The out-of-door play areas, in general, are suffi-
cient in size, but many need a small amount of grading and raking in order to be
more satisfactory for play.
Field Conferences
These conferences were with members of boards of education; superintendents
of schools; principals of elementary, junior high schools and senior high schools;
supervisors and instructors of physical education and athletic coaches; Presidents
of State Teachers Colleges and Instructors, and conferences sponsored by county,
district and state associations involved in the conduct of health, physical education
and recreation.
Cooperation with Army Camps
At the suggestion of Commissioner Downey, the Division of Physical Education
arranged an outline in pamphlet form entitled: "Suggestions for Physical Training
in Army Camps." Copies were mailed to officers, chaplains, and athletic directors
in the camps and forts located in New England. The response from the forts and
camps concerning these suggestions indicate that the pamphlets have been helpful.
Personal visits have been made to the camps and forts in Massachusetts.
News Letters
Three News Letters, entitled "Facts and Information," were mailed to approxi-
'
mately seven hundred fifty teachers working in the field of physical education.
Committees
The Supervisor and Assistant Supervisor have served on the following com-
mittes
:
Senior High School Health Education
The School Health Council of Massachusetts
Revision of Course of Study, Grades 1-6
Revision of Course of Study, Junior-Senior High Schools
Eastern District Convention
Various Athletic Committees
Greater Boston Boy Scouts
SAFETY EDUCATION
Safety education in the schools of Massachusetts has developed rapidly during
the past decade. All educators have become aware of their responsibilities in the
field of safety. Years ago when life was comparatively simple, the child learned
from his parents or associates how to meet hazards, and how to conduct himself
in the face of dangers. Today, with the increased complexities of our fives, the
home has placed upon the schools many of those responsibilities which formerly
it assumed. Among these, training and education for prevention of accidents
and fatalities is found.
The State Department has printed and distributed courses of study, and courses
of study have been developed by cities and towns to meet more adequately local
conditions.
Valuable data have been gathered to help meet the problems of safety education
by members of graduate schools, members of summer session classes, the Registrar
of Motor Vehicles, the Massachusetts Safety Council, and the Department of
Education.
A decade ago little was done to prepare teachers to teach safety education in
the classroom. Today short courses are offered in summer sessions and instruction
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is given by the State Supervisor of Safety Education to the senior classes of the
Teachers' Colleges.
That safety education has been effective is shown by the statistics compiled by
the Registry of Motor Vehicles. In the age group 0-14, in 1930, 161 children were
killed in highway accidents; in 1940, 89 children met their death on Massachusetts
highways. This record for 1940 does not equal the lower number of fatalities for
1939, which was 74. But, on analysis, the figures for 1939 show that 34 of the
children killed were 5 years of age or younger, while those for 1940 show 42 of the
younger group involved in fatal accidents. These facts clearly indicate the necessity
for more safety education for the fathers and mothers of these pre-school children.
Addresses have been made before Parent-Teacher, Adult Alien, and Mothers'
Club groups stressing the need for constant supervision and adequate training for
the little child, at home as well as on the highway. Elementary and junior high
school principals have been advised to send into the homes, compositions and con-
struction or art work which will direct the attention of the parents to the need for
supervision, training and instruction before the child reaches the pubhc schools.
While we can report that nearly 200 of the 260 high schools in Massachusetts
have offered instruction in "Driver Education" during 1940, this course in the
majority of cases has been given as a unit of instruction in a given course and con-
sequently has reached a limited number of students. One of our objectives in the
secondary school field for 1941 is to have this course offered to a greater number
of the student body. However, 5,437 certificates for the completion of driver
education courses have been issued by Registrar of Motor Vehicles, Frank A.
Goodwin. These certificates when presented at a registry of motor vehicles by a
student applying for a driving license excuse the applicant from the usual oral
examination.
The State Registry has a record of 764 students who have successfully passed
the driving test and received their licenses, after completion of the course in
"Driver Education."
With but few exceptions instruction in home, school and recreational safety,
has been given in the liigh schools of Massachusetts. These types of safety have
become so well articulated with other subjects that they require no additional
time or effort on the part of the instructor.
A bulletin "Safety Education in Rural Communities" revised from a "Course
of Study in Safety Education" published in 1931 by the Department of Education,
was presented to the Superintendents attending the Rural School Conference in
Hyannis, September 21. The bulletin states "Objectives of Safety Education,
Suggested Correlation and Suggested Topics for Discussion."
Eighty-one hundred copies of the Safety Bulletin have been sent to principals
of elementary and junior high schools, superintendents of schools and other per-
sons interested in safety education.
In addition to addressing elementary, junior high and high school assemblies,
the Supervisor of Safety Education has addressed Teacher Associations, Parent-
Teacher Associations, Mothers' Clubs, State Teachers College Senior Groups, a
Superintendents' Conference, bus drivers, janitors, school boy patrols, playground
groups, a Safety Council, a Police Chiefs' Association, and Campfire Girls. She
also served as summarizer of a sectional meeting of the New England Physical
Education Conference, and as Chairman of the Elementary and Junior High
School section of the Massachusetts Safety Council Conference. In many instances,
moving pictures were used with the addresses. Assistance has been rendered
committees engaged in formulating courses of study.
Our aim in 1941, as in preceding years, is to so train and educate the school
children of the Commonwealth that eventually we develop a generation charac-
terized by habits of carefulness and by so doing put an end to the needless loss of
human life.
TEACHER PLACEMENT
The Teachers Registration Bureau is operated in the Department of Education
for the purpose of providing candidates for teaching positions to interested superin-
tendents of schools. Applicants are not required to pay any fee for this service.
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> Since 1939, a rating system for all candidates, based on marks and references,
has been in operation in the Bureau. During the past year, the Teachers Registra-
tion Bureau enrolled 1,360 new registrants, received notice of 378 vacancies, and
placed 267 teachers with aggregate salaries of $201,147 for full-time teachers.
The number of new registrants having no experience was 1,027. These were
classified as follows:
Position Desired
High School
Grammar and Junior High School (Primary and Kindergarten)
Special Class
Household Arts
Drawing .
Music.
Manual Training
Physical Education
Commercial
Miscellaneous .
Totals 675 352
The number of teachers placed by the Bureau from 1913 to 1940, together with
the estimate of the aggregate salaries, is indicated in the following table
:
Superintendents of Schools
High School Principals
High School Teachers
Elementary and Junior
High School Principals .
Elementary and Junior
High School Teachers,
Special Class Teachers .
Special Teachers
State Teachers Colleges .
Part-time, Evening, Sum-
mer School and Sub-
stitutes
Totals .
Women
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a lack of balance in the instruction program. Therefore, it seemed advisable for
the department to stimulate an interest in the instrumental phase. Inasmuch as
the cost of instruments is undoubtedly an obstruction in the smaller systems, the
department decided to recommend these two preparatory instruments, the tonette
and the melody flute as having musical value and yet being available at little cost.
At the Fourth Annual Conference for Superintendents in Small Communities,
Hyannis, September 20, 1940, pupils from the Hyannis Training School gave a
demonstration of melody flute instruction.
At an Essex County Music Meeting, Hamilton High School, October 10, 1940,
pupils from Groveland gave a demonstration of tonette instruction. In Hinsdale,
Berkshire County, a tonette demonstration was given December 13, 1940.
Radio Broadcast
The department arranged for a coast to coast hook-up on the Blue Network
(83 stations) of the National Broadcasting Company, of the Christmas Music
Program from Snellville.
Demonstration—Modern Methods and Practices in Music Education
At the Twenty-sixth Annual Conference of Superintendents, Bridgewater,
April 16, 1940, the members of the Class of 1940, Lowell State Teachers College,
and primary grade pupils from Marshfield gave a demonstration of Modern
Methods and Practices in Music Education.
Curriculum Material
The curriculum material edited by the department in 1939-1940, for pupils in
Grades I-XII, inclusive, in Berkshire, Franklin, Hampshire and Hampden Counties
was a booklet of sixteen songs by the Five Famous American Composers (Foster,
Herbert, MacDowell, Nevin, Sousa) for whom commemorative stamps were
issued in 1940.
Summary of Other Activities
Visits or teaching demonstrations were made in the following towns not previ-
ously visited:
Agawam Hadley Hyannis Rebohoth
Blanford Hamilton Leominster Russell
Chester Hatfield Lowell Savoy
Georgetown Holden Montague Seekonk
Granville Holyoke Northampton Tolland
Groveland Huntington Northfield Ware
Williamsburg
During the school year, 1939-1940, the state supervisor served as vice-chairman
of the National Rural School Music Committee, and she addressed groups at the
teachers' conventions of Plymouth and Worcester Counties, and at the Music
Educators National Conference in Los Angeles, California. An orientation course
in music was given during the first semester to the Freshman Class in the Massa-
chusetts School of Art by the state supervisor and an original play of the class was
presented under her direction.
CONFERENCES AND INSTITUTES
Superintendents of Schools. — The Twenty-sixth Annual Conference for Super-
intendents of Schools was held at the State Teachers College at Bridgewater,
April 16, 17, and 18, 1940.
The principal addresses at the Conference were as follow: "Massachusetts
Education and the State Department" by Walter F. Downey, Commissioner of
Education; "The Role of the Superintendent in Educational Guidance" and
"The Role of the Superintendent in Selecting Teachers," by Ben D. Wood, Director,
Co-operative Test Service of the American Council on Education; "Problems in a
Democracy," by Dr. Heinrich Bruening, Harvard University, Cambridge; "Words
on the Wing" by Franklin G. Dunham, Director of Educational Broadcasts, National
Broadcasting Company, New York; "The Community and Its Young People"
by Professor Francis T. Spaulding, School of Education, Harvard University,
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Cambridge; "Can the Allies Win?" by James H. Powers, International News
Commentator; "The Use of Motion Picture Films in the Classroom" by Joseph A.
Hennessey, Supervisor of Visual Aids, Boston School Department; "Significant
Factors in the Relations of the Elementary Schools and the State Teachers Col-
leges" by Alice B. Beal, Supervisor of Elementary Education of the Department;
and an illustrated lecture "Seeing the Unseen with High Speed Photography" by
Dr. Harold E. Edgerton, Department of Electrical Engineering, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge.
Group meetings were held in the morning on "Modern Methods and Practices
in Art, Music, Physical Education, Industrial Arts, and Household Arts." A panel
discussion was held in the afternoon on "The Massachusetts Youth Survey."
Conference of Superintendents of Rural Schools.—The Fourth Annual State Con-
ference for Superintendents of Rural Schools was held at the State Teachers'
College, Hyannis, on September 20 and 21, 1940. Subjects which received major
emphasis, and the speakers, were as follows:
"Organization and Administration of Rural Education" by Dr. Howard
Dawson, Director of the Division of Rural Education, National Education
Association.
"The Enrichment of the Curriculum for Rural Schools" by Dr. Kate Wofford,
Director of Rural Education, State Teachers College, Buffalo, New York.
Other outstanding addresses of the conference were as follows: "Organizing
Community Guidance Programs" by George P. Haley, Field of Occupational
Information and Vocational Counseling, Division of Vocational Education, De-
partment of Education; "The Division of Public Libraries and the Public School
Program" by E. Louise Jones, Library Adviser, Division of Public Libraries, State
Department of Education; "Discussion of Rating Scale for Rural Schools" by
Dr. Harry S. Broudy, State Teachers College, North Adams.
In addition to the above, the following named members of the staffs of the
Department of Education and the State Teachers' Colleges presented ways in
which the State Department of Education can cooperate with the Superintendents
of Rural Schools for the purpose of enriching the curriculum: Grover C. Bowman,
Gordon L. Reynolds, Philip G. Cashman, Caroline H. Wilson, Martina McDonald,
Daniel J. Kelly, James J. Hammond and Ina M. Curley.
Approximately fifty persons were in attendance at this conference.
State Teachers College Instructors. — The Twenty-third Annual Conference of
Instructors in the State Teachers Colleges was held at the State Teachers College
at Bridgewater on September 11 and 12, 1940.
The principal addresses at the Conference were as follows: "The Teacher in
National Crisis" bj^ Walter F. Downey, Commissioner of Education; "Trends in
the Professional Education of Teachers" by Alonzo F. Myers, Professor of Educa-
tion, New York University; "How to Beat Hitler— in the United States" by RoUo
Walter Brown, Cambridge; "Whither Europe?" by James H. Powers, International
News Commentator; and "The Problem of Study in the State Teachers Colleges"
by Dr. Harry Broudy, State Teachers College at North Adams.
Sectional meetings were held on "How can individual members of the Teachers
College faculties help the students improve their study habits and broaden their
opportunities and desires for independent study and cultural development?" and
"How can the laboratory teachers help our students improve the study habits
of public school children?"
Junior and Senior High Schools. — The Nineteenth Annual Conference of Prin-
cipals of Junior and Senior High Schools was held at the State Teachers College
at Framingham on April 23, 24, and 25, 1940. The Conference included an all-day
session on Wednesday, April 24, held by the Massachusetts Association of Deans
of Girls. This was their seventeenth annual meeting.
The principal addresses were: "The Place of Vocational Education in our
Secondary Schools," by Ralph E. Pickett, Assistant Dean of New York University
School of Education; "The Work of the Federal Bureau of Investigation," by W. H.
Drane Lester, Inspector, Federal Bureau of Investigation; "Our National and State
Associations and the Improvement of Secondary Education," by Dr. Will French,
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Teachers College, Columbia University, and Chairman of the Implementation
Committee, National Association of Secondary School Principals. There were
several panels scheduled on the program, the first was held on Wednesday after-
noon of the program and was entitled, "The Massachusetts State Youth Survey."
It consisted of the following members: Dr. Warren C. Seyfert, Harvard University;
Dr. Harry S. Broudy, North Adams State Teachers College; John L. Miller, Super-
intendent of Schools, Brockton; Ruel E. Tucker, Principal, High School, Brockton;
and William C. Kvaraceus, Educational Consultant, School Department, Brockton.
A forum was held Wednesday evening on "Education for the Preservation of
Democracy." The members of the forum were: Wilfred H. Ringer, Headmaster,
Brookline High School; James A. Chalmers, Principal, Fitchburg High School;
Joseph L. Powers, Headmaster, Public Latin School, Boston, and William R.
Mackintosh, Director, Vocational School, New Bedford. A panel discussion entitled,
"Making Use of Available Psychological Research," was held on Thursday morning
with Lawrence A. Averill, State Teachers College, Worcester, acting as chairman
of the group; and Tidth Harry S. Broudy, State Teachers College, North Adams;
Brenelle Hunt, State Teachers College, Bridgewater; Roger F. Holmes, State
Teachers College, Fitchburg; and Harry F. Percival, State Teachers College,
Fitchburg, participating.
Addresses were also given by Joseph Hennessey of the Division of University
Extension in the Department, entitled, "The University Extension Offering in
Movie Programs," and by Mrs. Burr J. Merriam, Chairman of the Scholarship
Committee, Massachusetts State Federation of Women's Clubs, entitled, "Scholar-
ships."
The principals made reports as foUow: "The Place of Student Councils in High
Schools" by Cjo-il C. Smith, Principal, Webster High School; "Individual Pro-
gramming, or 'Cutting the Suit to Fit' " by Ralph W. Proctor, Principal, WeUesley
High School; "The Haverhill High School Handbook," by Earle H. MacLeod,
Principal, HaverhiU High School; "How One Principal Hopes to Solve the New
50%," by Rupert A. Nock, Principal, Marshfield High School; "Cooperation of
Education and Industry at North Attleborough," by Arthur J. Mott, Principal, North
Attleborough High School; "The Course in Consumer Education at Warren High
School," by Henry H. Sommerman, Principal Belmont High School; "Teacher
Load," by Philip L. Garland, Principal, Attlel)oro High School; "The Orientation
Course at Dalton High School," by Allen J. Hill, Principal, Dalton High School;
"WiUiamstown Remodels," by John B. Clark, Principal, Williamstown High
School; "Subjective versus Objective Rating in Citizenship," by Norval B. Spinney,
Principal, West Springfield Junior High School; "Emotion Control in the Class-
room," by Morton R. Seavey, Principal, Bulkeley Junior High School, Concord;
"Some Corrective Reading Problems," by Ellen E. Morrissey, Principal, Van Sickle
Junior High School, Springfield; "A Plan for Guidance," by A. Henry Ottoson,
Principal, Junior High School West, Arlington; "What Became of the Myrtle
Street Junior High School Graduates of January, 1935, and June, 1935? Do Facts
Revealed Suggest any Change in Junior High School Curriculum?" by Carroll W.
Robinson, Principal, Myrtle Street Junior High School, Springfield.
Music was furnished by the Madrigal Singers of the Federal Music Project,
William Haddon, State Supervisor of Federal Music Project, directing; by the
Principals' Quartet in charge of William F. Pollard, Principal of the Needham
High School; and by the Lowell State Teachers College Choir, under the direction
of Miss Grace G. Pierce.
At the meeting of the Deans of Girls, the principal addresses were given by
Miss Doris M. Sutherland, Director of Guidance, Simmons College, entitled
"Adjustment Problems of High School Graduates in CoUege," and by Judge
Frankland W. L. Miles of the Roxbury District Court, entitled, "Your Job and
Mine." The address given by Judge Miles was shared by the Principals in the general
session of the conference. There were discussion periods on "The Work of the Dean
in the Junior High School," of which Miss Helen M. Quirk of the Memorial Junior
High School, Framingham, was chairman; and a period entitled, "Let's Ask Each
Other Questions," over which Miss Lilliam Smith, Revere High School, presided.
Conference of Elementary School Principals and Supervisors. — The Twelfth
Annual State Conference for Principals and Supervisors of Elementary Schools,
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was held at Massachusetts State College, Amherst, on March 27, 28, and 29, 1940.
Subjects that received major emphasis and the speakers were as follows: "Super-
vision by the Elementary School Principal" ' and "Why the Curriculum Needs
Revision," by Dr. William H. Burton, Graduate School of Education, Harvard
University; "Education and the American Way of Life," by Dr. Lois Coffey Moss-
man, Teachers' College, Columbia University.
Other topics of the program were: "Recent Developments in the State Depart-
ment of Education," by Patrick J. Sullivan, Director, Division of Elementary
and Secondary Education and State Teachers Colleges, State Department of Edu-
cation; "Our Professional Organizations," by Hugh Nixon, Secretary, Massachu-
setts Teachers Federation; "Japan and China —-Their People, Their Strength,
Their Destiny," by Pherbia Thomas, Lecturer; "What is Right with Our Schools,"
by Walter F. Downey, Commissioner of Education; "New Wars and Old Illusions,"
by James Powers, the Boston Globe; "Psychology in Education," by Dr. Harry S.
Broudy, Director of Graduate Study, State Teachers College, North Adams.
An afternoon program was arranged by the General Supervisors of Public Edu-
cation. The topic discussed was: "Educational Developments in the Elementary
Schools in Massachusetts" and those who participated were as follow: Louise A.
Hanson, Elementary Supervisor, Amherst; Helen J. Piper, Elementary Super-
visor, Lynn; W. C. Kvaraceus, Educational Consultant, Brockton; Katherine H.
Daniels, Elementary Supervisor, Gloucester; Ellen C. Sweeney, Elementary
Supervisor, New Bedford; Marion E. Remon, Director of Elementary Education,
Melrose; Dr. Laura Hooper, Elementary Supervisor, Newton.
Discussion groups gave consideration to the following topics: "How Study
Groups Raise the Level of Administration and Teaching in the District"; "Modern
Philosophy of Education Dealing with Modern Trends in the Social Studies";
"Community Life"; "The Emotionally Maladjusted Child as a Problem in the
Classroom"; "Character Education"; "Modern Trends in Education"; "Social
Studies in the Elementary School"; "Challenges of Modern Education."
Approximately six hundred persons were in attendance at this conference.
Reading Institute. — A three-day institute was held in June, 1940, at the State
Teachers' College, Bridgewater, in order that teachers might have an opportunity
to study their individual problems in the field of reading. Fifteen members of the
Teachers' College faculties acted as teachers and consultants. Approximately
80 people from 41 cities and towns in Massachusetts attended. Among these were
teachers of grades 1-6, teachers of remedial reading, principals, a supervisor, a
superintendent of schools, and a special class teacher.
The institute provided opportunities for teachers to hear various reading prob-
lems discussed, to see demonstration lessons with children, to work on a unit of
work, to see various instruments dealing with problems in reading, and to use the
materials in the study center.
Special Classes Conference. — The Fourth Annual Conference of Special Class
Teachers, Principals, and Supervisors was held at the Hotel Statler in Boston on
May 17, 1940. A capacity audience of more than 1,000 people heard addresses
on the following subjects:
"The Social Adjustment of the Mentally Defective," by Dr. Raymond B.
Cattell, Professor of Genetic Psychology, Clark University; "Citizenship
and Character Training," by John J. Desmond, Jr., Superintendent of
Schools, Chicopee; and "Improving Interest and Ability in Reading in
Special Classes," by Donald D. Durrell, Professor of Education and Direc-
tor of Educational Clinic, Boston University.
Fine Arts Conference. — The Department merged the conferences for Supervisors
and Teachers of Music and Art this year and held a Fine Arts Conference at
Northampton on May 17 and 18. This departure from the traditional method of
holding separate conferences proved stimulating to teachers and supervisors in
both fields of study. The conference particularly emphasized creative work in the
fine arts. The principal addresses at the conference were as follow : "The Importance
of Art Training in Our Century," by Professor Emmy Zweybruck and "A Study of
the Arts and Its Effect on Our Teaching," by Dr. Ray Faulkner, Department of
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Fine Arts, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York. An illustrated
lecture on "A Cultural Experience" was given by W. Donald Wood, National
Art Society.
Dr. Harry S. Broudy, Director of Graduate Study at the State Teachers College,
North Adams, led the Colloquium: "Can Art and Music Education Improve
Public Taste?" The other participants were: Dr. Franklin K. Dunham, Educa-
tional Director of the National Broadcasting Company; Dr. Peter W. Dykema,
Professor of Music Education, Columbia University; and Gordon L. Reynolds,
State Director of Art.
A vocal and instrumental program of the curriculum material edited by the state
department in 1940 — music of five famous Americans —-was given by four i un-
dred pupils in the primary, elementary and secondary schools in small communities
in Berkshire, Franklin, Hampshire, and Hampden Counties. They were assisted
by the High School Band of the City of Holyoke, and the Framingham Recorder
Ensemble from Middlesex County. Eighteen towns participated in the program
and of these eighteen, three had a school enrollment of between 1,000-2,000 pupils,
one between 500-1,000, nine between 100-500, one between 50-100, and four be-
tween 20-50. These figures prove that the purpose of the department, i.e., the
stimulation of worth-while music activity in small communities, was achieved.
Physical Echication. — The Annual State Conference for Physical Education
teachers was omitted this year because the Eastern District Convention was held
in Boston. At this convention, seven hundred fifty-five persons interested in the
teaching of health, physical education and recreation registered from Massachusetts.
School Committee Conferences. — Five School Committee Conferences were held
during the month of October, 1940. The following were the dates and places:
Hyannis State Teachers College, October 7; Salem State Teachers College Octo-
ber 8; Worcester State Teachers College, October 9; W^estfield State Teachers
College, October 10; and North Adams State Teachers College, October 11.
The purpose of these conferences was to provide group discussions of current
problems affecting school committees in the Commonwealth. Identical programs
were given at each college.
Commissioner Walter F. Downey was the chairman of the morning session in
each case, and the superintendent of schools of the city or town where the State
Teachers College was located was the chairman of the afternoon session. Other
participants from the Department were: Patrick J. Sullivan, Alice B. Beal, A. Rus-
sell Mack, M. Norcross Stratton, Raymond A. FitzGerald, and John I. Lusk.
Questions and discussion topics, numbering forty, were mimeographed and dis-
tributed to school committees prior to the meetings. Commissioner Downey, at
each of the conferences, presented proposed "minimum requirements for teachers."
SCHOLARSHIPS — CHILDREN OF WORLD WAR VETERANS
Section 1 of Chapter 263 of the Acts of 1930, relative to scholarship reimburse-
ment for children of Massachusetts men who died as a result of service in the World
War, was amended in 1939. This amendment removed the restriction as to the
date of death of the parent, and also made provision for including children of
"mothers" who died as a result of service.
Section one now reads as follows:
"The commonwealth, acting through the department of education, may con-
tribute toward the expenses of the higher education of any child, resident in the
commonwealth and not under sixteen years and not over twenty-two years of
age, whose father or mother entered the military or naval service of the LTnited
States from Massachusetts in the world war and was killed in action or died from
other cause as a result of such service."
Sixty-three new appUcations were approved for the school year 1940-41. The
amount of reimbursement for the year ending November 30, 1940, was $13,907.45.
DIVISION OF IMMIGRATION AND AMERICANIZATION
The number of clients recorded at the different offices of the Division of Immigra-
tion and Americanization for the year 1940 exceeded by 10,000 the number recorded
in any previous year. 53,653 men and women of foreign origin sought help from
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the Division during the year. As usual, the largest number came to Boston, 29,972
having been recorded as clients at that office. The Fall River office recorded 7,018
clients; the Lawrence office, 6,056; Worcester, 5,483, and Springfield, 5,124.
The great increase in chents brought problems of space and staff. The situation
became acute at the Boston office which was faced with an increase of some 7,000
clients in rooms already overcrowded and with a staff much too small for current
needs. For the first time since our offices opened in the State House in 1917 we
limited our daily intake of clients to 100. For June, July and August, the daily
quota of 100 was reached before midday and by noon it was necessary to close our
doors to those who came dailj^, but who reached the State House after the 100
appointment cards were given out. Our waiting room seated less than thirty
clients so the problem of waiting space was important. Benches for the overflow
were placed in the corridors. Through the help of the Governor's office an addi-
tional room was assigned for our use from July to December. Mr. Everburg, the
Superintendent of Buildings loaned us furniture, installed telephones and granted
additional guard service for the emergency.
The Governor's office also arranged to have volunteer service supplied to the
Division during the emergency. Mrs. Jules Burns, in charge of volunteer service
supplied to state departments through the Governor's office, gave careful con-
sideration to our needs. Through her we received full-time service during the
emergency period from Mr. Charles Girehus, Mrs. George Crowell, Miss Mary
Struzziery, Miss Anthula Ehades, and Miss Lucille Karcheses. The Commissioner
of Education arranged for the loan of typewriter machines from the State Teachers
College at Salem for the use of these volunteers and moreover permitted the loan
to the Division of an entire W. P. A. teacher's project whose trained teachers also
aided in the emergency.
The entire emergency set-up, including both W. P. A. and volunteer workers
and separated from our staff offices because it was located two floors away was
placed in charge of a volunteer who had previously had temporary employment in
the Division and who had been under training as a volunteer since February, 1940.
This volunteer, Mr. Michael F. Sullivan, organized the project, prepared material
for the workers, supervised their work, checked results and interviewed each client
either before or after his application had been acted upon. The acute emergency
occurred from June until October. The applications for service have gradually
dropped to normal levels since that time.
Undoubtedly the passage of the Alien Registration Act of 1940 which made it
mandatory under penalties of heavy fine and imprisonment for every alien in the
United States to register and be finger-printed between August 27 and December 27,
1940, gave the impetus to the desire for naturalization. Practically all of the aliens
whom we assisted in filling out alien registration blanks sought help also in making
applications for naturalization. The number who sought help in naturalization was
large this year, a total of 41,531 having been recorded. Of this number, 10,538
were helped to make application for first papers and 16,427 for final papers of
American Citizenship. Some 6,448 clients came to us with immigration problems.
In most cases these matters concerned bringing relatives or friends to this country.
Some 621, however, were helped to make application for re-entry permits which
were necessary in 1940 for travel to Canada instead of the usual simple travel
affidavit which had been customary and acceptable for years. Wartime regulations
in Canada and defense rulings in America made Canadian travel in 1940 almost
as difficult as a trip to Europe from the point of view of immigration regulations.
In addition, 1,172 persons were helped to file applications for record of registry
and thus to clarify an irregular immigration status.
The large majority of the clients of the Division were born subjects of the British
Empire. 22,889 were born in British Dominions; 13,782 in Canada; 3,811 in Ireland,
2,594 in England and 1,079 in Newfoundland in addition to 949 from Scotland,
357 from the British West Indies, 239 from North Ireland and the remainder from
the other British possessions. The next largest single national group comprised 8,085
Italians. Other large groups were those born in Poland who numbered 3,744, in
Portugal, 3,316, in Russia, 2,878, in Sweden, 1,177. Natives of Turkey numbered
914, Germany, 836, Greece, 729, Sj^ria, 704, Albania, 326, France, 269, Finland,
256, Austria, 229, Norway, 203. Our cheats were recorded as born in 68 different
countries.
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Applications came to the Division from 283 of the cities and towns of the
Commonwealth. From the four cities in which we maintain offices we recorded
clients as follows: Boston, 14,219; Fall River, 3,921; Worcester, 3,662; Lawrence,
3,649; Springfield, 3,031. From three other communities in which we have no offices
we recorded more than 1,000 clients: Cambridge, 2,104; New Bedford, 1,944,
and Somerville, 1,744. In only one of these cities was any field service maintained.
In New Bedford, for about three-fourths of the year a weekly office was opened
through the courtesy of the Bristol County officials. Mr. Hurley our agent at the
Fall River office devoted a day each week to clients who came to this New Bedford
field office. The volume of work coming to this office indicates that there is stiU
need for a full-time service at New Bedford. The Division has therefore included
a budget request for re-opening a full-time New Bedford office in its fiscal requests
for 1941. Although the 1940 records show that 1,944 clients who live in New Bed-
ford were helped by the Division, we realize that this number falls far below the
numbers who came annually to the New Bedford branch formerly maintained by
the Division. Cities and towns from which we have recorded more than 500
clients each in 1940 were as follows: Medford, 794; Everett, 766; Methuen, 724;
Maiden, 713; Holyoke, 687; Newton, 669; Brookline, 655; Lowell, 647; Chicopee,
624; Watertown, 601; Quincy, 584; and Chelsea, 523.
The tensions of the national defense program particularly as they affect persons
who have kith and kin in the war-torn countries of Europe, the pressures toward
citizenship caused by employment policies under the defense stresses, and the
passage of several laws which have a sharp effect on aliens resident in America, have
made 1940 a year in which the Division has found ample opportunity to fulfill
its legal duty to "bring the Commonwealth and its residents of foreign origin in
sympathetic and mutually helpful understanding."
DIVISION OF THE BLIND
On November 30, 1940, there were 5,830 blind persons on the register, classified
by ages as follows
:
To 5 years 61
Between 6 and 20 years 491
Between 21 and 50 years 1,492
Between 51 and 70 years 2,083
Over 70 years 1,619
Ages unknown 84
A sunamary of the work among the adult blind follows.
During the year the Division of the Blind was in touch with 3,632 blind adults.
4,961 calls were made on ohnd persons by Division agents, and 788 interviews with
bfind persons were held at the Central Office. 1,157 additional calls were made by
Division agents in the interest of blind persons.
Service rendered as follows:
Financial aid granted to
Industrial aid in the form of guides, tools, or advertising to
Assistance in the form of hospitalization and glasses
Assistance in the sale of products to .
Employed by Division on Staff .
Employed by Division in Workshops .
Instruction by home teachers given to
Talking Book machines loaned to
Piano tuning given to
Social Service:
Gifts of money totahng $5,156.97 distributed by Division
agents from private organizations and friends to .
Loans totaling $818.95 arranged for by Division agents with
private organizations for
Gifts of clothing and fuel provided by Division agents through
private organizations and friends to
Writing boards, self-threading needles, theatre tickets,
baskets, etc., to
1,294
38
3
230
19
121
715
767
14
1,313
35
227
148
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Guided on shopping trips, visits to doctors, dentists, clinics, etc. 504
Assistance in finding boarding places to 57
Arrangements made for medical, dental or hospital or con-
valescent care for 100
Vacations arranged "with other agencies for .... 138
Volunteer readers supplied for 2
During the year ending November 30, 1940, 577 new cases were referred to this
Division. Upon investigation, 46 of these people were found to have too much
vision to remain on our register of the blind, 6 could not be located, and 3 had moved
out of the state. Each of the 522 newly registered cases was visited by an agent
of this Division and told of our work and the services offered to the blind by the
State. Services rendered to newly reported cases during the year were as follows:
Relief granted to 99; instruction by home teachers given to 121, talking book
machines loaned to 39; and gifts of money arranged for by division agents from
private funds to 25.
The children's workers were in touch with more than 1,100 children during the
year. 459 cases of children with low vision were newly reported during the year.
After glasses, surgery, or medical care were provided only 217 of these had vision
low enough to come into our register,— 117 boys and 100 girls. 13 were totally
blind, and 41 had 20/200 vision or less. 22 children were admitted to Perkins
Institution, 4 to the Boston Nursery for Blind Babies, and 121 admitted to sight
saving classes. Large typed text books were loaned to 59 children, primarily in
rural districts. Glasses were provided for 11 children through private sources.
8 lectures or talks were given on blind children and prevention of blindness.
This year we recommended and supervised operative treatment for four adults
who were thus restored to varying degrees of useful vision. In some of these cases
the Division also paid for the hospitahzation, or glasses, or both.
The total number of recipients of aid to the blind during the year was 1,363.
Total payments to recipients during the year were $324,016.00, which the Federal
Government, under the Social Security Act, shared equally with the Common-
wealth. Since January, 1940, the Federal Government has contributed one-half
of the cost of the administration of the relief program.
During the year our employment department was in touch with 248 blind men
and women, securing outside employment, home work, and giving vocational advice.
Many possible places of employment were contacted and 20 jobs were secured.
In addition to these, 12 blind persons were referred to the Blind Artisans of New
England, where they were given jobs. Vocational advice was given to 20, and train-
ing at the Experiment Shop and Trade School conducted by the Massachusetts
Association for Promoting the Interests of the Adult Blind was provided for 30
men. The Division paid carfares for these men while at the School. Programs
were worked out for the training of partially sighted young men and women in
cooperation with the Rehabihtation Section of the Department of Education.
Volunteer readers and volunteer visitors are found for blind people.
There were 78 addresses made by members of the staff before various organiza-
tions, including church societies, women's clubs, service organizations, schools
and in private homes, with the view to promoting the interest of the work of this
division. Many meetings with other social agencies and many conferences were
attended in the interest of the work.
In addition to the salesrooms in Boston and Pittsfield, sales of articles made by
the blind men and women were held in the following places: Abington, Amherst,
Arlington, Boston (2), Cambridge, Cataumet, Concord, Dennis, Duxburj^, Fall
River, Fitchburg, Gloucester, Great Barrington, Greenbush, Harwichport, Hyannis-
port, Lee, Lenox, Magnolia, Marblehead, Mattapoisett, Newton, Newburyport,
Nonquit, North Adams, North Attleborough, Petersham, Pittsfield, Plymouth, Read-
ing, Rochester, Salem, Springfield (2), Stockbridge, Swampscott, Townsend,
Waltham, Wellesley, Weston, Williamstown, Winchester and Woods Hole. Goods
in the amount of $20,004.60 were sold during the year.
The division maintains workshops for the blind in Cambridge (2), Fall River,
Lowell, Pittsfield and Worcester, in which employment was furnished for 18 blind
women and 103 blind men during the year. Brooms, mops, rugs, dusters and brushes
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are manufactured in these shops, chairs are recaned and tennis racquets restrung.
In the Woolson House Shop for women in Cambridge, hand weavings, pewter
articles, moccasins, aprons, pillow cases and various other articles are produced.
Chairs are also recaned in this shop.
Seven home teachers gave lessons in reading and writing Braille, reading Moon-
type, basketry, chair reseating, typewriting, knitting, rug-making, tatting, crochet-
ing, sewing and machine stitching, music, pencil writing, leather work and the
common school branches. To 715 pupils, 6,251 lessons were given and 3,532 addi-
tional calls on pupils were made by the teachers, who traveled 85,100 miles in
their work.
During the year 147 blind persons were loaned talking book machines. Of this
number, 109 were people who were loaned a machine for the first time and 38
were people who had machines which we replaced with others for various reasons.
Also during the year, 21 machines were on loan to Perkins Institution. On Novem-
ber 30, 1940, there were 767 talking book machines loaned to blind people through-
out the Commonwealth, including the 21 loaned to Perkins Institution.
Splendid cooperation has been received from the Massachusetts Association for
Promoting the Interests of the Adult Blind, the Massachusetts Federation of
Women's Clubs, the Women's Civic Federation of Massachusetts, Inc., the Wo-
men's City Club of Boston, the American Red Cross, the Catholic Guild for the
Blind, and local associations for the blind in Boston, Cambridge, Lowell, Lynn
and Worcester, and reading or sewing circles for the blind in Abington, Attleboro,
Boston (3), Brockton, Cambridge, Everett, Fall River, Haverhill, Jamaica Plain,
Lawrence, Lowell, Lynn, Medford, New Bedford, Newton, Arlington, Quincy,
Roslindale, Roxbury (2), South Boston, Salem, Somerville, Springfield, Taunton
and Worcester. These organizations have continued to render valuable assistance
to this Division in promoting sales, arranging for hospital treatment, vacations,
trips, loans, training facilities, in securing employment, and in promoting the
happiness of the older groups through friendly visiting and social gatherings. Lions
Clubs and other service clubs, doctors, hospitals, school departments and welfare
organizations have been very helpful in cooperating with this division.
REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Summary of Activities
153 visits to 97 libraries.
27,045 volumes lent to 345 libraries.
11,922 volumes from the above total circulated from the foreign collection.
28,928 state reading certificates sent to 165 libraries.
10 addresses made by the staff.
18 library meetii.gs attended.
3 University Extension courses on library work have been given.
71 towns in three rural regions served by bookmobiles through the WPA
Library Project.
10,678 volumes repaired for 55 small libraries through the WPA project.
Regional Library Developments
The annual report of 1939 carried a detailed description of the proposed regional
library setup, stating that the Division was able to develop its long-standing plan
of regional library service because of the WPA Library Project which provided
a large quantity of books, professionally trained librarians and clerical workers.
In this report the Board wishes to thank the three important educational and
civic-minded organizations, the Massachusetts Library Association, the Massa-
chusetts Library Aid Association, and the State Federation of Women's Clubs,
which have assisted the Division materially by giving the three bookmobiles re-
quired in this experiment. The Board also acknowledges, with gratitude, the
cooperation of the trustees and librarians of the Berkshire Athenaeum, Pittsfield,
and the Public Libraries of Fall River and Greenfield who have so generously
permitted the Division to set up regional library centers in their buildings.
Nineteen forty will remain an important date in the history of the Division,
for in this, its fiftieth anniversary year, bookmobile service was demonstrated in
seventy-one towns in three rural regions of the state, with significant results.
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This demonstration proves conclusively that the bookmobile operating through
regional library areas, with a trained librarian in charge, is an indispensable factor
in the field of library extension; it indicates decisively that the Division must
adopt new techniques in its aid to the smallest towns, co-ordinating all its resources
around the medium of the bookmobile.
Eural towns with a small population scattered over wide areas and with insuffi-
cient town appropriations present similar problems to library and to school systems.
Out of such problems has come the consolidated school located at a focal point
to which children may be transported.
Since it is impossible to attempt to transport the entire population (adult and
children) to a public library, the process is reversed and books supplied through
the Division are carried to the people by bookmobile from a strategically located
large library in the region. All the libraries in the region have the services of a
professionally trained regional librarian; they have the use of a large stock of books
and the bookmobile to distribute them to schools, outlying communities and
individuals.
Bookmobile service has a vitalizing effect in awakening the use of libraries and
books. In every town in which a bookmobile has operated the circulation of books
has increased tremendously, partly because the bookmobile reaches heretofore
unserved districts, and partly because it stimulates greater use of the local library.
Furthermore, it has encouraged libraries to extend their hours of opening and to
establish branches which the bookmobile will serve.
During the last year, one bookmobile operated ten months, another eight months
and the third three months. During this time the regional librarian sent to the
Division 1,476 special book requests touching on almost every subject field. For
example, calls came for material on undulating fever, rug making, road construction,
radio skits and how to write them, duties of airhne hostesses, orchid culture, the
national and international crises, vocations and technical subjects.
The reaction of librarians and adult borrowers is indicated in letters received
by the Division:— "Many expressions of blessing have been voiced by our local
people for the Bookmobile. Books are left at 5 local schools and 4 private homes
on the Mohawk Trail. My circulation did not fall down, which showed me the
Bookmobile reached homes that seldom got to the library. We have some thirty
pupils in High School and I cannot, even now, keep up with their requests for read-
ing required by the High School. This week the local post office has accepted a
set of books from the Bookmobile and that will reach another group, especially
men who go daily for the mail."
"The Bookmobile has helped every town library to function more efficiently
I am sure and brought pleasure and profit to outlying districts, and smaller places.
I wish every county in each state might have one."
"The services of the bookmobile are proving to be of considerable benefit to our
library. With our fimited resources it is impossible to buy current books on many
subjects,— world conditions, for instance. The bookmolDile has a wide selection
from which to choose."
"I have long wanted to express my appreciation of the Bookmobile service to
headquarters. Being a shut-in in the winter months and unable at any time of
year to go at will to any library on account of lameness, it is so wonderful to be
able to send a list of books to you people and receive such a large percent of what
I listed. Indeed I have revelled in reading ever since the Bookmobile began its
rounds. I do hope it will long continue to function."
"The Bookmobile gives a very important service to rural communities. Were I
a teacher here, I should rejoice in its contribution to the school free reading pro-
gram, and feel that pupils here have equal opportunities with children in larger
communities who have access to well-equipped school libraries. As a retired teacher,
I greatly appreciate having access to recent important non-fiction. I have always
found in the Bookmobile fresh stimulating material relating to what is going on
in today's thinking as well as in the arts, literature, travel and biography. Prac-
tical books such as those on gardening or hygiene are useful. The Bookmobile is
able to meet individual needs by supplying books that a small library would not
feel justified in purchasing. I am very grateful for the visits of the Bookmobile."
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The importance of bookmobile service to rural schools is repeatedly emphasized
in frequent letters from school superintendents. The follomng excerpts speak for
themselves: "I am very anxious to tell you how dehghted I am with your traveling
bookmobile service. It is without doubt the greatest forward step taken in the
field of public education during the last decade. As superintendent of schools in
four isolated towns I have had an opportunity to study the workings of your book-
mobile service where it affects a group of people otherwise far removed from the
advantages of a modern hbrary. Wherever I go lately rural families are loud in
their appreciation of this service."
"We have been greatly pleased with the way in which the bookmobile is suc-
ceeding in bringing worthwhile literature of all grade levels to the very doors of
our rural schools. A large percentage of our pupils come to school in buses. The
local Ubraries are open seldom. The bookmobile serves a very definite need."
"May I put in a word of appreciation for the work done by the Bookmobile.
We, in the school department find it especially helpful in carrying Hbrary facilities
to our outlying districts. It has also helped our teachers who are doing extension
work by obtaining books and other materials for them. I should hate very much
to ever see the Bookmobile discontinued."
"The bookinobile operating in my district has rendered splendid service to
the schools it has served. It has enriched our program by making supplementary
material available for use. It has also increased the reading interests of many of
the pupils. One school has correlated the bookmobile resources with her radio
education programs, thus improving the value of each. We are very eager to have
this service continued."
"The Bookmobile service we are now receiving in our rural towns is one of the
most educative services that the state is rendering these schools. The citizens,
and especially the teachers and school officials, hope that the service may continue."
"The bookmobile has brought many opportunities within the reach of the
people of this community. The bookmobile staff cooperates with both the school
and the town library. Through its use I have been able to get a greater variety
of books according to grade level of the children. The staff is also very accommo-
dating in that they will get any professional or special book you wish for school
work. Another service they render is that of bringing any exhibit you wish from
the Pittsfield Museum. The townspeople and school appreciate and use the book-
mobile to a great extent. I trust that the rural communities will continue to have
the benefit of the bookmobile."
Need for Increased Appropriation
The continual drastic cuts in the appropriation since 1931 have brought a serious
curtaihnent in the activities of the Division. With a total reduction of 38% the
expense account was n^ost seriously affected, being reduced 53%. The Division
is thus unable to keep the small libraries of the state on an equal level of efficiency
in accordance with the standards it prescribes. Since building up the standards
of the state's whole hbrary system is the function of the Division, the seriousness
of the situation is acute.
Not only have the regular functions of the Division been affected by such an
inadequate appropriation, but it has been impossible to develop new and necessary
activities. Today the tried and proved method of hbrary service to rural areas is
through the bookmobile operating in wide geographic regions. In fact, it is not
too much to say that bookmobile service has become the most fundamental part
of any library extension agency.
At the present time the Division has been able to demonstrate the need of this
service in Massachusetts in its operation of three bookmobiles because a proportion
of the needed books and the personnel required to run the regional centers have
been supplied through WPA funds, and because the Division has curtailed various
items in its budget.
If Massachusetts is to remain in the ranks of those states which are providing
adequate hbrary service for the majority of its population, then regional hbrary
service must become an integral part of the public library system of the state
and supported by state funds.
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TEACHERS RETIREMENT BOARD
Section 16 of Chapter 15 of the General Laws provides that the members of the
Teachers' Retirement Association shall at intervals of three years elect a member
of the association to serve on the Retirement Board. In accordance with the law
an election was held in November, 1940, and Mr. Harry Smalley of Fall River
was reelected a member of the Retirement Board for the term of three years from
December 1, 1940. Mr. Smalley has been a member of the Retirement Board
since 1914.
The rate of assessment for the school year beginning July 1, 1940, was fixed at
5% of the annual salary of each member, subject to the provision of the law which
requires that the minimum annual assessment shall be $35 and the maximum
annual assessment $130. Notice has been given by the Board of its intention to
continue this rate for the school year beginning July 1, 1941.
In accordance with the pro^dsions of the retirement law, 958 teachers who
entered the service for the first time were enrolled as members of the Retirement
Association. There were also 75 teachers who served in the pubhc schools of
Massachusetts prior to July 1, 1914, who joined the Association by paying their
back assessments with interest. On December 31, 1940, there were 20,754 active
members, of whom 3,242 were teachers who served in Massachusetts prior to July 1,
1914, and voluntarily joined the Retirement Association and 17,512 were teachers
who entered the service of this State for the first time since that date and were
required to join.
Interest at the rate of 3}4% was credited to the accounts of the members on
December 31, 1940. The total interest credited for the year to the members'
accounts and the annuity reserve fund amounted to $1,211,062.13.
The total deposits for the year amounted to $2,229,368.54. Payments amounting
to $542,628.53 were made on account of members who left the service of the public
schools of Massachusetts. Of this amount, $435,758.97 was contributions and the
balance, $106,869.56, was interest. Payments for the year amounting to
$206,026.93 were made to the estates of deceased members.
The income over disbursements amounted to $2,189,138.08. On December 31,
1940, the gross assets were $37,864,182.86 and the total liabilities amounted to
$36,905,866.38, leaving a surplus of $958,316.48.
Two hundred twenty-two teachers retired during the year 1940, their annual
retirement allowances amounting to $237,282.96. Of this amount, $82,705.84 was
annuity derived from the contribution made by these members before retirement
and the balance was pension paid from State appropriations. The retirements for
the year were as follow: On account of disability before attaining the age of sixty,
12; compulsory retirements at age seventy, 69; all other retirements, 141.
Sixty-five teachers who retired during the year made payments for the purchase
of an additional annuity; 18 of these teachers paying an amount equal to the total of
their regular contributions with interest, which is the maxiaaum amount permitted
by law. The total payments for the purchase of an additional annuity amounted
to $147,119.49 and the additional annuities purchased amounted to $14,491.72.
The following table gives statistics relating to the 222 members retired in 1940:
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these 193 teachers had served in the pubHc schools of Massachusetts for fifty
years or more.
On December 31, 1940, there were 2,207 retired members living who retired
under the provisions of the law not relating to disability, and the average retire-
ment allowance for these members was $890.86. There were also 120 retired mem-
bers living who were retired on account of disability before age sixty. The average
retirement allowance for these members was $459.16. There were, therefore, 2,327
retired members living on December 31, 1940, their retirement allowances amounting
to $2,021,226.32, of which $1,497,580.36 is pension paid from state appropriations
and $523,645.96 is annuity.
There are 1,781 members of the Retirement Association who during 1941 will
be eligible to retire at the age of sixty or over, 66 of whom will be required to
retire at the compulsory age of seventy.
The Teachers' Retirement Board has estimated that it will be necessary that the
state appropriate the following amounts for the fiscal years ending November 30,
1941, and November 30, 1942:
Year Ending Year Ending
Nov. 30, 1941 Nov. 30, 1942
Pensions to retired members and to make good any deficit in the annuity
fund . $1,610,000.00 $1,720,000.00
Reimbursement of cities and towns on account of pensions paid under
local systems 350,000.00 370,000.00
Administration expenses 21,840.04 22,935.04
Total . . . . $1,981,840.04 $2,112,935.04
MASSACHUSETTS NAUTICAL SCHOOL
Three-year Course
Commencing with the class which entered the school in October, 1940, the
course of study will occupy three years. This places the Massachusetts school in
line with the other three State nautical schools now on a three-year basis. A three-
year course will permit a more comprehensive treatment of the subjects now in-
cluded in the curriculum, and will allow for the introduction of two or three addi-
tional subjects. The demands upon an officer in the merchant marine at the present
time call for a broader and more thorough education and training.
WiNTEB Term
The course in Naval Science commenced last year has been continued. The
course, given by Commander E. B. Robinson, U.S.N. , and his associate instructors,
was interesting, and was of value not only in preparing the cadets for service in
the Naval Reserve, but also for service in the merchant marine.
The schoolship was berthed at the usual pier, Pier 1, Navy Yard. The entrance
examinations and the graduation exercises were held in the commodious drill
hall of the Naval Reserve building, Navy Yard.
Before leaving on the summer cruise, repairs to the ship were made by the Navy
Department at a cost of $12,596. The cost of repairs was divided as follows:
Construction and repairs, $9,833; engineering department, $2,686; navigation, $77.
Summer Term
The war in Europe made it necessary to limit the practice cruise to the West
Indies and the coastal waters of the United States. The itinerary included the
following ports: Gloucester, Washington, Norfolk, St. Thomas, San Juan, Guan-
tanamo, Portland, Greenport, Boston, Boothbay, New Bedford, East Lamoine,
Glen Cove, Fall River, and Cataumet. While the ship was in Glen Cove, Long
Island, the cadets were given leave to visit the World's Fair.
In order that he might observe the work of the school at first hand. Commissioner
Walter K. Queen joined the Schoolship "Nantucket" at Norfolk on May 29, and
sailed with the ship to the West Indies. He remained on board until June 27.
Transfer of Federal Jurisdiction
Since the school was established in 1891, the school has, so far as Federal super-
vision was concerned, been under the wing of the Navy Department. In order to
promote a closer coordination of the nautical schools with the training work of the
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United States Maritime Commission, the functions of the Navy Department
relating to nautical schools were transferred on June 30 to the United States Mari-
time Commission. In addition to the distinct benefits which will accrue to the school
under the present organization, the school will continue to have the hearty coopera-
tion of the Navy Department, extending to the school the privileges of berthing
the ship at the Navy Yard, class rooms, and the purchase of supplies.
In an official letter received from the Chief of Naval Operations, Navy Depart-
ment, Washington, D. C, the subject of which was the transfer of Federal control
of the State nautical schools from the Navy Department to the United States
Maritime Commission, was included the following paragraph:
"The Chief of Naval Operations takes this opportunity to congratulate the
schools on their long and successful records with the Navy Department and
extends his best wishes for continued progress under the Maritime Com-
mission."
Cadet Officers, United States Maritime Commission
Most of the recent graduates have accepted assignments as cadet officers. During
the year, the United States Maritime Commission has appointed ninety-eight
cadet officers from the four State nautical schools, for service in the United States
Geodetic Survey and merchant marine; and of this number, forty-six, or nearly
fifty percent, were graduates of the Massachusetts Nautical School. The appointees
from the Massachusetts Nautical School were divided as follows: 22 deck cadet
officers, and 24 engineer cadet officers. The 8 engineer graduates who were assigned
to shipyards for special training were from the Massachusetts school.
New Schoolship
Hon. S. 0. Bland of Virginia presented a bill to Congress on August 7, 1940,
providing for the construction of four new schoolships.
The bill had the support of the United States Maritime Commission, the Navy
Department, the four State nautical schools, the Alumni Associations, and many
maritime organizations.
The Act was passed by the Senate and failed to come to a vote in the House.
This bill, or a similar one, will probably be introduced into Congress next year.
THE BRADFORD DURFEE TEXTILE SCHOOL
The enrollment in the day classes for the school year 1939-1940 was as follows:
79 in diploma courses and 42 in certificate courses.
In the special day classes for which certificates, equivalent to evening certificates,
are awarded, 197 were enrolled.
In the evening classes 1,918 applications were received and 964 were enrolled,
no student having his name placed upon the register until he had been in attendance
at least three times.
The school graduated at the close of the last school year, 41 from the day classes
and 388 from the evening classes. Of the evening graduates, 32 were of diploma
grade and 356 were granted certificates.
The school offers three courses in the day classes, as follows: General Cotton
Manufacturing, a three-year course; Chemistry and Dyeing, a two-year course;
Engineering, a two-year course. Evening classes are conducted four evenings a
week for twenty-six weeks of the year and offer a wide choice of subjects to those
who are employed. In addition, special day classes are open to those whose hours
of employment prevent them from attending the evening classes, but enable them
to take advantage of such classes during the day time.
The school is renewing its request for an appropriation that will allow it to
extend the two-year courses in Engineering, and Chemistry and Dyeing, to cover
a period of three years. This is the most urgent need of the institution at the
present time. No doubt, at the time the school was opened these two-year courses,
being limited to the most essential subjects, gave to the student a foundation on
which he could later build while employed in industry. Today, however, with the
broadening of the fields demanding such training, and "^ith the greater demands
placed upon the graduate by industry, itself, it is not possible to give to the student
sufficient instruction in such a short space of time.
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To give but a single illustration of the broadening of the fields embraced in such
a course as the Chemistry and Dyeing Course: Synthetic yarns and the products
made from them have come to play a very important part in the textile industry
and, in the manufacture of the yarns and also the products into which the yarns
pass, a knowledge of chemistry and dyeing is essential. However, to inject such
additional, but necessary, subjects into a two-year course in chemistry and dyeing
must result in weakening subjects already being given, but of equal importance.
The correct course to follow is to increase the time given to the work, and this the
school endeavors to do.
One of the objectives sought by the trustees during the past year has been to
play as important a part in the preparedness program as the facilities of the school
permit. To this end the school was one of the first in the state to be approved for
vocational education for defense workers, with the result that during the summer
of 1940 the school gave training in machine shop work to two groups of thirty-five
men each. In addition, a very material increase in the number of classes, during
the regular school year, in machine shop work, has been made so that, at the
present time, seven separate classes of thirty-five men each are being conducted.
In all departments of the school that contain equipment for instruction along
defense lines, the facilities are being made available to the largest possible number.
LOWELL TEXTILE INSTITUTE
In the establishment of the Institute two schools were set up. One with classes
for students attending during the day and the other with classes held in the evening
for those students who are working during the day. The day school is organized
on the basis of technological grade and requires that students entering must be
graduates of recognized high schools or academies. The Chemistry and Textile
Coloring Department and the Textile Engineering Department offer four-year
courses which lead to a bachelor degree of Textile Engineering and Textile Chem-
istry, respectively. The latter department provides five optional courses, while
the former makes provision for selected subjects— thus covering the more im-
portant branches of the industry. Each department offers post-graduate courses
which lead to the Master's degree. In addition to these courses there are three
three-year courses, viz., Cotton Manufacturing, Wool Manufacturing, and Textile
Designing which meet the need of shorter courses. A cUploma is awarded upon the
successful completion of any one of these courses.
The evening courses are from one to three years in duration and are planned for
those v/ho may not have had a high school preparation. Courses are intended to
aid those who are at work during the day and wish to advance themselves in their
positions. In general ea^h course requires the attendance for two nights a week
over a term of twenty weeks in any single year. Some twenty-eight different
courses are offered, some of which are as follows : Yarn Manufacturing, Designing,
Weaving, Finishing, Chemistry and Dyeing, Freehand and Mechanical Drawing,
Mathematics, Marketing, English, and Engineering subjects.
The curriculum for the day school has during the past continued the same as
that for the previous years. It is made up of such subjects as Higher Mathermatics,
Chemistry, Physics, English, and Drawing upon which rest the advanced technical
subjects of Yarn Manufacturing, Weaving, Dramng, Finishing, and Engineering.
Courses in Economics, Selling, Distribution, Business Administration, and Lan-
guages help to broaden the preparation of students for the production, distribution
or development branches of the industry.
The need for additional equipment to take care of the increasing number of
students continues to exist in the Louis Pasteur Hall. A number of rooms are with-
out any equipment and others have available space which is sufficient to receive
more laboratory desks if funds were appropriated.
The improvements in many types of equipment for the manufacture of textile
materials have been made during the past few years to the extent that the machines
now in our laboratories are very much out of date and not used in the miUs at the
present time. It is highly desirable that instruction be given on machines which
the students will meet when they enter the industry after graduation. Appropria-
tions are necessary to replace obsolete machines.
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The total registration in the day classes as of December 1, 1940, is 324. Of
these 237 are from Massachusetts and 21 from other New England states, 48 from
New York and New Jersey, 12 from outside of the United States. During the past
six years the enrollment in the Chemistry and Textile Coloring Courses has grown
from 77 to 156 and in the Engineering Course from 87 to 123. The total enroll-
ment in the day classes has grown from 184 to 324 in the same period. If larger
entering classes continue, the need of increasing the teaching staff will be imperative.
At the commencement in June, 1940, there were conferred 14 degrees, Bachelor
of Textile Chemistry; 17 degrees. Bachelor of Textile Engineering; 2 degrees.
Master of Science in Textile Chemistry; 5 degrees Master of Science in Textile
Engineering; and 6 three-year diplomas.
The registration for the evening school as of December 1, 1940, is 1,383. Large
classes are recorded in Mechanical Drawing, Machine Shop Practice, Freehand
Drawing, Selling and Advertising, Design.
Of the 1,383 students, 901 are from Lowell; 248 from Lawrence and vicinity;
and 188 from other towns and cities. Besides these, 47 attend from the nearby
textile centers of Nashua and other New Hampshire localities. At the graduation
exercises held on April 3, 1940, 310 certificates were awarded.
The teaching staff is made up of seven professors as heads of departments,
and thirty-three assistant professors and instructors, all of whom have classes
in both the day and evening schools. In addition there are twenty-one instructors
who teach in the evening school only.
The buildings of the Institute are four in number and are located to form a
quadrangle. They are inter-connected and supplied by heat and power from a
separate power plant connected by tunnel to the other buildings. They are all of
slow burning construction faced with yellow brick on the outside and thoroughly
sprinklered. All of the buildings have two floors and basement and two have in
addition a third floor.
The facilities for lockers, shower baths, and dressing rooms for freshmen required
to take physical education are entirely inadequate and as a result of many years
of use they are in a deplorable condition. These same rooms are used by athletic
teams in their various contests with teams from other institutions. These facilities
are very much poorer than are found in colleges and higher institutions of learning.
The trustees are unanimous in the belief that some appropriation should be made
to provide modern facilities to meet the requirements of an active student body.
Plans for such an expansion have been prepared by the Engineering Department
of the Institute and these contemplate an addition to the present buildings.
NEW BEDFORD TEXTILE SCHOOL
Enrollment and Attendance
The figures for the enrollment and attendance for the school year 1939-40 are
a little in excess of those of the previous year.
General Cotton Manufacturing
(Weaving and Warp Preparation)
In this department, the students were given the necessary training in fundamental
weaving mechanisms. Conditions of change required in equipment and set-up
for the many different kinds of cloth, were dealt with in detail, as the progress of
the students made it necessary. Yarn calculations were emphasized in the first
semester for new students, to prepare them for the work of finding the relative
weights, lengths, percentages, etc., in order to enable them to establish accurate
cost figures on a progressive basis.
Much new machinery of the most modern type has been installed and used
extensively for student training. Classes in rayon warping and slashing have been
held, which has given us an opportunity to use our new slasher which was purchased
out of our special appropriation.
Our classes have been greatly benefited by having the new looms in operation.
These classes in the evening courses are well patronized by the loom fixers in our
local mills who find helpful instruction by attending.
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Cotton Yarn Preparation Department
This department has in the past year been able to give the students intensive
training in the manufacturing of the fibers into yarn. The first year classes were
taught to dismantle, reassemble and set the Saco-Lowell single process picker which
was recently remodeled, and later they are taught the functions and settings of
cards.
The school is equipped with the latest type of cards, including a Whitin Card
with the fancy roll attachment and an automatic Bramwell type feeder, where the
mixtures of cotton, ramie, fur, rayon, celanese and pita are run. There are two
Saco-Lowell cards with the continuous stripper attachments. As the student
advances, there is instruction on the new type Saco-Lowell sliver lap and controlled
draft drawing frame.
During the second year the students are taught the use of the new Super-draft,
Super-controUed-draft, Inter-draft and Long-draft Roving and Spinning Frames.
The third year students are taught Combing and Twisting, and in the last semester
they do research work and prepare a thesis on textiles, fibers, running qualities,
yarns and tire cords.
Physical testing is taught to all students attending the school, and the laboratory
is exceptionally well equipped to handle fibres, yarns and fabrics for tensile strength,
stapling, etc. There has recently been added a method of flat bundle break of
fibres. All methods of testing follow the U. S. Dept. of ^Agriculture and the U. S.
Bureau of Standards as closely as possible. Students are also taught cotton classing
and there is a one-year course in Economics relative to the cotton industry.
The courses in the evening classes parallel the day courses. We have developed
a course for women who wish to, or are working in the mills, and are doing well in
placing them in better positions, by teaching them to do other types of work. Due
to the shortage of skilled labor for the defense program in the textile field, the
women's preparatory class seems to be very desirable at this time.
Chemistry, Dyeing and Finishing
No major changes were made during the past year in this department, the
routine of previous years being followed in the main. New ideas, were, of course,
tried out from time to time, supplementing the regular instruction, some of which
will be regular items in the future.
Special study of the spectroscope and also the use of ultra-violet light is being
made by a member of the instructing staff, and it seems probable that when more
suitable apparatus is available that instruction along these lines can be offered.
This is a very new line, and, so far as we know, instruction of this kind has never
been attempted in an institution such as ours.
Mechanical Department
The various subjects taught in the Mechanical Department are closely related,
the theoretical instruction given in the class room being supplemented by actual
practice in the laboratories. Stress is laid on both practice and theory, so that the
students will develop their ability to use their hands and to think for themselves,
thus enabling them to work out their own ideas.
The fundamentals of Mechanical Drawing and Machine Shop work are first
presented to the students with the necessary mathematics, and a foundation is
laid for more advanced Avork. Each student is required to make drawings that are
to be used in the Machine Shop, and both drawings and finished work are produced
in the same manner as that used in commercial plants.
As the students progress, they are taught the fundamental methods of design
of machine parts, such as gears, cams and various types of jigs, fixtures and tools,
and are also taught to make these parts in the machine shop.
The essentials of mechanisms, steam engineering and electricity are presented
in such a way that the maximum amount of information can be obtained by the
students in a minimum period of time. Typical power plants with the various kinds
of machines and auxiliaries are studied so that the students may learn about the
operation and maintenance of steam and electrical machinery.
The students in the General Course are required to design and lay out a textile
mill that will produce various kinds of yarn, using the latest types of machines.
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In general, the instruction given during the past year has been similar to that
given during the preceding year, but great effort has been made to keep the informa-
tion that has been given to the students up to date.
The students in the Electrical class had considerable practical experience during
the past year in laying out plans for the complete motorization of the Cotton Yarn
department. The machines in this department had been driven by group drives
from overhead shafts, and the new installation has individual drives for each
machine. The students made drawings of the various switch boards, panel boxes
and the main and branch lines running to the motors. Blueprints were made from
the students' drawings and the successful contractor put in the electrical circuits
and accessories as determined by the blueprints that were made by the students.
Designing and Cloth Analysis Department
During the past year the cloth analysis work in the Designing Department has
been extended to a wider scope. The work involved in the analysis of rayon fabrics
and in the designing of same for mill production has become an important part of
the course.
The advent of a new course for the textile technical training of girls, at the begin-
ning of this year, required several subjects in this department to be included in
their course. Designing, analysis, theoretical and practical study of color are
subjects included in the course for girls.
In addition, this department is giving a new course in freehand drawing. This
subject is intended to train the students in practical sketching as used in textile
designing and styling.
Under the name "Textile Fabrics" the girl students take another subject in the
designing department. In this subject, the students will have been supplied with
some 250 small samples, each a different type of staple fabric. The student mounts
these samples in a book, together with notes pertaining to the characteristics, con-
struction, composition, quality, performance, and uses, etc., of the individual
samples.
Knitting, Rayon, Miceoscopic and Testing Department
In the hosiery department, blended yarns, the dyeing and drying of men's
hosiery was given careful attention, and in the rayon department all processes
were gone into very thoroughly and the evening classes in this work were very
well attended. We have fitted up a new laboratory in the Testing Department,
and it is proving very much worth while in the carrying out of commercial testing
on different fabrics. In this department there is now a class of twelve young women
studying the different phases of textile work. There seems to be an increasing
demand for young women who have had this training.
In the Microscopy Department the course has been somewhat revised, and new
methods were added to mounting, etc., and we find that this kind of work fits in
very well with the work in the testing laboratory.
New subjects have been added to the Merchandising course this year, such as
the rules pertaining to the correct labelling and trade practices as adopted by the
Federal Government, etc. We had a very large enrollment in the class in Power
Sewing machine operation, and it was gratifying to find that those who attended
our evening classes in this subject have had no difficulty in obtaining employment.
Report of the New Bedford Textile School for the School Year, 1939-40
Day students registered 160
Day students attending 133
Evening students registered
, . . . 1,974
Evening students attending 1,076
Graduated June, 1940
Day students graduated 28
Evening students graduated 174
202
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Classification of Day Students by Courses
General Cotton Manufacturing Course
Chemistry, Dyeing and Finishing Course
Mechanical Course ....
Testing and Microscopy
.
Rayon Preparation Course .
Textile subjects and Fabric Analysis
Special subjects ....
Classification of Evening Students
Carding and Spinning Department
Weaving and Warp Preparation ....
Designing and Analysis
*Rayon, Knitting and Microscopy Department
.
Mechanical Department
Chemistry, Dyeing and Finishing Department
.
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farm partners. Of the two engaged in business related to farming, one is a salesman
for a poultry supply house, and one is a salesman and demonstrator of farm tractors.
Both obtained these positions due to their agricultural training.
These placement and establishment figures are significant when one realizes
that only approximately 28 percent of the enrollment in all Vocational Agricultural
Schools and Departments, 73 percent in the four selected departments, and 9 per-
cent in the Essex County Agricultural School, are students from homes where the
largest part of the family income is from farming.
Increased interest in the possibilities afforded by vocational agricultural education
has been manifested by many centers. A new department was established in the
Memorial High School, Middleborough; three centers have investigated the need
for vocational agricultural training in their areas; and two centers await only the
obtaining of approvable quarters.
Some centers have made improvements this year in the matter of equipment
and quarters, while others are contemplating such improvements in the near future.
The farm shop course at Shelburne was greatly improved by a broader offering
afforded by the use of the facilities of the General Vocational Department shop. In
Dartmouth an appropriation was made and plans completed for two improved
classrooms and a 40-foot by 60-foot farm shop. In Westport the former Town
HaU was made available to the Agricultural Department and renovated for an
agricultural classroom, laboratory and farm shop.
The Massachusetts State Department of Agriculture in 1928 and yearly since
1929, has recognized by a suitable award the accomplishments of vocational agri-
cultural graduates. This year, Mr. Forrest W. Haffermehl, Canton, was awarded
a Certificate for Outstanding Achievement in Floriculture. Mr. Haffermehl was
graduated from the Norfolk County Agricultural School in 1922, having previously
attended for three years the agricultural department of the Newton Vocational
School. He then attended the Stockbridge School of Agriculture at Amherst, and
was graduated in 1924. His holdings consist of seven acres of land, 20,000 square
feet under glass, and a modern home, representing a capital investment of over
$30,000.00. He has specialized in the growing of sweet peas and chrysanthemums,
and introduced to the Boston market in 1929 the commercial practice of dyeing
sweet peas and other flowers for special occasions. Mr. Haffermehl also operates a
stall on the Boston Florist Exchange.
Each year the Massachusetts Association of Agricultural Instructors designates
vocational agricultural instructors eligible to wear a special ten-year service key.
In 1940 six instructors were so honored. This makes 66 instructors since 1932
who have been designated for this honor, with 57 of these men still in service.
This record of long tenure has stablized our vocational agricultural training program.
Evening Schools
Five evening schools were in operation during the school year 1939-40 and
offered units of instruction as follow:
Essex County Agricultural Evening School: Fruit, Replanning Farm Practices,
Poultry, Dairy Practices, and Agricultural Soils.
Hudson Agricultural Evening School: Poultry.
Norfolk County Agricultural Evening School: Landscape Gardening.
Templeton Agricultural Evening School: General Farm Practices.
West Springfield Agricultural Evening School: Poultry.
Agricultural Teacher-Training
Pre-Employment Teacher -training.— During the year 1939-40 there was no basic
change in the agricultural teacher-training, but a few minor changes have become
effective as mentioned below. As only one new department was organized and few
other teachers have changed positions, we have not encouraged any increase in
the number of trainees. The quahty of the candidates has been excellent.
In the pre-employment training at Massachusetts State College, one new factor
has been favorable. The college has put into effect a requirerhent that all students
who major in agriculture must before the senior year put in one season of acceptable
farm experience. The plan includes well organized opportunities on the college
farm, with frequent evening conferences with the Farm Superintendent regarding
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management problems. This supports the farm experience requirement for trainees,
making the quahfication possible.
The Apprentice Teaching plan continues to give excellent results. When the
trainee who has had this experience is placed as a teacher he operates as a veteran.
The procedure used for these men is being applied this year to three additional
men who had been employed subject to supplementary teacher-training.
In the Summer School of 1940 at Massachusetts State College, the courses in
vocational teaching were restricted to teachers who have been appointed subject
to the teacher-training condition, because of the lack of vacancies to be filled.
Service for Employed Teachers continued to be the major activity in agricultural
teacher-training. This included service for 78 regular teachers and 18 part-time
farm mechanics teachers. The newer teachers received greater attention, but at
least two visits were made in each case. Supplementary assistance was furnished
from the office including a monthly teacher-training "Staff Letter." Each teacher
fulfilled the annual professional improvement project.
A course in advanced problems was conducted at Hyannis and Falmouth for
the Barnstable County teachers. Two schools for evening class teachers were held,
with subsequent assistance on details of the work. A special teacher-training
arrangement at the county agricultural schools was continuedwith satisfactory results.
The annual Summer Conference for professional improvement was held on
July 22-26, 1940, at Massachusetts State College. During the first two days the
professional programs were greatly assisted by Director Robert 0. Small, Super-
visor John G. Glavin, Superintendent Frederick W. Porter of Greenfield, and
Dr. W. W. Reitz of the U. S. Soil Conservation Service. These were supplemented
by round table and committee sessions as well as a business session. The last three
days were merged with the College programs in agricultural fields which were
especially valuable for teachers. The attendance included over 90% of the em-
ployed teachers in agricultural schools and departments.
In cooperation with the Federal Agent for the North Atlantic Region, the Super-
visor of Teacher-Training and a committee of three instructors initiated an "evalua-
tion" program which is to be completed during the next year. The U. S. Office of
Education sponsors this study with 47 states cooperating, samphng the agricultural
schools of the country. Four schools in Massachusetts are included to check on
the validity of a rather elaborate scoring device. Some local values have already
been secured.
TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Boys and Men
Day Schools
The demand for admission to our day schools far exceeds their capacity. There
is a persistent and insistent demand for this type of educational opportunity that
will not much longer be denied. It is quite evident to all our youth that without
specific training, they have scant hope of a job in our industrial organization.
The present demand for trained help may well result in a real expansion of facilities
to provide this training. There was an increase in enrollment due to added depart-
ments of about 25%, and there is an increase in the number of graduates over the
year 1938-39. Over 5,000 students applied for admission to these schools in Sep-
tember who could not be admitted because of lack of facilities; 1,615 were turned
away from the Worcester Boys' Trade School.
A new vocational school consisting of a General Department has been organized
in Gloucester, and began its work with the opening of school in September, 1940.
There are five separate courses, as follows: Carpentry, Auto Repair, Electrical
Wiring and Appliances, Sheet Metal Work, and Printing, Rdth a skilled tradesman
as teacher in charge of each shop. The plan provides for rotation between courses,
or for a boy to select and remain in one course. One hundred and fifty boys are
already enrolled, the utmost that can be cared for. Many more were rejected
because of limited facilities.
New departments of Electrical Appliance and Radio work, organized last year
in Everett, and Machine Shop work in Haverhill, have proved so popular that
expansion of these opportunities is contemplated for the fall.
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A new trade department in Machine work in the North Adams Vocational School
has been established as of September 1. Pittsfield has expanded its Machine
course by the addition of another shop teacher.
Springfield has now moved into its new trade school building, and has established
new Departments of Radio, Airplane Mechanics, Auto Body and Fender work,
and Welding.
The record of placement of graduates for the school year 1938-39 reflects a
much improved employment condition at the date of compiling these figures,
namely, December 1, 1939. The number of graduates from the trade schools
shows an increase of 20% above the previous year, and the percentage placed
immediately in the trade for which training was given (75.8%) was approximately
9.5% larger than the previous year. The average entering wage ($16.10) was
$.04 per week less than the year 1937-38.
The records of placement of graduates now being compiled for the school year
1939-40 indicate that all of these graduates who are available for placement have
already been placed and many of those who will be graduated in June, 1941, are
being allowed to leave and go to work. Every boy who has had more than 2 years
of training in machine work and who is over 18 years of age may now find employ-
ment in our machine industry at substantial wages. The evidence tends to show
that this condition of shortage of skilled machinists not only is now acute but is
actually the bottle-neck of the National Defense industries.
Part-time Cooperative, Part-time Preparatory, and Apprenticeship Schools
There has been little change in the Part-time Cooperative Schools during the
past year. Boston has added a Body and Fender Course at the South Boston High
School. Beverly is planning to expand its Machine training course by adding to
its enrollment.
Waltham has organized a new cooperative school with a department in Machine
Shop work in the factory of the Waltham Watch Company, with one shop teacher
and one related teacher and forty boys. The company has set aside a section of
its factory for the exclusive use of the school. Excellent equipment is provided,
and the working conditions for both shop and related work are extremely favorable.
Early in the year Part-time Trade Preparatory Classes were organized in Machine
Shop work to meet the demand for machine operators. Such classes were organized
in Springfield, Holyoke, Haverhill, Waltham and Worcester. That these courses
were justified is evidenced by the fact that 100% were placed in employment in
the machine trade.
A class in Jewelry Making was organized in Nantucket to give help to residents
who are trying to develop "fireside industries" to provide some employment during
the winter for summer trade. A teacher of Design was sent from the mainland to
carry on the work for about 15 students, both men and women.
The class in Airplane Rigging was continued at the Boston Trade School for
officers and men of the Massachusetts National Guard and Naval and Marine
Corps Reserve. The class in Pottery at Plymouth has been conducted with little
change.
Classes in Apprenticeship have been continued in Boston, Pittsfield and Spring-
field in connection with the Springfield Armory, and in Newton in connection with
the Watertown Arsenal in Watertown.
A new course in Linotype Operating was organized at the Boston Trade School,
with one group and one shop teacher, and the course in Roofing and Coppersmithing
was discontinued for lack of interest.
Evening Schools '
The Trade Extension Classes for selected groups of journejonen mechanics in
Electricity, Welding for Metal Trades, Welding for Sheet Metal Workers, Welding
for Plumbers, Welding for Machinists, Welding for Steamfitters, and Machine
Shop work, were conducted during the year. A class in Estimating for Master
Electricians was also conducted this year, with one teacher and about 15 contrac-
tors. This class came as a direct result of a request for such help from members
of the group.
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New courses were established as follows: Loomfixing and Radio Construction,
in Chicopee Evening Industrial School; Applied Decoration and Wood Finishing,
in Smith's Evening Industrial School, Northampton; Blue Print Reading for
Building Maintenance, in Pittsfield Evening Industrial School; Bricklaying, Auto
Body Work, and Interior Decorating, in Springfield Evening Industrial School.
The following courses were discontinued: Electrical work, in Beverly; Machine
Shop, and Machine Design, in Holyoke; Painting and Decorating, and Printing,
in Medford ; Machine Shop, in New Bedford ; Machine Shop, and Blue Print Read-
ing, in Westfield; Chemistry of Resins, Chemistry of Plastics, and Blue Print
Reading for Machinists, in Pittsfield; Bricklaying, in Worcester.
The following Evening Industrial Schools were discontinued: Everett, Haverhill,
and Quincy.
The following courses were re-established: Sheet Metal Drafting, in Beverly;
Auto Body work, in Chicopee; Blue Print Reading for Building Trades, in Lawrence;
Electrical Mathematics, in New Bedford; House Framing, in Newton; Application
of Plastics, in Pittsfield; Auto Repair, in Southbridge; Sheet Metal work, in
Springfield.
General Vocational
General departments to the number of 28 are in operation. Gloucester is the
newest of these departments.
Em^phasis in these departments is directed upon adjustment and placement in
industry on levels other than those of the unit trade. Shop offerings are developed
in character with dominant local employments.
Vocational Training for National Defense
It became apparent during the past year that a great shortage of skilled machin-
ists was inevitable. In fact, efforts were made over a year ago to give short term
pre-employment training to selected groups for entry into industry as machine
operators. Through the use of available Federal (George-Deen) funds, such pro-
grams of training in machine shop work were established in Haverhill, Holyoke,
Springfield, Waltham, and Worcester. Even this short period of training resulted
in jobs for several hundred high school graduates who had previously never had
a job.
With the passage of a Federal order in June, 1940, making available $15,000,000
for vocational training in the trade schools of the nation, then closing for the
usual summer vacation, training for National Defense started with great earnest-
ness in all the Massachusetts trade schools which were adequately equipped with
machine tools.
The order provided that these funds were to be allocated to States "for the cost
of courses of less thrn college grade, provided by such agencies in vocational
schools pursuant to plans submitted by such agencies and approved by the United
States Commissioner of Education, which plans shall include courses supple-
mentary to emplojrment in occcupations essential to National Defense and pre-
employment refresher courses for workers preparing for such occupations selected
from public employment office registers, ..."
This order providing these funds was signed by the President on June 28, 1940.
By July 8, 10 trade schools had organized Defense training classes with 1,087 men
enrolled and receiving instruction. During the following two weeks, additional
schools were able to organize classes, so that by July 15, 30 schools were operating
with 2,047 enrolled in Machine Shop work, 282 in Welding, and 168 in other courses.
It was discovered that many of the men enrolled had had some previous mechan-
ical experience so that very soon men were being placed in emplojmient and others
were taken into classes to fill the vacated places. This program was continued,
broadened, and increased throughout the summer.
A program of supplementary Machine Shop training in 3 Boston Industrial
High Schools was organized to give training in Machine Shop work for 255 young
men who were taken into employment at the Boston Navy Yard. The 3 high
schools, Mechanic Arts, East Boston, and Hyde Park, each have excellent machine
equipment. The enroUees are being trained for an estimated period of 44 weeks
on product which comes out of the Navy Yard and is returned to the Navy Yard
for installation on ships, upon its completion.
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Early in November supplementary courses were organized in the Springfield
Trade School for selected groups of men employed at the Springfield Armory for
the purpose of upgrading these men so that they could be employed as toolmakers.
The instruction includes training in Machine Tools, in Mathematics and Drawing
and in Tool Design, 147 men being enrolled in these courses on November 15, 1940.
On November 4 a selected group of enlisted men of the Ordnance Department
was assigned to training in Machine Shop work, Mathematics, Drawing, and Science,
at the Springfield Trade School for a period of 13 weeks, 40 hours per week. These
men are under command of an officer of the Ordnance Department who arranges
for housing and meals. The school provides the instruction. Plans provide for
succeeding groups at the completion of each 13-week period.
Plans are now com^pleted to organize training under Public 812, signed by the
President on October 9, 1940, for out-of-school rural and non-rural youth, and for
youth employed on N. Y. A. projects. This order provides additional funds to be
used specifically for the two groups mentioned, under conditions established by the
U. S. Office of Education.
While we feel that we have only begun the great task of helping, through our
trade schools, to train men for our National Defense Industries, we have on Novem-
ber 15, 1940, trained and placed in jobs 1,083 men from WPA and pubhc employ-
ment rolls. There are now in training 1,253 men from these WPA and public em-
ployment rolls, and in addition there are 2,504 men who are now employed in in-
dustries essential to National Defense who are being further trained and upgraded
for more responsible assignments.
The following Instructions concerning Organization Records and Policies for
National Defense Training Programs are self-explanatory:
"This program must be administered and reported upon as a distinctive
organization.
The total cost of maintenance will be paid from National Defense Training
funds.
Except as especially provided for, established standard procedures will prevail.
Publicly supported schools, privately controlled schools, private industrial
plants, when approved, may be used wherever established as a part of a publicly
supported and controlled system of vocational education.
1. General Contact should be made with General Defense Committee
Committee in each community to insure that the local Vocational
Director be included in its membership.
2. Advisory The membership of the Advisory Committee should be
Committee taken from or be a sub-committee of this group. It
should be composed of a minimum of seven members
drawn from industry, labor and other representative
groups. This committee should be appointed by the local
Board of Control, subject to approval of the State
Department of Education. It will act in an advisory
capacity only, as to (a) programs to be organized, and
(b) numbers to be trained.
3. Needs Evidence of need of training should be furnished the local
advisory committee by some recognized and responsible
authority before courses are submitted to the State
Department for approval. These are agencies such as
:
a. U. S. Office of Education.
b. U. S. War and Navy Departments.
c. State vocational authorities.
d. Public employment agencies.
e. Advisory committees for trade and industrial educa-
tion.
f. Employers engaged in Government work or work
essential to National Defense as required under
Government contract.
g. Local board of education,
h. Labor bodies.
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4. Courses
to be Offered
5. Selection of
People to be
Trained
6. Retention of
People in
Training
7. Placement
8. Qualifications
of Teachers
9. Length of Day
and Period of
Training
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It is necessary that a copy of tiie vote of the local advisory
committee be submitted with each application for ap-
proval of a course.
a. For Pre-employment Refresher Groups.
b. For Supplementary Groups.
A
.
In Pre-employment Refresher Groups
1. Must be citizens.
2. Must be of employable age upon completion of
training.
3. Must be registered with a public employment office.
4. There should be reasonable assuranec that upon
completion of the training, they will be employable
in occupations for which the training was given.
5. Final selection to be made by local vocational
school authorities.
B. In Supplementary Groups
1. Must be citizens.
2. Must be employed in an occupation essential to
national defense.
3. There should be reasonable assurance that upon
completion of the training, they can be employed
in more essential operations or more important
positions in industries engaged in national defense
work.
4. Must be endorsed by their employers or by repre-
sentatives of their labor unions.
Persons who are enrolled in the training program and who
after due trial prove to be unable to do the work shall be
separated from the rolls.
1. Each director (or recognized supervisory agent) in
each school shall be held responsible for the placement
of trainees in occupations in industries essential to the
National Defense Program.
2. Advisory committees, and industries that furnished
evidence to justify National Defense Programs shall
be contacted by director (or his agents) well in ad-
vance of the programs' close in order to discover open-
ings for the trainees.
3. All personnel (directors, supervisors, teachers, etc.)
employed on the National Defense Training Program
should be organized and used in a coordinated effort
to get jobs for the trainees.
4. Local Public Employment Offices should also be con-
tacted and a cooperative program worked out with
them for the purpose of securing jobs for trainees.
5. Other suggestions for the conducting of a Placement
Service Program for enrollees in the National Defense
courses are discussed with directors on an individual
basis as the cases arise in order to arrive at a definite
plan for securing the maximum amount of placement.
Qualifications must be the same as those for teachers in
the regular vocational programs.
A. Pre-emplojrment Courses.
Should provide for an eight-hour daj^ for each shift
conducted.
B. Supplementary Courses.
Should provide for sessions of from two to four hours
per day.
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The length of training period for any unit of work
should be determined by the local needs, conditions
and the previous experience of the individuals to be
trained.
10. Records and A. Financial and Statistical.
Reports 1. A financial account of receipts and expenditures
should be kept on special ledger sheets provided
by the State Office.
2. W hen production is invoh^ed, a record should be
kept on Uniform Productivity Accounting Sheets.
(See Bulletin No. 266, Administrative Forms.)
3. Records and reports as required by National De-
fense Training forms supplemented by State
forms."
Trade and Industrial Teacher-Training
Pre-employment Teacher-Training. — With the beginning of the school year in
September, 1939, the course in teacher-training for tradesmen was expanded to a
two-year program_. Before tradesmen are granted final approval as trade instructors
in state-aided vocational schools, they are now required to complete 206 class hours
of training, and in addition must do 20 hours of assigned and supervised practice
teaching.
Seventy-five qualified tradesmen, selected by competitive examination, com-
pleted the first year of the required training in 1939-40. Three such classes were
conducted, two in Boston and one at Fitchburg. These men, from 15 trades, are
eligible to undertake the second year of training.
The second year of teacher-training was conducted in four centers. Two classes
in Boston served groups, the members of which all at a prior date had completed
the first year of training but were yet not placed as instructors. Forty-three men
comprised the membership. The classes in New Bedford, Springfield, Somerville
and Worcester, served 142 teachers in service who voluntarily, as a measure of
professional improvement, wished to complete the second year of training. Much
new material of especial significance and value to the vocational schools is an out-
come of these classes.
Training Teachers in Service. — The records of professional improvement for the
school year show that 397 individual teachers in trade and industrial schools com-
pleted a wide variety of activities designed to improve their capacities as instruc-
tors in trade work. All these instructors proposed personal projects of at least
30 hours' work— submitted them to their local director and to the state office
for approval and at a later date evidence of the completion of their projects.
Vocational Summer School at Fitchburg — The nineteenth Annual Summer
School, conducted by the Vocational Division at the State Teachers College in
Fitchburg, opened on Julj^ 1 with an enrollment of 520 men and 185 women in-
cluding 52 directors who were in attendance upon the one-week conference, the
major feature of our Summer School program. With the National Defense Training
Program as an immediate activity, most of the time in the Directors' Conference
was given to working out details for carrying on this very important program.
The discussion at the directors' meetings was conducted by Director Robert 0.
Small, assisted by a special committee appointed from the Division to supervise
and carry on the work in connection with the National Defense. This committee
was made up of the following:
Mr. Robert O. Small, Director, in General Charge
Mr. M. Norcross Stratton, Assistant Director, in General Charge
Mr. Daniel H. Shay, in Charge of Establishment and Organization of Classes
Mr. Carl E. Herrick, in Charge of Forms and Reporting; Vital and Financial
Mr. Robert F. Nolan, in Charge of Relationship with W. P. A. and Employ-
ment Offices
Mr. George P. Haley, in Charge of Selection and Advisement Program
In addition to the directors in attendance, representatives from the state office
of the W. P. A., the C. C. C, the State Employment Service, the N. Y. A., and the
Federal Office of Education, attended some of the conferences.
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The conferences for the teachers and supervisors included sectional meetings
for each trade activity including the following departments:
Academic Draftsmen Plumbers
Auto Mechanics Electricians Printers
Aviation Machinists Sheet Metal Workers
Cabinetmakers Painters & Decorators Welders
Carpenters Patternmakers Shoe School Instructors
In cooperation with the Massachusetts Vocational Association Research Com-
mittee, at least one period each day was devoted to a series of conferences on
buildings, machinery, equipment and layout. These conferences mil result in a
bulletin which will be distributed to those interested in new buildings and equip-
ment.
Elective courses were offered in:
Metallurgy
Printing Estimating and Costs
Automotive Ignition
Standard Practice in Drafting
Methods of Teaching Related English
Motor Repairs
Linotype Operation
Automobile Repairs
Occupational Information and Vocational Counsehng
Related Mathematics in the Electrical Trade
Department Heads
Citizenship Training
Special shop courses were offered in
:
Radio Furniture Finishing
Advanced Cabinetmaking Upholstering
Patternmaking Silk Screen Process
Sheet Metal Welding
Machine Shop Work
The exhibit of work done in vocational schools attracted much attention. Several
commercial organizations contributed to an industrial exliibit during the first week.
The following special courses were offered for a two, three, and four-week period:
Woodworking Sheet Metal Work
Machine Shop Work Upholstering and Reupholstering
Pattern Drafting Welding
Attendance upon the special courses was as follows
:
One-Week Courses— 520
Two-Week Courses — 85
Three-Week Courses — 80
Four-Week Courses— 59
A one-week conference for teachers in general vocational departments and a
four-week course for prospective teachers in general departments was conducted
as usual Mdth an attendance of 57 men at the one-week conference and 25 men at
the four-week course. Also a teacher-training course for prospective teachers
was conducted with an attendance of 27 men. A few of the activities were cur-
tailed because of the National Defense Program which was started during the
month of July necessitating the release of some of our instructors.
The approval of the proposed plan for offering the degree of Bachelor of Science
in Vocational Education in cooperation with the State Teachers College was
announced at the Summer School, and details of organizing this new opportunity
were worked out and put into effect. The first courses in connection with this
degree will be given at the 1941 Summer School.
National Defense Teacher-Training Classes — The organization of special courses
in the vocational schools to train persons for employment in the industries essential
to National Defense created an unusual demand for instructors, particularly in
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the machine trades, welding and sheet metal work. While we had an adequate
list of trained candidates for these positions, it was ob-vious that the demand would
increase and that our list would be exhausted when additional classes were organized.
To meet this need special teacher-training courses were organized in Boston,
Worcester, Springfield and New Bedford. Enrollments were limited to qualified
machinists, sheet metal workers, and welders. A total of 123 men were trained in
an intensive thirty-hour course. We secured many excellent candidates, both from
those who applied and by making a personal canvass of local industries. A large
percentage of the men who completed these courses have already been placed in
emergency training classes.
We now have an adequate supply of candidates to meet all needs, but we con-
template continuing this program to meet the needs when the program is expanded.
Special Teacher-Training Activities
Firemen Training. — The program for firemen training continues to receive
hearty support and approval from the Fire Department Chiefs. A one-ton panel
truck has been put into service by the Vocational Division and equipped with
modern firefighting appliances and instructional material to supplement that found
in the training centers. All the equipment has been loaned or donated by individ-
uals and concerns interested in the training enterprise. This travehng demonstra-
tion unit is a most effective addition to the department resources for training in-
structors in fire departments. The unit has served in 63 centers.
During the year 1939-40, 9 regional zone classes have been conducted in approved
zone centers, with an enrollment of 285 firemen from departments within the respec-
tive zones. Forty-two special classes in local department quarters were also con-
ducted. As a total, 990 men in departments all over the state were engaged during
the year in instruction to meet problems of their own particular departments.
In September, 1939, the Department participated in the dedicatory exercises of a
new drill yard in Brookline. This year the drill yard, one of the largest and most
completely modern drill yards in the country, has become the official headquarters
for the training and conference work with the corps of fireman instructors serving
the Vocational Division. Here it is possible to test all kinds of new equipment and
apphances, to demonstrate any evolution, or, in splendid quarters, to have "skull
practice" on any problem of firefighting import. The Department is fortunate
indeed to have such fine training resources available for its work with the instruc-
tors of the zone schools.
The first use to which these training facilities were put by the Department was
for a thirty-hour teacher-training course conducted for a group of 11 officers newly
detailed bj^ their respective chiefs as department and zone school instructors.
This course was held at the Brookhne fire headquarters during the week of Febru-
ary 12, 1940. Eleven officers completed the work and were awarded certificates
attesting the training received.
The requirements of firemen training and related services have increased to
such an extent that full-time supervision of the work is needed. Therefore, as the
result of a competitive examination, Mr. Louis J. Gaetani was appointed Assistant
Supervisor of Teacher Training and assigned to the field of Public Service Occupa-
tions. Mr. Gaetani began his duties on February 1, 1940, by participating in the
training course for new zone school instructors.
Foremen Training. — Vocational educational service in foremen training is an
expanding development of the teacher-training section activities. Cooperating
with the Massachusetts Safety Council, Foremen Training Conferences have been
conducted this year in Braintree (2), Lowell (1), Northampton (2), Salem (2), and
Springfield (2). Two hundred thirty-one men of foremanship status from 28 firms
constituted the membership in these conference groups.
Watchmen Training. — One hundred fifteen watchmen, designated by their
respective employers (42), received training designed to improve the range and
effectiveness of their service. The Chamber of Commerce in both Boston and in
Springfield were active in arranging for this training.
C. C. C. Classes. — Again this year the Division cooperated with C. C. C. officials
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by conducting training courses for teachers in the C. C. C. camps. Classes were
conducted in the following camps:
Athol Greenfield Pittsfield
Baldwinsville Holyoke South Lee
Brimfield Melrose Spencer
Chester North Adams Warwick
East Douglas North Reading West Townsend
Enrolled in these classes were 241 men.
Directors^ Conference. —- A conference of directors of boys' and girls' day indus-
trial, part-time cooperative and general vocational schools was held at the Hotel
Lenox, Boston, on February 2, 1940. This conference was called to report upon the
Annual Convention of the American Vocational Association, held in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, in December, 1939, which was attended by members of the staff and
directors of the schools.
TRADE, INDUSTRIAL, AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION
Girls and Women
With the completion of the new building, the Springfield Trade School for Girls
has organized several new trade departments beginning September, 1940, including
Laundering, Millinery, and Scientific Care of Hair and Skin.
The record of placement of graduates from the Girls' Day Industrial Schools
for the year 1938-39 shows 217 graduates or 93.5% entered the trade for which
training was given.
George-Deen funds have made possible the expansion and development of the
homemaking program as follows:
A trade-trained dressmaking teacher has continued to give instruction to women
and girls employed in the W.P.A. sewing center of Boston.
A year of apprentice teaching has been made possible for an otherwise unem-
ployed trade dressmaking teacher in the David Hale Fanning Trade School for
Girls, Worcester.
A part-time, trade preparatory course in related art has been established in
Nantucket.
A year or less of graduate apprentice teaching has been made possible for one
unemployed household arts graduate and 3 vocational household arts graduates
of State Teachers College, Framingham.
The salaries of 20 household arts teachers have been financed in full or in part
from George-Deen funds, thus making possible the organization or expansion of a
full-time homemaking program in 14 communities.
Twenty-three practical art teachers have been employed, making possible the
continuation or re-establishment of units of work in the practical art program
in 5 communities.
A month of supervision of summer home projects has been made possible in 4
household arts schools, and 2 months of supervision in one household arts school.
The travel expense in connection with the supervision of the home project pro-
gram during the regular school year as well as the summer months, has been
financed, giving additional impetus to the home-visiting and thus strengthening
the home project supervision.
The day household arts schools have continued to revise their program of work
and courses of study to more adequately meet the present problems of the girls
in their home and family living.
A new vocational household arts school has been successfully established in the
high school at Agawam.
A household arts school, general department for girls, has been established in
Holyoke.
The practical art program has been re-established in Salem, including units of
instruction in dressmaking, foods, and home nursing.
Units of instruction in the practical art program have been re-established as
follows: Home nursing in Chicopee; and foods in Leominster.
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New units of instruction in the practical art program have been estabhshed as
follows: Home nursing in Medford; millinery (short units) in New Bedford; and
home decoration in Newton.
The practical art program in Waltham, consisting of units in dressmaking,
foods, and home nursing, has been temporarily suspended.
Pre-Employment Teacher-Training and Training Teachers in Service
Pre-Employment Teacher-Training. — In June, 1940, teachers qualified for
teaching in vocational and continuation schools were graduated from the four-
year vocational household arts course at the State Teachers College at Framingham.
During the school year 1939-40 vocational household arts students did under-
graduate apprentice teaching for 6 weeks and 2 weeks respectively at New Bedford,
Essex County, Smith's (Northampton) Household Arts Schools, and Dartmouth,
Lee and Shelburne Falls Household Arts Departments. Students also had 8 days
of supervised trade experience in Boston at the Brittany Coffee Shop, Trade School
for Girls, Women's City Club, and in Worcester, at the David Hale Fanning Trade
School for Girls.
As a part of the vocational household arts training at the State Teachers College
at Framingham, graduate apprentice teaching, made possible by the use of George-
Deen funds, was continued a sixth year. Four graduates — 3 of the vocational
household arts class of 1939 and one of the household arts class of 1932— were
assigned for full-time work for one year in 3 instances and a half-year in one, with
supervision by the resident supervisor at Framingham and heads of the local schools
in Essex County, Lowell, New Bedford and Smith's (Northampton) Household
Arts Schools. Five graduate apprentice teachers in household arts for the school
year 1938-39 satisfactorily completed their training and secured positions in voca-
tional household arts schools, and otherwise.
As part of the industrial teacher-training program, through the use of George-
Deen funds, a year of supervised apprentice teaching was made possible for a
qualified trade dressmaking teacher in the David Hale Fanning Trade School for
Girls in Worcester.
A teacher-training course of 80 hours was conducted in Boston by an assistant
supervisor for 41 prospective teachers, otherwise qualified to teach clothing, foods,
home decoration, and home hygiene in practical art classes for women.
At the 1940 Vocational Summer School, at the State Teachers College at Fitch-
burg, the usual teacher-training courses of varying lengths were conducted by
supervisors for candidates otherwise qualified for teaching in trade, continuation
or household arts schools, or in practical art classes for women. These courses
dealt with the principles, philosophy and current problems of vocational education;
also with methods of teaching, including practice teaching in the respective types
of schools.
Training Teachers in Service. — During the school year 1939-40 the women
supervisors made 353 visits to continuation and vocational schools for girls and
women and 777 visits to individual teachers, rendering service to the schools and
to innumerable teachers in connection with the school visits or office conferences.
These supervisory visits and contacts were made for the purpose of assisting local
authorities in maintaining and promoting satisfactory standards of work.
Teachers have continued with satisfactory professional improvement programs of
study and research which have helped to improve this work in their respective schools.
Five 30-hour lecture, demonstration, discussion and application courses, con-
ducted in Boston, Lynn, New Bedford, Springfield and Worcester primarily for
teachers of practical art classes for women, included the following: 4 in color and
design, with special application to clothing construction and selection; and 1 in
review of teaching methods and problems. These courses were attended by more
than 100 teachers.
The thirteenth issue of the "Newsletter" of practical art classes for women was
prepared in November, 1940, and distributed to all practical art supervisors,
teachers and others interested in adult homemaking education. It included goals
for 1940-41 for practical art programs, uses of farm surpluses, also helpful sugges-
tions and teaching aids, together with reports of some outstanding accomplishments
in these classes.
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As a part of the teacher-training service, several outhnes were prepared, namely,
"Some Suggestions for Study of Housing in Day Homemaking Schools," "Plate
Luncheons for Serving in Schools," "Requirements for Employment of Girls in
Catering," and "Training of Personnel in Standards." The outline in Housing
was based on a study by a State Supervisor of 5 communities and interviews with
approximately 100 day household arts girls. It offers suggestions to the teacher
for developing work in housing with household arts girls.
The fourth annual conference for the heads of the All-Day, Day Household
Arts Schools was held in New Bedford in Novem.ber, 1940. At this conference the
chief topics for consideration were : Place of homemaking education in the National
Defense program; placem.ent of graduates and those who have left school; the work
of the Ad\'isory Committees; the scope of medical attention for students; and other
matters pertaining to the work of the schools.
A conference of directors and supervisors of state-aided practical art schools
was held at the Women's Industrial and Educational Union, Boylston Street,
Boston, on December 15, 1939. The supervisory and teacher-training problems
which were submitted by the directors and supervisors were discussed at the meet-
ing. Commissioner Downey and Director Small participated in the program as
luncheon speakers.
The 1940-41 annual conference for directors and supervisors of practical art
classes for women was held in Boston in November, 1940. The revised Practical
Art Bulletin No. 327 was discussed. Miss Anna A. Kloss talked to the group on
"The Place of the Adult Homemaking Classes in the Massachusetts Educational
Program."
At the 1940 Vocational Summer School at State Teachers College, Fitchburg,
professional improvement conferences were held from July 1 to July 26 for 1, 2, 3
or 4 weeks for supervisors and teachers of household arts, continuation and trade
schools for girls, and practical art classes for women.
AH conference members considered outstanding accomphshments during the
school year 1939-40, also activities, problems and methods of teaching in their
respective types of schools. In the forum, the second and third weeks, consumer
problems were considered. As in the former one-week conferences, each teacher
selected from the following program that which would help her most in her school
work: Social studies, mathematics, and English, with special consideration of
prevention and correction of reading difficulties; housing and consumer education;
child care and guidance; nursery school education; occupational information and
vocational counseling; advanced nutrition methods; vocational science; gift wrap-
ping; home crafts from inexpensive materials; furniture finishing; slip covers,
draperies and stuffed furniture; dressmaking techniques; family life; composition
and photographic layoi^t; home crafts work shop; elements of nutrition; standards
and methods in teaching related English; citizenship training; and silk screen
process. One or two-week courses were conducted in home crafts and related arts,
sHp covers and draperies, advanced clothing, millinery, home baking, and dress-
making techniques.
The seventh one-week conference for graduate nurses, interested in methods
and techniques in teaching home hygiene and care of the sick and nutrition in
relation to health and family problems, was conducted with the cooperation and
help of the Massachusetts Department of Public Health, Child Hj'-giene Division.
The Massachusetts Department of Pubhc Health, Child Hygiene Division, also
assisted in the work of the Vocational Summer School, as formerly. In addition,
it cooperated in organizing and conducting the sixth one-week School Lunch Con-
ference for homemaking teachers and others responsible for the school lunch work
in various localities in the State. All conference members considered problems of
the school luncheon, including cost accounting, nutrition education through the
school lunch room, and demonstration of ten-cent plate luncheons.
At the 1940 Vocational Summer School 289 women were in attendance, of whom
221 were women teachers in continuation and other types of vocational schools,
attending for varying lengths of time; 23 other home economics teachers; 8 graduate
nurses in attendance at the nurses' conference; and 37 school lunch managers,
the school lunch conference.
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VOCATIONAL SURVEY AND PLACEMENT
Survey. — The survey of Barnstable County made for the purpose of establishing
information as to the feasibility and desirability of establishing vocational education
in that county, was completed. As a result of the survey, which was carried on
for a period of two and a half years, the following recommendations were made:
"1. That a County Vocational School be established that would offer approved
state-aided vocational education in the following trades
:
Boys: Automobile
Carpentry and Cabinet Making
Electrical
Machine
Plumbing and Sheet Metal
General Trade Work
Girls: Domestic Service
Cafeteria and Catering
Dressmaking and Millinery
This would be the maximum number of courses recommended at present
and is based on the occupational requirements of the county and its environs.
However, due to present economic conditions, it might be expedient to start
a program without some of the above courses until such time as conditions
differ.
"2. That the approved state-aided vocational agricultural departments in
Falmouth and Barnstable be enlarged, or new departments be established
in connection with other high schools to offer agricultural training in estate
and caretaking work or in other specific agricultural lines as the interest
and need for such develops.
"3. That the approved state-aided vocational household arts departments in
the high schools of Bourne, Barnstable, Falmouth and Provincetown con-
tinue to offer homemaking training for girls, and new departments in connec-
tion vidth other high schools be established as needed. There is a possibility,
' however, of offering vocational training for girls in the three trades recom-
mended previously, by enlarging the facilities provided in established high
schools on an all-day basis, and having provisions in the enabling legislation
to allow the trustees of county schools to pay tuition and transportation
charges for non-residents.
"4. That the approved state-aided vocational boatbuilding department carried
on by the Barnstable High School cooperating with the Crosby Boatbuilding
Company, be continued and enlarged as soon as conditions permit, and that
establishment of any similar trade opportunity be encouraged in connection
with any other High School when and if the course is needed and can be
justified by the attendant circumstances.
"5. That part-time trade preparatory courses be established in connection with
the county vocational school to offer specific training in such arts and crafts
work as can be developed by a well-planned publicly-supported program.
"6. That arrangements be made to offer evening trade extension work for
plumbers, electricians, carpenters, mechanics, cooks, dressmakers, home-
makers, etc., in connection with the county vocational school as the interest
is manifested.
"7. That any group of interested citizens petition the legislature for enabling
legislation to allow the people of Barnstable County to signify their intention
relative to the establishment of a county vocational school.
"8. That the transportation of pupils from the county to the vocational school
be provided and carried as a maintenance item on the County School Budget.
"9. That at such time as the enabling legislation is approved by the Legislature
and accepted on a referendum by the people and the board of trustees chosen,
a director be appointed and assigned to make a thorough study of the material
presented in this report and other pertinent data available at the Department
of Education, along with the conditions existing in Barnstable County at
the time of his appointment; this information to be the basis for outlining
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the plan for vocational education to be presented by the trustees to the
Department of Education for approval.
"10. That the county vocational school when established be located somewhere
near the Yarmouth-Dennis line, this being the logical area suggested at the
discussion meetings."
The material was discussed with representative groups in each community
before the report was made to the County Commissioners, so as to inform them as
to the conditions found to be existing in Barnstable County with the idea in mind
that we would receive the local points of view in interpreting this data.
The report to the county commissioners included four sections:
Part I. General recommendations made by the Department of Education.
Part II. Significant facts drawn from the data collected during the survey with
the pertinent questions and answers raised by the people attending the
group meetings.
Part III. General plan of the survey along with the data collected on each
phase, arranged by towns and summarized for the county.
Part IV. Copies of the forms used during the survey with the instructions for
their use and a list of the personnel used during the survey.
Placement. — The Placement Program as outlined in the previous report was
carried on throughout the year in each community offering state-aided vocational
education of some form. The reporting system that was established at the close
of the summer school last year was used successfully for reporting placements and
discharges from all types of vocational schools, and proved to be a valuable source
of data that would give us information on the success of our schools in placing boys
and girls in employment for which they had been trained.
Also during the year all schools with placement coordinators were requested to
make a follow-up study to account for all withdrawals from membership for a
period of five years. At the completion of this study a general statistical summary
will be made.
For the purpose of establishing some measure of the effectiveness of a school's
placement service program, a system was devised to rate each program on a basis
of the ratio of the number of placements made to the number of students available
for placement.
Up to the time of the closing of the period covered by this report, an analysis of
the statistics gathered by the Four-Weekly Placement and Discharge Reports show
the following with reference to our schools
:
Chart I: Summary of Placements
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a. Schools with a Placement Coordinator
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Occupational Information and Vocational Counseling
A Supervisor of Occupational Information and Vocational Counseling was added
to the staff of the Division this year. Mr. George P. Haley was appointed to this
position on December 11, 1939.
The Occupational Information and Vocational Counseling Service has been
assisting local communities in organizing their guidance activities in order that
these activities may be more effective in aiding youth to secure the vocational skills
necessary for entry into employment.
This is being effected by the organization of local advisory committees on guid-
ance. These committees are composed of representatives from education, industry,
business, social and civic organizations, and religious and racial groups. The
duties of these committees are numerous and far-reaching. They are surveying the
employment opportunities in the local area, ascertaining the requirements for each
of these opportunities and determining how the school may assist to prepare for
these opportunities. The activity of these local advisory committees on guidance
has resulted in a part-time officer in the schools to coordinate the activities of the
committee on placement and counseling for emplojnnent.
These local committees are organized or in the process of organization at Pem-
broke, Southbridge, North Adams, Vv'estport and Andover.
A conference on Occupational Information and Vocational Counsehng was con-
ducted in July at the Vocational Summer School at Fitchburg with an attendance
of 75 vocational instructors.
A Manual was developed which outhned the aims and objectives of the Occupa-
tional Information and Vocational Counseling Service. This Manual was distri-
buted to Superintendents of Schools and Principals of High Schools and Junior
High Schools, and Directors of Vocational Schools, throughout the state.
The Occupational Information and Vocational Counsehng Service has rendered
assistance to the National Defense Training Program by coordinating the efforts of
the local communities in the selection and counseling of trainees for the various
courses. A statistical analysis and follow-up of the summer trainees already placed
in industry is being conducted to determine the effectiveness of the National De-
fense Training Selection procedure.
DISTRIBUTIVE OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION
Increased interest on the part of local school administrators, in cooperation
with responsible retail leaders of their communities, has given added impetus to
the organization of professional training opportunities in the field of distributive
education. Particular concern has been shown for the establishment of work on
the cooperative part-time level wherein young men and women are afforded con-
current store and school experience. This trend should take on added significance
as labor resources in the lower age brackets are depleted because of preparedness
demands. Brockton, Newton and Springfield have organized this type of service
for young women desirous of equipping themselves for employment in the dry
goods field. Steps are being taken to provide similar training opportunities for
young men whose interests lie in the food merchandising field. At present, eight
cooperative part-time classes in six representative communities are effectively
meeting initial employment training needs of young workers in retail occupations.
The number of evening and part-time classes has doubled this past year. Seven-
teen communities participated on this level of training. A desirable tendency to
offer instruction in salesmanship by specific types is evident. Upgrading oppor-
tunities for those on an executive or semi-executive level are being accommodated
in increasing numbers.
To the teacher-training program made available during the summer of the school
year 1938-39, was added a week of advance professional improvement for those
teachers who had completed their teacher-training certificate requirements. Names
and length of courses offered— (a) Elementary Teacher-Training— two separate
classes covering the same ground, one week in length, each of thirty clock hours
duration
;
(b) Advanced Teacher-Training— one week in length of thirty clock
hours; (c) Advanced Professional Improvement— one week in length of thirty
clock hours. These programs were so arranged as to accommodate store vacation
schedules.
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The number of teacher-trainees enrolled in each program was as follows : Elemen-
tary Teacher-Training— 35; Advanced Teacher-Training — 8; Advanced Profes-
sional Improvement — 5.
To complement, follow-up, and vitaUze the formal Summer School program, a
two-day Teacher-Training conference was held at Springfield in October, 1940,
for the various local Distributive Education teacher-coordinators. Similar con-
ferences are to be held quarterly.
Federally-aided 'programs by types:
1. Cooperative part-time.
Boston — 2
Brockton — 1
Holyoke — 1
Newton — 1
Springfield— 1
Worcester — 1
Boston — 1
2. Part-time.
Attleboro
Boston
Holyoke
Leominster
Northampton
Worcester
3. Evening extension.
Attleboro
Boston
classes
class
class
class
class
class
class
— Ready-to-wear field.
— Food Merchandising field.
— 2 classes
— 3 classes
— 2 classes
— 1 class
— 2 classes
classes
class
2
1
Retail Selhng
Gift Wrapping
Gift Wrapping
Retail Selling
Retail Selling
Fashion Selling
Millinery Selling
Brockton
Fitchburg
Haverhill
Holyoke
Lawrence
Lynn
Northampton
Quincy
— Management Problems
Outside Selling
— Window Display
Meat Merchandising
Food Store Management — 2 classes
Economics of Retailing
Retail Store Organization
Buyers' Mathematics
— Window and Interior Display— 2 classes
Techniques of Selling— 3 classes
Meat Merchandising— 2 classes
Management Problems
Salesmanship for Waitresses
Outside Selling
— Textile Forum
Personnel Management
Economics of Retailing
Line, Color and Design
Shoe Salesmanship •
— Retail Selling
— Color, Line and Design
Psychology of Selling
Gift Wrapping
Advertising
Show Card Writing
Meat Merchandising
Techniques of Selling
— Meat Merchandising
— Executive Training
Retail Merchandising
Credits and Collections — 3 classes
Window Display
Techniques of Selling
— Techniques of Selling— 2 classes
— Memorial Salesmanship
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Salem — Credits and Collections
Shelburne Falls— Techniques of Selling
Springfield — Buyers' Mathematics — 3 classes
Buyers' Arithmetic
Techniques of Selling
Window Display— 2 classes
Blue Print Reading for Building Salesmen
Efficiency in Retailing
Effective Speech for Salespeople
Pubhc Speaking
Selling Home Furnishings
Color, Line and Design
Taunton — Grocery Store Salesmanship
Westfield — Outside Salesmanship
Selling Staples
Ready-to-wear Selling
Worcester — Information Please
Gift Wrapping
Non-federally-aided program:
None.
ART IN INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS
The part-time art courses in industry and business carried on cooperatively
between the Division of Vocational Education and the Massachusetts School of
Art have been continued during the year under the direction of the Supervisor,
Mr. Frank L. Allen, with three assistants in six classes.
Five issues of the Art News Letter have been pubhshed during the year and
distributed to Massachusetts industrialists and business men throughout the state.
There is a wide and constantly increasing interest in the state in matters affecting
design, form and color. Not only in new design but in re-design, the freshness and
rightness of simple modern forms as opposed to those of nineteenth century design
are helped by constant emphasis on sources of study and examples, by all agencies
ready for such emphasis.
Recent issues of the News Letter have sought through cormnent and indication
to emphasize the wide variety of the fields of design interest in Massachusetts.
Space does not permit us to cover the entire list, but in recent issues the variety
includes typography and printing, printing inks in their relation to Munsell stand-
ardization, the activities of special members of the printing industry and the various
clubs of the Printing House Craftsmen; handicrafts in various cities and towns;
exhibitions and activities of the Boston Society of Arts and Crafts and National
Groups; also State Craft Organizations; note of the execUent design programs con-
ducted at the Boston and Worcester Museums of Fine Art, with the emphasis on
the Arts of Design for Industry which their collections so notably exhibit, and the
Boston Institute of Modern Art, which in addition to its painting and sculpture
programs and a vigorous lecture series has held one important exhibition of con-
temporary glass, and plans this winter an immediate exhibition of plastics, with
later exhibitions of printing, ceramics, tapestries and architecture.
The class in Modeling, Drawing and Design for Jewelers which was re-established
in Attleboro last year continued into the Spring of 1940, and is again operating
in that jewelry center.
Capacity classes fill the studios available at the Plymouth Pottery. The pro-
duction of the Guild has found a ready m.arket and the reputation of the ware
increases. The small figurines of Pilgrim types produced there have been streng-
thened this year by a group of Victorian types developed by one of the new members
of the Guild.
The Supervisor prepared and delivered two courses of lectures, on typography
and photography, for classes at the Vocational Summer school at Fitchburg during
the week of July 1, 1940.
Two new classes in Design in Photography were established in Newton, using
the studios provided by a Massachusetts firm, the members of the classes coming
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from Boston, Newton, and other points. The photographers use various approaches
in the work we have to offer — this year's particular study being in composition,
or arrangement of the elements of the photographs.
The class in Typography at Norwood was re-opened this fall, with special atten-
tion to the layout of the page and the anatomy of the book. The idea of developing
unity throughout the book as a whole was stressed rather than individual page
layout.
The class in Worcester, available to printers from Worcester and vicinity, con-
tinued with a large registration. This covered typography and layout for printers,
and the elements of advertising layout for those engaged in newspaper and maga-
zine printing.
New part-time art courses in industry and business carried on cooperatively
between the Division of Vocational Education and the Massachusetts School of
Art, were held as follows:
New Courses
Firms Number Name
Newton, Division A 49 Design in Photography
Registration made up
from members of the
Bachrach Studios
Newton, Division B 38 Design in Photography
Registration made up
from the Photographers
Association of Boston
CONTINUATION SCHOOLS
Boys and girls under 16 years of age are limited by law to a very few service
occupations in which they may be engaged during hours schools are in session.
For the number so engaged, the continuation school continues to serve a most
useful function. A contact with school life is maintained; guidance, adjustment
and upgrading problems of the individual are discovered and a solution sought.
For the most part this work is carried on in conjunction with general vocational
departments with satisfactory results.
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REHABILITATION SECTION
Legislation
No new legislation which directly affected the work of the Rehabilitation Section
was enacted during the 1939-1940 session of the Legislature.
Administration and Procedure
The Rehabihtation Section of the Massachusetts Department of Education is a
speciahzed part of the vocational opportunities offered by the Commonwealth in
cooperation with the Federal Office of Education. All physically handicapped men
and women who are in need of advice and assistance in regard to employment are
ehgible for referral to the Rehabihtation Section. The first step in the Rehabilita-
tion procedure is for a member of the staff to interview each person who seeks such
advice whether he or she has been referred by another public department, private
social agency, or hospital or perhaps come direct to the office through his or her
own interest and knowledge of the service. The interview usually reveals strong
points in the background of the handicapped person, whether disabled since birth
or through a recent accident or illness, but frequently it also reveals that there are
certain serious needs that must be met if the handicapped man or woman is to fit
into the pattern of the working world. It is help in meeting these needs that the
Rehabilitation Section is able to offer to the extent of its resources to people who
are genuinely eager to adjust themselves into employment through training. Ex-
perience has shown that the greatest asset that a physically handicapped person
can have is the ability to perform the duties of a job: Physically handicapped men
and women often fail to find work because they are unable to speak with sureness
of being able to do a required job well. Only an acquired skill will truly offset
the handicap of physical defect in an apphcant for employment. The most kindly
disposed employer must hire service in terms of what has to be produced in his
plant; the physically handicapped person who applies for a position must be
qualified for the job he seeks. Therefore, the Rehabilitation Section whose effort is
to assist all physically handicapped men and wom.en who are employable toward
greater earning power has as one of its primary duties to assist in planning a training
program for a definite job whenever it is feasible. Arrangements for putting the
plan into effect are made by the Rehabilitation worker who then takes certain
responsibihties in regard to the program's reaching a successful conclusion in em-
ployment for the handicapped person. Since training in speciahzed fields costs
money, the Rehabilitation Section has been given an appropriation to pay the
tuition of its trainees at schools and in shops, once suitable objectives and pro-
grams have been worked out. Supplies used in connection with the training pro-
grams and transportation to and from the place of training are also furnished
through the funds of "^he Rehabilitation Section when the person in training can-
not meet their cost without hardship. Sometimes in order to make a handicapped
person employable, there are other needs than that of training or re-training.
Primary among these is the need for artificial appliances such as an artificial arm
or leg or in some instances for hearing aids. Assistance in the purchase of these
appliances is given in those cases when it can be clearly shown that the furnishing
of the artificial limb or aid will be part of the means of the man or woman ulti-
mately obtaining work. More details about the financing of this service appear
under the heading Cooperation. In certain cases which will be more fully described
below, help is given with living expenses during a period of training provided that
the need for such assistance can be proved and that surrounding circumstances in
the case appear to justify an application for such aid being made under the poli-
cies set up for this phase of the service by the Department and the Federal Office
of Education. Placements of physically handicapped persons are made as they
achieve skill enough through training to be able to fill positions in their chosen
occupations. Ordinarily before training programs are initiated, job objec-
tives have already been secured so that frequently the man and woman in training
are working steadily toward jobs that are more or less awaiting their readiness
to take over the duties of the positions. From time to time skilled physically
handicapped individuals with industrial backgrounds are in need of help in securing
a job. Through special cooperation with the Massachusetts PubUc Employment
Office the Rehabihtation Staff are often able to assist in regard to placement. All
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these services, highly individualized and personal, are an extended use of public
education and involve no more charity than does the attendance of a child at the
neighboring-public school. All persons of employable age who are under the dis-
advantage of permanent physical handicap when they seek employment should
check with the Rehabilitation Section as to whether there is not some service that
would render their individual problem less difficult. The Rehabilitation office
should be a centralized point for a great deal of information and help for the physi-
cally handicapped. It endeavors to be such a center and suggests that physically
handicapped people, newly graduated from school or more mature in years, should
be sent to talk their situations over with a worker at the Rehabilitation Section
as a starting point in their plans rather than to arrive there after they have made
extended and discouraging efforts to find employment throughout the community.
The man who has met with a disabling industrial accident which will make im-
possible his return to his former job should talk with the Rehabihtation Section
about his plans for re-training as soon as he is sufficiently recovered from the
effects of the accident to do so ; he should not wait until pressure is being put upon
him by an insurance company to look for work. In the same way, young people
in the last year or two of the high schools of the State might do well to discuss
their special problems in regard to physical handicaps they may have in relation
to employment with advisers or teachers at their schools and they in turn may wish
to refer them to the Rehabilitation Section for advice. A pamphlet describing in
full the services offered above entitled "Vocational Rehabilitation of Persons
Disabled in Industry or Otherwise," may be obtained by applying to the Depart-
ment of Education, 200 Newbury Street, Boston.
Cooperation
The work of the Department in behalf of the physically handicapped is fortunate
in having many agencies upon which it can depend to render special service in
the plans for a rehabilitation program. Among these are the family welfare agencies,
hospital social workers, the vocational advisers in the agencies that serve youth,
private funds and grants, placement services of several agencies and institutions,
sheltered workrooms, and many others. Schools, insurance companies, labor union
officials and practically all the social agencies in the State refer physically handi-
capped cases to the Rehabilitation Section for service and training as part of their
own plans for the children or family that they are serving. A family welfare agency
may bear the cost of the living expenses and carry the problems of a family in which
some member is in training under the supervision of the Rehabilitation Section in
anticipation of his later becoming self-supporting. The Rehabilitation Section is
frequently indebted to hospital social workers for steering applicants for training
through the labyrinths of large hospitals so that at the end of thorough examina-
tions the Rehabilitation worker may have full medical information regarding the
handicapped men and women so that training programs arranged for them may
not be unsuitable in terms of their special physical needs or general health. The
Rehabilitation Section is obliged to ask cooperating social agencies, service clubs,
and benevolently disposed individuals to consider the donation of half the cost of
needed artificial appliances because under the policy adopted in Massachusetts,
the funds of the Rehabilitation Section may provide only one-half the expense in-
volved in the purchase of artificial limbs or hearing aids. This means that every
time the purchase of one of them is necessary as part of a rehabilitation program,
the Rehabilitation Section must raise one-half the cost of it from a public or private
agency, a prospective employer or from an interested individual in the community
in which the man or woman fives. This cooperative service makes it possible to
help yearly a large number to overcome a problem that contributes overwhelmingly
to their failure to secure employment in the labor market. In addition to the
agencies upon which the Rehabilitation Section calls in matters of social planning,
there are four public agencies which automatically work under special arrangements
with the Rehabilitation Section. These are (1) the Division of the Blind which refers
cases of blind persons or those with defective vision after a definite training pro-
gram has been planned and is necessary for the instruction of such a person;
(2) the Department of Industrial Accidents which reports any case where pro-
longed convalescence and type of injury have suggested the necessity for re-training
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and special training for the workman before he can return to a job; (3) the Depart-
ment of Pubhc Welfare which investigates the financial need of any maintenance
program proposed by the Rehabilitation Section; and lastly, (4) the Massachusetts
Public Employment Service where a coordinator working as part of the Rehabilita-
tion staff pays daily visits to both offices. A close connection is also maintained
with the Chnics for Crippled Children, State Departinent of Public Health, a
member of the Rehabilitation staff making arrangements to be present at all the
principal clinics throughout the State in order that the social vforker in charge of
these young people sixteen years of age and over may have an opportunity to refer
them for vocational planning at a time when they are available for a consultation
in which not only they themselves, but the doctor, social worker, parent and
Rehabilitation worker may all play a part. To all the agencies and the many
workers in them and to all individuals who as private citizens have shown them-
selves interested in the work of fitting physically handicapped to take a place in
society, the Rehabilitation Section acknowledges its gratitude and offers its con-
tinued cooperation.
Maintenance
An appropriation is made each year by the Legislature for the payment of the
living expenses of Rehabilitation trainees who are undertaking training for
specific occupations. This appropriation is matched by a like amount from Federal
funds and the whole is spent for these men and women who can be shown to be
under special expense by the requirements of the training program. The program
in these cases must be intensive and of such a calibre that the time involved in
its completion will not be of unusually long duration. Furthermore, there must be
a clear likelihood of employment materializing shortly after the conclusion of the
training period. Investigation of the financial need is made by the State Depart-
ment of Public Welfare, but the appropriation used is that assigned to the Depart-
ment of Education. Authorization for this particular service is given under Chap-
ter 74, Section 22B, (G. L. Ter. Ed.).
During the year ending November 30, 1940, sixteen applications for maintenance
were filed with the Rehabilitation Section and were approved by the Department
of Pubhc Welfare.
Statistics
During the period extending from August, 1921, through November 30, 1940,
the Rehabilitation Section offered its services to 13,507 persons in the Common-
wealth. From that large group of physically handicapped persons, 5,814 men and
women were registered for further plans as susceptible for and interested in voca-
tional training. Of the cases so registered, 2,575 were subsequently rehabilitated
by training and suitable placements while 2,433 cases were closed for other reasons
such as illness, death, removal from the state or entry into other employment. A
full classification of registrants is shown in the table on page 87.
During the year December 1, 1939 to November 30, 1940, 310 persons were
placed in training by the Rehabilitation Section, emjbloyment training comprising
101 programs. In the training of adults, employment training on the job itself
has been found a satisfactory and practical method of vocational education. Public
schools and public institutions furnished training in 32.58% of all cases that were
given any instruction. Private institutions throughout the state were used in
18.39% of the cases. Since correspondence courses offered by the Massachusetts
Division of Universitj'' Extension may legitimately be considered public training,
the extension courses given to Rehabilitation trainees bring a full total of 50.97%
trained under public auspices.
Each year a study has been made of persons placed in employment and rehabili-
tated during that year for the purpose of comparing their earning power before
and after their cases were referred to the Rehabilitation Section. During the fiscal
year ending November 30, 1940, 266 persons were classified as rehabilitated by
the Division. All placements resulting in a weekly wage have been included.
For the group rehabilitated during the above period, the average weekly wage
at the date of reference was $1.26, as against $17.99 after rehabilitation, showing
an increase of $16.73 per week per capita, or of $231,409.36 for the entire number.
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This increase amounts to $248,837.68 in a year: a substantial annual pa3a-oll
established through the Rehabilitation Service.
;
It should be borne in mind that these placements are made at the minimum
wage in each instance, but as the rehabilitants acquire further skill and experience
their earnings increase accordingly.
The 119 occupations for which training was provided for 310 trainees during the
period December 1, 1939 to November 30, 1940, include the following:
^ Accountant
Mechanical
Assembler
Kitchen equipment
Note books
Attendant nurse
Automobile
Body and fender repairer
Electric work and repairman
General repairman
Ignition man
Mechanic
Radio repairman
Simonizing
Upholsterer
Barber
Bookbinder
Bookkeeper
Bookkeeping machine operator
Brace maker and fitter
Cabinet maker
Calculating machine operator
Carpenter
Chemist
Clerk
Bank
Factory
General office
Insurance
Production
Record-textile mill
Receiving — weigher and checker
Shipping
Statistical
CUnical laboratory technician
Clothes mender
Cloth examiner
Commerical artist
Commercial journahst
Commercial photographer
Custom tailor
Draftsman
Tracer
Mechanical
Sheet metal
Dressmaker
Dry cleaner—cleansing establishment
Die maker— apprentice
Electrician
Elevator operator
Engraver
Floriculturist
Foreman
Pressed metal products
Hand presser— clothing
Hand worker — tooth brushes
Jewelry
Bench worker
Buffer
Laboratory diagnostician
,
,
Laundry worker
Linotype operator
Machinist
Apprentice
Chuck assembler
Turret lathe operator
Machine operator — thread ;.
Meat cutter
Milliner
Multilith operator
Newspaper reporter
Night watchman
Office machine operator
Pattern maker
Piano polisher
Pharmacist
Photo engraver
Photo retoucher
Plater and metal polisher
Plumber
Poultry keeper
Power machine stitcher — textile
Press feeder— printing
Printer
Proof reader
Radio manufacturer
Refrigerator maintenance man
Retinner
Saleslady
Salesman
Hardware
Oil and tar products
Seamstress
Sheet metal worker
Shirt maker
Shoe
Edge trimmer
Repairer
Rebuilder
Rough trimmer
Stitcher
Show card writer
Sign painter
Silk winder — fishing tackle
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Silk spotter
Slip cover and drapery maker
Smallwares repairman
Stationary fireman
First class
Second class
Stationary engineer
Stenographer
Tailor
Theatre manager
Tool maker
Trimmer— rubber goods
Truck letterer
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Typist
Watch, clock and jewelry repairman
Wax engraver
Welder — acetylene
Wholesale pharmaceutical advertiser
Window dresser
Wire welding machine operator
Wood fiUer
Wood finisher
W^ood worker
Wood worker— furniture maker
Worsted sewer
X-ray technician
Following is a summary of the work of the Rehabilitation Section from August,
1921 to November 30, 1940.
Contacts
Prospects listed
Cases registered
Registrants put in training .
Registrants placed after training
Registrants placed without training
Registrants rehabilitated
Registrants closed for all other causes
142,485
13,507
5,814
4,116
1,561
1,035
2,575
2,433
Evaluation
The statistical data which precede this paragraph give a factual picture of what
has been accomplished for physically handicapped men and women who were
given service under the Rehabilitation Section, both during the current year
and from the establishment of the work in 1921. The illustrative case-history
summaries which foUow it show briefly the human side of rehabihtation problems
met during the years 1939 and 1940. Neither can give a true picture of the urgency,
often the tragedy, behind many of the cases. Neither can show fully with how
much care the Rehabilitation workers made what they had reason to think would
be the best possible plans in each case, how many minor considerations in addition
to the outstanding handicap made the plans difficult to work out in case after case,
nor how much effort and sacrifice was made by those who took training with a
conscientious determin tion to succeed at a task quite new and often hard to them.
Nor do these tables and summaries give an adequate picture of the amount of time
that must be spent in order to achieve a single rehabilitation. Perhaps all these
things can be accepted as part of the story of work with the physically handicapped
just as the men and women with whom the Rehabilitation Section plans accept all
the inconveniences attendant upon their handicaps. In regard to the Statistical
Tables, there are certain explanations. First, "Registrants" are those cases which
after preliminary interviews, examination of medical data, and so on, are held
to be eligible and feasible for service and for whom a program is being planned or
is already underway. It should be borne in mind that the number of people who
visit the Rehabilitation Section for help and advice without being in the "registered"
status is large and that the workers carry some responsibility in regard to them as
weU. Next, in examining the tables showing the age groups, the reader wiU see
that by far the largest proportion of those served is under thirty years of age.
Thus, the Rehabilitation Section has played its part in assisting youth to find itseK
during the recent difficult years. Early referral is greatly to be desired since fewer
vocational maladjustments will occur in middle life if there is care in the selection
of the type of employment the physically handicapped enter originally. In regard
to the types of disabilities, it is true that thej^ vary in intensity and especially that
from the point of view of employers certain disabilities are regarded with much
more concern than others. Probably the hand and arm disabilities are the most
serious when the moment of placement has to be met. Here particularly then there
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must be a careful canvass of the proposed field of training early in the planning or
disappointment will later result. It will be noted that the amount of education that
applicants for rehabilitation have been given prior to their coming for speciahzed
training has been steadily increasing since 1921. This is in accordance with the trend
of the times and with the educational plan of the country. A good background of
general education is an important selling point with most employers. Any handi-
capped young man and woman who can possibly do so should attempt as much
education as he or she is able to benefit by before attempting to acquire skill in a
specific job. It is none the less a good plan to check its special suitability in regard
to possible later plans with a worker interested in work with the handicapped
before an over-ambitious objective has grown too deeply entrenched in the mind
and ambitions of the physically handicapped young person. The types of training
given by the Rehabilitation Section itself are divided into six classes. Often more
than one type of training is given to an individual trainee and, in the table that
appears here, only that training which was of greater service in relation to the
selected job objective is indicated for each case. These combination services will
be mentioned in the summaries below. It is clear that a large number of programs
advised by the Rehabilitation Section will yearly be at public schools since in them
there is available an accepted standard of trade training. The total here is further
increased by use of Division of University Extension courses which are considered
as public education. However, during the last few years there has been so much
pressure upon the public schools in large registrations that the Rehabilitation Sec-
tion has frequently used private schools offering speciahzed trade or clerical train-
ing. Every effort is made to ascertain that a high standard of instruction is being
given in the schools so used. Employment training is given in a shop or factory
in cooperation with an interested employer rather than in a school and has been
discovered to be especially useful in rehabilitation cases. The experience on the
job itself seems to result in direct placements in a large number of cases and,
furthermore, employment training is by far the easiest type of training for a middle-
aged man or woman to undertake. The Rehabilitation Section will probably
always be interested in trying to work out programs of this sort and would welcome
suggestions from applicants about their interest in this type of training. A com-
parison of the yearly table showing the origins of disabilities with that showing
the same classification throughout the history of the office will demonstrate that
there has been an increase in recent years under several headings. This has come
about as the service has grown better known throughout the State and also as the
Rehabihtation Section has been able to broaden its policies and extend service to
other groups than those with the most obvious handicaps. The number of men using
the services of the Department is many times larger than that of the women.
Doubtless, the handicapped young woman is protected in her home group and takes
her place in society by helping in the family household. Then, too, a larger number
of disabling accidents occur in the industries where men are employed. In the list
of occupations for which trainees have been successfuly prepared during the year,
the reader will observe that the objectives are practical and that for the most part
they are vocational occupations rather than professions. Part of the technique in
selecting a job objective — as has been said — is to interest an employer early in
the plan so that the man or woman may be said to be working toward a position
throughout the training.
ILLUSTRATIVE CASES
These brief summaries of a few of the cases that have been studied and worked
with during the current year are intended to supplement the statistical matter of
the report and to show what can be done under the Rehabilitation policies in a simple
direct way so that handicapped persons reading them can easily visualize how similar
services might effectively be rendered them.
Public Institutional Training
The Rehabihtation worker, attending by request one of the clinics for handi-
capped children, was asked to talk with a girl, 17 years old, in the eighth grade of
school. She had suffered a serious attack of infantile paralysis at about the age
of twelve and now wore a heavy brace on one leg. Her own community offered few
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opportunities for training or for employment, so, finding that the young woman
appeared to be generally sturdy, the Rehabilitation worker arranged to transport
her to and from her home and to pay the train fares for this daily journey. Here
she was instructed in shoe stitching in a public vocational school and continued in
training for six months. In the spring, she was placed as a shoe stitcher at a factory
in a town not far from her home. She now earns an average wage of SI 2.00 a week
as the shop is not always on full time.
The father of a hard of hearing young man, 19 years old, who had graduated
from a school for the deaf, came to discuss his son's situation with the Rehabilita-
tion Section. For several months, the boy had been attending the classes at a high
school near his home, but was increasingly aware that from him his deafness would
mean a failure to keep up in his studies. The father felt that, due to these failures,
his son was becoming a maladjusted person, and was inclined to believe that he
would be able to fit far better into a printing class if he could receive instruction in
that field. After making some preliminary investigation in regard to the printing
opportunities that existed in the town where the young man lived, the Rehabilita-
tion worker arranged to pay liis transportation back and forth to a city in which
printing was taught at a large public trade school. The young man continued in
training for fourteen months, holding his own in the related work as well as in the
shop work. After the teacher reported the boy able to take on a beginner's job in
printing, the worker made a new round of the employers he had seen before the boy
had started training and found an opportunity as a press feeder for him in connec-
tion with the work of a large manufacturing plant. The firm feels that he is a re-
markably steady worker and promises that he shall have all the promotions possible
on the same arrangements as any other worker in the plant. As an opening wage,
he receives $18.00 a week.
Whitewashing a barn, a boy, 15 years old, lost his right eye. He was without
any family at all of his own, and an agency for the care of children had long been
helping him. With its continued interest, he finished high school after the accident
and, upon his graduation, the Rehabilitation Section came into the picture to make
plans for his vocational training. It arranged to carry the fuU expenses of a course
at a trade school where linotyping is taught and where practise-time on the machine
is divided between only two or three pupils daily. In addition to the instruction
on the linot5^e, he was given work in general shop work and in hand composition.
He remained at the school for two years and at the end of that period the Rehabili-
tation Section secured a job for him with a publishing company where he does
general printing and serves as spare man for the linotype machine. It is his hope
that he will eventually become an experienced linotype operator. He now earns
$20.00 a week and is having the joy of independence for the first time.
A single woman, 45 ;-ears old, who had long been a nursemaid in a private family,
found, as the last of her charges grew old enough to go away to school, that during
a long tenure of service she had become too hard of hearing for an emplojniient
agency to consider her for placement. She was finally sent from one of these em-
ployment agencies to the Rehabilitation Section with the suggestion that an attempt
be made to re-train her for some other type of work. She had never had any experi-
ence with cooking which at once came to the mind of the worker as a feasible
objective, but she expressed an instant willingness to see how well she could learn
it. A special course for an adult pupil was made up for her at a public trade school
in the catering course and she attended the classes there for six months, the Reha-
bilitation Section having a supervisory interest and paying her carfares to and
from the school. She began to attend lip-reading classes reguarly and was tested
for a hearing aid with which it at once became clear she would be more efficient
and more acceptable to an employer. Since a considerable period of unemploy-
ment had taken nearly all this woman's savings, the Rehabilitation worker ap-
proached a fund for one-half the cost of the hearing aid and mth its help the aid
was purchased. These services resulted in the woman obtaining work about a
month before the closing of school. She earns $12.00 a week and her maintenance
as cook for a small family. All the virtues of her old work-habits plus the newly
acquired skill have made her most successful on a job where once more she is a
valued employee quite unlike the discouraged woman who could get no one to list
her for employment a few months ago.
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Private Institutional Training
A member of the fire department of a large city was injured when a truck hurrying
to an emergency turned over and pinned him beneath it. He was 37 years old with
a wife and two children. His back had been hurt so much in the accident that he
would never again be permitted under government regulations to return to his work
with the fire department. Talking his situation over with him, the Rehabilitation
worker found that during his school days he had had some basic training in elec-
trical wiring and that his general intelligence and interest in the subject were stiU
markedly good. Therefore, after a conference at which the injured man was present
with the head of a large technical school, he was entered at the school in a course in
electrical wiring. Here he attended classes more than a year during part of which
was more or less convalescent. He now works on a part-time basis for a suburban
electrical company as an electrician's helper and at present earns $16.00 a week.
Increasingly, his experience will enable him to earn more money in a field in which
he is genuinely interested and for which he is not handicapped.
An attractive young woman, 21 years old, left the hospital after treatment for
tuberculosis, which had interrupted all her plans in the last year of high school
more than two years before. Both her father and mother were dead, and she re-
turned to make her home with relatives, so that she felt especially eager to become
self-supporting as soon as possible. Having talked with the young woman and
seen her excellent capabilities and having secured fuU medical statements from the
doctor in charge of her case, the Rehabilitation Section worker made arrangements
for her to have training at a commercial school where she took a secretarial course
for a three-hour period. At a sheltered workshop, not far from the school, she had a
chance to lunch and to rest in pleasant surroundings for an hour or so and thereafter
do a httle clerical work for the shop which enabled her to have spending money
and feel her usefulness from the outset of the program in a job related to her train-
ing. As she proved herself strong enough to attempt a fuU day's training at the
school, the Rehabilitation Section arranged to carry all the cost of her living ex-
penses so that she did not feel under obligation or strain while she took sufficient
time to become genuinely skilled at the job which she was learning. She did the
required work at the school especially well and graduated. Sixteen months after
the Rehabilitation worker had first met her, she was in a job at the office of a well-
known corporation and earning $18.00 weekly as a stenographer.
A young man, 22 years old, was referred to the Rehabilitation Section by another
public department. At 14 years of age he had been out hunting in the forest near
his home and had been shot in his hand. As a result his right arm had had to be
amputated above the elbow. At the tune that the Rehabilitation worker first
knew him, the young man's father was unem^ployed and he himself was being
assisted by the National Youth Administration. His school record had not been
very good, but the Rehabilitation worker could readily see after a talk with him
that the accident which had made it necessary for him to learn to write with his
left hand had played a part in this failure, especially since he had found re-education
of his left hand very difficult. Further, he was handling Ms job at the National
Youth Administration office very well and seemed to have grown into a mature,
likeable person. In his particular case, the worker felt that the most important
first step was for him to learn to wear an artificial hand and arm since it would
improve his appearance and increase the ease with which he could use his remaining
left hand. The American Legion in the town where the young man lived was asked
for half the cost of the appliance and gave it, so, before the young man entered
training, he was equipped with the new artificial hand. Consultation with business
men to whom the young man v/as introduced led the worker to believe that it
would be a practical plan to give him training at a business school. He was there-
fore entered at a business college where his tuition was paid by the Rehabilitation
Section. During the summer recess, he was given a supplementary course under the
Division of University Extension in keeping accounts under unemplojmient com-
pensation rulings. The Rehabihtation worker made many visits to industrial
plants over a series of weeks in an effort to find a placement in the district where the
young man lived. At last, he was successfully placed as a supply department clerk
in a large factory where he now earns $18.00 a week.
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Employment Training
A man, 32 years old, who as a little boy had lost his right arm at the elbow from
blood poisoning was thrown out of employment when the firm for which he worked
as assistant shipper sold out to its principal competitor. No other employer seemed
willing to understand his fitness for the sort of job he had done and the Rehabilita-
tion worker, finally despairing of his ever becoming re-adjusted as a shipper in
industry, re-trained him to do spray painting of automobiles setting up an employ-
ment training program in a large garage. After six months of training, he is now
earning $18.00 weekly.
A man, 35 years old, who had spent fifteen years as an actor, was referred to the
Rehabilitation Section. He was unemployed and unable to seek employment on
the open market because a few years before he had experienced a fairly extended
siege of tuberculosis. The doctor's statement, sent the Rehabilitation Section,
confirmed the fact that he might attempt only light work under good conditions.
The Rehabilitation worker talked with him about such openings for training as
were available at the time of the interview, and the man expressed a wilhngness to
try a program of lens grinding with an optical goods company. A trial period
was arranged and was so successful that there could be no question as to whether
he should continue with lens grinding as an objective. The Rehabihtation Sec-
tion requested the Department of Public Welfare to investigate the need of a
maintenance program and, upon their approval, arranged to pay his living expenses
for a training period of a year. At the same time, tuition was paid to the mechanic
who taught him the trade-work at the shop. The man is now in full-time employ-
ment. Part of the time he is actively engaged at the bench in lens grinding and part
of the time, by reason of his personable appearance, he waits on customers in the
outer shop. His wages are $15.00 a week.
A congenitally deaf girl, 19 years old, was referred to the Rehabilitation Section
as she graduated from the school for the deaf. The Rehabilitation worker who
visited the home reported after the interview that the girl was attractive in appear-
ance and a capable lip-reader, but that she seemed to be singularly uninterested in
anything practical, showing animation only when she was engaged in displaying
her stamp collection to the worker. Since the girl had never had any contact with
young people in a hearing group, it seemed wise to the worker to have her attend
a vocational class in order that she might make at least this adjustment before
more tangible plans were made for her. A combination of good fortune and alert
follow-up led to the worker's obtaining an opportunity for the girl to learn the
fundamentals of coloring and lettering in an engraving company where an em-
ployment training program was worked out for which the Rehabilitation Sec-
tion paid tuition in order that the girl might learn zinc etching, wood and com-
position cuts, as wel^ as the lettering. It was perhaps the only training even re-
motely connected with her hobby that anyone could reasonably have been expected
to find. After eleven months of training at the shop, she entered full employment
as a letterer at $16.00 weekly.
Through the Department of Industrial Accidents, the Rehabilitation Section
learned of the case of a man, 34 years old, with a wife and two small children. A few
months before his referral, he had been acting as the operator of a press at a tool
manufacturing company and had lost four fingers of his left hand to the palm and
also part of the thumb on that hand in an accident at the machine. The Rehabili-
tation Section made a contact with the man by letter telling him of the re-training
service open to him through the Department of Education and urging him to talk
over his situation with a worker in the Rehabilitation office. The man availed
himself of the invitation and, after a preliminary conference, an interview was
arranged with the former employer in the hope that a training program might be
developed for this type of work. At a manufacturing plant, arrangements were
finally made for him to be present at certain hours under the direct instruction of
the engineer in charge of the boilers so that he might learn by observation. A
partial artificial hand was bought for him by the insurance company acting in the
case with the Rehabilitation Section serving as adviser in the purchase. After
several months' training, the man successfully passed the required examinations for
a license and then served for a number of months in a paid position preparing for his
second examination. He now holds a first-class fireman's license. The Rehabilita-
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tion Section has placed him with a pubUc utihties company at a wage of $25.00
a week which enables the man to support liis family in spite of a serious physical
disability.
A man, 30 years old, who, five years before, had lost all the fingers on both his
hands to the middle palms, retaining only the thumbs, presented a serious prob-
lem for the Rehabilitation worker who interviewed him. Married and with two
children, he had taken a lump-sum settlement after the accident and invested it in
a store which had failed within a few months. It was shown by a trial period of
training that this man could do arc welding, and a shop was found which would
consider training him for this trade. Artificial partial hands were bought for
him and he proved a successful trainee. The Rehabilitation Section paid for his
tuition in arc welding at the shop and after the first weeks he was given as much
work for customers as he was able to handle. The Rehabilitation worker followed
every lead that might mean steady employment for this man and finally was
successful in obtaining a job for him in a factory as an arc welder. The man earns
$30.00 a week and should prove an excellent employee who will appreciate the
opportunity to be self-supporting after lean years when he had no trade and em-
ployment managers could not consider him for any work on account of his serious
handicap and lack of skill.
Maintenance
Born in the far south, a man, 35 years old, with a wife and small daughter was
referred to the Rehabilitation Section by an agency interested in the rehabilitation
of the tuberculous. The family had come north because the wife's people could
take some care of them during the emergency of the man's illness. A good many
months of hospitalization had resulted in a satisfactory arrest of the disease, and,
immediately the doctor had indicated that it would be possible for him to try work,
he was very eager to support his family again. Prior to his illness, he had been
engaged in a government service that had necessitated his understanding steam
power and had hinged on his assuming careful responsibility every day for the
care of large machinery. This job was now forbidden by the doctor, but he approved
the suggestion of the Rehabilitation worker that the man prepare himself for an
engineer's license. The Rehabilitation Section agreed to pay his tuition at a school
where preparation for this examination is given. Since he had set up a home of his
own in a city suburb, the Rehabilitation Section arranged to pay the living cost
of the family during the period of training which, because his background for the
work was good, was estimated at twelve to sixteen weeks. The cost of the entire
program— tuition at the school, daily transportation by train, and the maintenance
of the home for that period — was under $225.00. At the end of the training, he
successfully passed the examinations for second-class fireman's license and later
for that of third-class engineer. After two brief placements that made immediate
test of his ability to carry a job, he was placed in the engine room of an industrial
plant where excellent working conditions obtain and where he earns $33.00
weekly, thus carrying the entire expense of his family once more.
A young man working in a shop as an apprentice machinist lost an eye. He was
twenty-five years old and at the time of his tragic accident had been considered
especially likely to succeed in the more skilled work at which he was already able
to earn $25.00 a week. The Rehabilitation worker interviewed the employer, and,
hearing so good a report of the young man's abilities, suggested that he return to
the plant as a tracer in the drafting room. At the same time the Rehabilitation
worker arranged for him to have a series of correspondence lessons through the
Division of University Extension with the problems of which the foreman in the
drafting room could help him and through which he could gain confidence in the
new phase of the machine work. These lessons were paid for by the Rehabilitation
Section. The man is now regularly employed in the drafting room and earns $27.00
weekly.
In the course of his emplojonent, a young man, 25 years old, was partially
blinded. The Rehabihtation worker who interviewed him shortly after the accident
had great difficulty in dissuading him from putting all his savings and comjiensa-
tion into purchasing a tavern where he saw himself becoming fabulously rich. It
was fortunate that before any rash investment had been made, the Rehabilitation
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worker and the man were able to agree on a program of re-training. He was given
a course in blue print and plan reading and this additional training coupled with
his own work-experience, enabled him to return in a new capacity to the plant
where he had been working at the time of the accident. He is now an assistant
foreman and earns 125.00 weekly. Now that he has returned to work, he will con-
tinue his technical studies with a view to further promotion.
A young woman, 20 years old, working as a bookbinder for a large concern of
publishers, lost her index and middle fingers as the result of an accident at the
machine which she operated. The amputation of these fingers made her dexterity
such that she was unable to return to a job that requires swift movements of the
hands and fingers in every operation. The Rehabilitation worker visited the plant
where the accident had taken place and talked with the superintendent who was
eager to help the young woman in any way he could. The matter of proof reading
was suggested and it was found that, as she had attended high school, she probably
could be adjusted into this sort of work. In order to give her confidence to begin
the job, the Rehabilitation Section paid to have correspondence courses sent her
so that she might study before returning to work and brush up at home on the
detailed rules of punctuation and grammatical constructions that she might have
forgotten since leaving school. She completed these courses satisfactorily and is
now on the new job, doing it very well and earning $12.00 a week as proof-reader.
A boj^, 17 years old, handicapped by a spinal curvature as the result of an
attack of infantile paralysis in babyhood reached his last year in a school for phys-
ically handicapped children without any plans for his future. It was clear that
whatever objective was selected it must not involve laborious work as the boy's
strength did not permit much activity. Through the Rehabilitation Section, he
was given a series of trial lessons in watch and clock repair by a watch repairer
who came to the school for that purpose. This performance-test proved that he
was quick to grasp the fundamentals of a highly skilled trade and that he had
mechanical ability. The Rehabilitation Section therefore continued to pay for
lessons from the watch repairer, and the program extended into nearly two years
of intensive training under tutorial methods. At the end of that time, the boy
.returned to his own town and has set up there small a shop of his own. With a
little supervisory interest from his tutor and the Rehabilitation worker, he is now
making a living averaging about $12.50 or more a week and is regularly reimbursing
for the tools loaned him by the Rehabilitation Section during training.
Placement Seevice
A worker from the Rehabilitation Section was calling on business at the home
of a young deaf man when his mother spoke of there being a deaf young neighbor
in the kitchen who was spending a great deal of his tirhe with them because his own
family were hardly able to feed him or keep the house warm. Further, she said,
there was unhappiness in the hom.e on other counts than that of poverty. He had
looked everj^'here for employment without success and was without any carfares
to try other towns where there might be work. The Rehabilitation worker talked
with the young man and carried back the story of the emergency to the office.
The em.ployment coordinator kept the case actively in mind and sent for the
young man the first time that he learned of an opportunity for an untrained worker
in a factory. The young man made good in an almost fairy-tale manner. He was
soon given work at the plant that required better understanding and paid better
wages than that to which he had originally been assigned. Another entirely deaf
boy has now been hired at the same factory because this young man had proved so
excellent a worker. Through this placement, he is earning $16.00 and more each
week.
Rehabilitated Cases
During the year ending November 30, 1940, complete rehabilitation was effected
in 266 cases.
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Statistical Tables
Statistical Presentation of Registrants
Dec. 1, 1921 —Nov. 30, 1940.
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II. Cases
Prospects
Total prospects ....
Type of handicap:
Industrial
Otherwise
Registrations:
Total registrations
Source of reference:
Industrial Accident Board .
Other Public Departments .
Hospitals
Social agencies ....
Insurance companies .
U. S. Compensation Commission
Self applications ....
Employers
777
2,219
721
412
156
63
1,378
88
III.
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teachers were given in 1940 by the Division. It is the estabhshed pohcy of the
Division to avoid duphcating the educational activities of other state agencies.
Another factor that seemed to affect the class enrollment this year was the com-
pulsory registration for selective service. In October and November, when the
largest numbers of extension classes were opening, the young men of compulsory
service ages (21 to 35) were concerned with registration and draft numbers. Un-
certainty as to their future plans tended to make them hesitant about enrolling
for courses that they might not be able to complete and would not need in military
service.
For the fourth successive year no courses were broadcast by radio, but about
thirty-five hours of broadcasting time were given to the Division by ten radio
stations in Massachusetts for announcements of extension classes and home study
courses and for informational talks on various activities of the State Department
of Education. The radio stations that gave broadcasting time and the number of
broadcasts made over each station were as follows: WAAB, Boston— 5; WBZ,
Boston— 3; WCOP, Boston— 14; WEEI, Boston— 5; WHDH, Boston — 48;
WLLH, Lowell— 1, WMAS, Springfield— 20 ; WMEX, Boston — 5; WSPR,
Springfield— 20; WTAG, Worcester— 4. Each of these broadcasts, with one
exception, was fifteen minutes in duration.
In addition to the assigned time for regular fifteen-minute broadcasts, the
Division was given "spot" time on several stations for brief announcements,
usually of a minute or less. Station WNAC, Boston, had its station announcers
use such "spot" time as was available for making brief announcements of the open-
ing of classes. They made as many as four such "spot" announcements a day
during the season, October particularly, when the largest numbers of classes were
opening. Similarly Station WLLH, Lowell, gave the Division opportunity to
make ninety one-minute announcements, and Station WTAG, Worcester, allowed
time for fifteen one-minute broadcasts. A "spot" announcement, particularly if it
is well timed, may be as effective as longer broadcasts.
As a means of informing the general public of the educational opportunities
available to it through University Extension courses, the radio is second only to
newspapers in publicity value.
Financial Statement
The expenditures by the Division to maintain its various activities during the
fiscal year ending November 30, 1940, amounted to $183,703.52. The returns to
the State Treasury from charges for courses and for other educational services
amounted to $174,157.46. By subtracting the amount returned to the State
Treasury from the amount expended, the net or actual cost to the Commonwealth
for maintaining the various educational services of the Division is found to be
$9,546.06.
The yearly variations in expenditures, receipts, net costs, enrollments, and costs
per student during the past ten years are indicated in the following table:
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In connection with this financial statement, consideration should be given to the
services which the Division is required by law- to provide without charge, namely,
correspondence instruction to inmates of county and state hospitals and sanitoria,
county and state correctional institutions, and federal hospitals located in Massa-
chusetts, and both correspondence and class instruction to disabled veterans and
blind students. These "free" services entail expenditures by the Division but
they do not increase receipts. The number of students given instruction without
charge has increased steadily in the past few years as may be seen in the following
table which gives the enrollment of "free" students for each year since the passage
of the law in 1931 authorizing the Division to give correspondence instruction
without charge to inmates of specified institutions and subsequent amendments
in 1937 and 1938 extending the authorization to include disabled veterans and
blind students and to include class instruction for them in addition to correspon-
dence instruction:
"Free" Enrollments
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were the cooperation of leaders in these industries in planning and promoting the
institutes and the active sponsorship of engineering and professional societies. The
air conditioning institute, for example, was sponsored by the Massachusetts Chapters
American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, by the Massachusetts
Chapter, American Society of Refrigerating Engineers, by the Lynn Chapter,
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, by the Boston Section, American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, by the Air Conditioning Bureau of Boston, and by the
Air Conditioning Manufacturers Association. The lectures were given by nineteen
men selected as outstanding authorities in their fields and assigned to participate
in the institute by the companies employing them with all expenses involved paid
by the companies. Some of these lecturers came from long distances; one came from
Syracuse, two from New York City, one from Cleveland, one from Philadelphia,
and one from Chicago. This institute was attended by 65 men. The fluorescent
lighting institute was attended by 1 1 1 men and was sponsored by the New England
Section of the Illuminating Engineering Society, Massachusetts State Association
of Master Electricians, Lighting Engineers Club of New England, Manufacturers
Representatives Club of New England, and Wiring Inspectors Association. The
oU burner institute was attended by 52 men. A second oil burner institute was
held later in the summer in Springfield and was attended by 25 men.
A police institute, consisting of ten demonstrated lectures on science in modern
police methods, was planned with the cooperation of the Commissioner of the Massa-
chusetts Department of Public Safety and the Police Commissioner for the City
of Boston. Practical and experienced specialists in various phases of crime detec-
tion gave the lectures. The institute was held at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, and was attended by 34 men.
The success of an institute depends in great measure on the cooperation of the
leaders in business and industry. Theirs is the power to decide whether or not the
specialists in their employ may be allowed the time to give the lectures and they are
also the ones to give their workers the time to attend the institute meetings. If
the institute program meets a felt need for the instruction offered, the interest
and cooperation of business and industry are not difficult to obtain.
New and Revised Courses
The new courses added to the offering of the Division each year indicate new
trends in the study interests and educational needs of adults. During the past year,
extension classes were offered for the first time in the following subjects: analytic
geometry, art metal work, association management, book selection, chemistry in
the laundry and dry cleaning industries, criminology and penology, democratic
emphases in Americar education, design for metals and plastics, design of metal
ducts, development of personality through dramatics, elementary musical com-
position, fisheries, fluorescent lighting, fundamental concepts of elementary mathe-
matics, hostess training, labor relations problems and policies, lunchroom manage-
ment, modern developments in the leather and shoe industries, modern paint
practice and merchandising, our Latin-American neighbors, paint technology,
photographic coloring, physical metallurgy, practical ship construction, preparation
for apprentice examination in the machine trades, preparation for civil service
examination for review examiners for Unemployment Compensation Division,
preparation for civil service water meter readers' examination, preparation for
federal civil service examination for junior inspector, preparation for junior accoun-
tant's examination, preparation for merit system examination, preparation for
sealers of weights and measures examination, professional possessions Massachusetts
teachers need, pubhc health education for dental hygienists, rayon and synthetic
fibers, review course for welfare investigators and social workers, rigid frame analysis
by the moment distribution method, sales letter WTiting, sanitation, seeing art
galleries, soilless gardening, sports writing, the housing problem, theatre manage-
ment, and Thomas natural shorthand. Such courses as fisheries, fluorescent lighting,
modern developments in the leather and shoe industries, modern paint practice
and merchandising, and theatre management, were planned in cooperation with
representatives from these industries who indicated the type of instruction needed
by the workers in the industries, suggested available instructors, and stimulated
interest in the courses by announcements at meetings and publicity in trade papers.
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The offering of correspondence instruction has been extended during the year by
the addition of the following new courses : Ancient history, psychology in everyday
Mfe, rhetoric foV public speaking, and successful salesmanship. Replacements of
entirely new subject matter were made in the correspondence courses in business
law, English for business, and mechanical drawing (parts 3 and 4). Extensive re-
visions were made in cost accounting, essentials of alternating currents, and heat-
ing and ventilating.
Supervised Home Study for High Schools
During the present school year 1940-41, twelve high schools in Massachusetts
(including one evening high school) are using the supervised home study service
which the Division renders to them at cost. This service consists of furnishing
correspondence lesson materials and correcting lesson reports for high school pupils
who study the lessons and prepare the reports under a teacher's supervision during
regularly assigned periods in the school day. Thirty-six high school pupils have been
enrolled in correspondence courses by their principals this year.
Supervised home study is proving valuable, particularly for small high schools,
in (1) increasing the number of available subjects by adding some for the teaching
of which the local teachers may not have necessary preparation; (2) caring for
special needs, such as those of pupils with special abilities, with vocational or
avocational interests, or with physical, mental, or social handicaps; (3) offering
advanced courses for post-graduate pupils; (4) providing instruction for pupils
not able to attend school; (5) offering pupils a means of making up deficiencies or
earning extra credits during summer vacation; (6) making possible in some in-
stances the elimination of small classes, the reduction of teaching load of over-
burdened instructors, and the organization and maintenance of evening high
schools.
Visual Instruction Service
The number of showings for which the Division supphed motion picture films
and stereopticon slides from its lending library reached the all-time high total of
1,921 during the last fiscal year. The receipts collected in rental charges for films,
sHdes, and machines amounted to $3,285.97. The following tabulation provides a
comparison of this year's figures with those of the preceding four years:
Fiscal Year
1935-36
1936-37
1937-38
1938-39
1939-40
An analysis of the bookings for visual materials discloses that the increased
number of showings this year was attributable to an increase in the number of
school departments that took contracts for blocks of forty or eighty Eastman
Teaching films. The contract method of booking enables school departments to
secure the films at the lowest possible rates and includes, if desired, the use of a
projector.
A number of additions were made to the visual library during the year, notably
one DeVry 16 mm. sound projector, one stereopticon lantern, and thirteen new
Erpi sound fihns.
Adult Civic Education
During the school year 1939-40, 32 cities and 57 towns cooperated with the State
Department of Education in conducting 749 classes for the foreign born, having a
total enrollment of 19,590. These figures include 585 evening school classes with an
enrollment of 15,469; 8 factory classes with an enrollment of 134; 12 home classses
with an enrollment of 399; and 134 classes in other centres with an enrollment of
3,588.
The following towns have reopened programs of adult civic education after a lapse
of several years, or have offered such programs for the first time this year : Bridge-
water, Duxbury, Hyannis, Lunenburg, Needham, and Palmer.
Number of Showings
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Each year in the early fall a conference of all supervisors of adult ci^dc education
in the state is held. This year the conference was combined with the New England
Conference for Adult Education which was held at the Hotel Kimball, Springfield,
for three days. This New England Conference was the first of a series to be offered
by the American Association for Adult Education. The supervisors in Massachu-
setts received not onl}^ the benefit of their usual fall conference, but also the ex-
cellent contributions at the New England Conference.
During the summer, two institutes were conducted, one on Citizenship and the
other on Basic Enghsh. The Citizenship Institute, held at the State Teachers
College at Hyannis, was devoted primarily to an analysis of the new Federal text-
book "Our Constitution and Government." This institute was attended by over
one hundred persons including representatives from the United States Department
of Justice in Washington, supervisors, teachers of citizenship. United States natura-
lization examiners, superintendents of schools, summer school students who stayed
over for the Institute, and other lay persons whose interest was aroused by the
publicity given the program. As a result of this institute, one of the recommenda-
tions made was included in the new Nationality Code in the section under Educa-
tion for Citizenship and Educational Requirements.
The other Institute on Basic English, held at the Massachusetts State College
at Amherst, was for teachers and supervisors especially interested in Basic English.
The week was devoted to problems involved in the use of the new Basic English
Reader for the Adult Foreign Born.
The registration in practically aU classes increased this year, primarily because
of the Alien Registration Act. Some outstanding facts were disclosed by this
first complete registration of non-citizens in the United States which was taken
from August 27 through December 26, 1940. There were registered 4,741,971 ahens
in the United States. (The number of aliens who failed to register, as near as can
be estimated, is very small. A complete index of all non-citizens "will be available
around July 1, 1941.) The registration figures revealed that approximately
37% of the Nation's alien population is concentrated in two states — 25.7% in
New York and 11.1% in California. This registration also shows that 82% of the
total alien population resides in ten states. Massachusetts stands fourth in this
list with a total alien population of 356,028, or 7.5% of its total population.
Because of the large increase in classes and the resulting demand for additional
trained teachers, it was necessary to give many teacher training courses. Courses
in Problems and Procedures in Adult Civic Education were held in Brockton, Cam-
bridge, Hyannis, Leominster, and Springfield. Basic English was offered in Cam-
bridge, Hyannis, and Springfield; and Adult Education in Hyannis.
The project at the Naturalization office which has been going on for a number
of j^ears and by which names and addresses of apphcants for naturahzation are ob-
tained and relayed to supervisors for contact in recruiting for classes, continues
satisfactorily.
The Orthological Committee of the Payne Fund has continued its excellent co-
operation with the State Department of Education in the work in Basic English.
The Basic English Association has been very active in preparing supplementary
materials for use in classes of ilhterates.
The Massachusetts Association of Teachers of Adults, made up of teachers and
supervisors of adult civic education, has continued to issue a bulletin each month
giving the latest information and helps from aU parts of the state in this field of
work.
The enrollment in citizenship classes shows a large increase this year. Many
communities in addition to year-round school centers in citizenship training for
foreign born adults formulated plans for the opening of classes for the new young
voters, men and women reaching twenty-one years of age.
Much interest has been aroused in the Citizenship Day or "I Am an American
Day" which Congress has set aside as the third Sunday in May. Appropriate ex-
ercises to observe this special day have been conducted by communities which
have programs of adult civic education.
Service Clubs, Women's Clubs, the American Legion, and the Department of
American Citizenship of the Massachusetts State Federation of Women's Clubs
have been co-operative in this program of adult civic education. Several com-
munities have organized councils to aid in this program.
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STATISTICS
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Dec. 1, 1939, to Nov. 30, 1940
Expenditures
Item
Balances
and
Transfers
Appropriation Expenditure Balance
Administration
:
Commissioner's salary ....
Personal services
Travel
Expenses
Maintenance of Newbury Street
building
Specials
:
Printing laws relating to education
Centennial celebrations certain state
teachers colleges ....
Office machines .....
Study of educational and employ-
ment problems of youth
Sponsorship WPA projects
Renovating old art school building
Division of Elementary and Secondary
Education and Teachers Colleges: .
Sight and hearing tests in public
schools .
School registers and blanks .
Teachers' institutes and conferences .
Aid to pupils in state teacherscolleges
Higher education, children of world war
veterans
Education of deaf pupils .
.
School superintendents in small towns
High school tuition ....
Transportation of high school pupils .
General School Fund (Part I)
General School Fund (Part II) .
State Teachers Colleges:
Bridgewater:
Expenses
. . .
Boarding Hall
Specials:
Grading lower campus
Hurricane and flood damage
Fitchburg
:
Expenses ....
Boarding hall ....
Specials:
Rewiring Edgerly Hall and jun-
ior high school buildings
.
Hurricane and flood damage
.
Framingham:
Expenses
Boarding hall
Specials:
Reconstruction and repair of May
Crocker and Wells Halls
Hurricane and flood damage.
Hyannis:
Expenses
Boarding hall
Specials:
Walks and drives
Improvement of sanitary condi-
tions, beach property
Lowell
:
Expenses
. . .
Special:
Hurricane and flood damage
.
North Adams:
Expenses ......
Boarding hall
Salem:
Expenses
Specials:
Painting college building
.
Grading athletic field
. .
Hurricane and flood damage. .
S50 50
1,615 01
750 00
1,157 45
4,070 00
9,126 00
471 42
22 54
3,907 45
6,419 09
9,744 03
5,364,142 74 i
397,143 64 2
1,628 10
905 69
54,034 56
308 38
4,314 70
42,576 90
30 40
28 64
32,862 75
151,227 41
6 48
805 87
3,500 00
7,375 18
6 76
13 99
67 80
8,500 00
2,000 00
28,233 10
S9,000 00
118,140 00
5,505 82
9,186 59
13,000 00
3,630 00
300 00
2,000 00
1,971 11
4,000 00
10,000 00
390,000 00
105,500 00
200,000 00
210,000 00
166,42.1 68
55,274 82
180,463 59
33,499 49
155,415 85
57,199 70
76,048 19
26,200 00
77,934 88
66,461 36
12,150 00
123,295 26
$9,000 00
115,609 33
5,433 19
8,906 98
14,557 05
719 47
819 90
4,051 19
6,523 37
3,363 70
471 42
223 05
1,788 27
1,705 86
4,000 00
13,907 45
390,000 00
99,789 85
204,560 29
219,560 15
5,364,142 74
397,143 64
161,671 08
53,316 74
634 29
16,639 43
177,656 33
32,631 41
4,314 70
7,776 52
153,640 44
47,344 69
32,862 75
8,191 73
73,426 50
23,219 21
563 57
3,128 98
75,944 08
3,410 90
63,503 29
10,028 73
118,220 76
125 00
7,703 99
$2,530 67
72 63
330 11
57 96
30 53
337 55
18 81
2,602 63
266 30
76 95
234 27
265 25
5,710 15
1,858 80
183 88
6,378 70
1,958 08
271 40
37,395 13
3,115 64
868 08
34,800 38
1,805 81
9,883 65
143,035 68
2,628 17
2,980 79
242 30
371 02
1,990 80
3,964 28
2,964 83
2,135 26
5,142 30
8,500 00
1,875 00
20,529 11
1 From income tax receipts.
2 From income of Massachusetts School Fund, $172,071.89; from income tax receipts, $225,071.75.
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Westfield:
Expenses
Boarding hall ....
Specials:
New boilers, training school
Hurricane and flood damage
Worcester:
Expenses
Special:
Hurricane and flood damage
School of Art:
Expenses
Division of University Extension:
Personal services ....
Expenses
English Speaking Classes for Adults:
Personal services.
Expenses . . .
Reimbursement to cities and towns
Division of Vocational Education:
Independent industrial schools
Teachers for vocational schools .
Vocational rehabilitation
Aid to certain persons .
Division of Immigration and Americani-
zation:
Personal services ....
Expenses . . . .
Division of Public Libraries:
Personal services ....
Expenses
Division of the Blind:
General administration .
General administration, U. S. Grant
Maintenance of industries for men
Maintenance of local shops .
Woolson House industries
Piano tuning and mattress renovating
Aiding adult blind ....
Aiding adult blind, U. S. Grant .
Instruction of adult blind at home
Sight-saving classes for children .
Teachers' Retirement Board:
Personal services ....
Expenses
Reimbursement of pensions .
Retirement allowances .
Massachusetts Nautical School:
Personal services of secretary and
office assistants ....
Expenses of commission.
Expenses of schoolship .
State Textile Schools:
Bradford Durfee, Fall River:
Expenses
Lowell Textile Institute:
Expenses .....
New Bedford:
Expenses
Special—Equipment .
S15
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Receipts
Administration
:
Persona services (on account of teachers for vocational schools)
Miscellaneous ..........
Division of Elementary and Secondary Education and Teachers Colleges:
Board of children in schools for deaf and blind ....
State Teachers Colleges:
Bridge w.ter:
Tuition fees .......
Boarding hall .......
Miscellaneous .......
Town of Bridgewater (on account of training school)
Fitchburg
:
Tuition fees ......
Boarding hall ......
Miscellaneous ......
City of Fitchburg (on account of training school)
Framingham:
Tuition fees
Boarding hall
Miscellaneous
Hyannis
:
Tuition fees
Boarding hall
Miscellaneous
Lowell:
Tuition fees
Miscellaneous
North Adams:
Tuition fees
Boarding hall
Miscellaneous
Salem:
Tuition fees
Miscellaneous
City of Salem (on account of training school)
Westfield:
Tuition fees .....
Boarding hall .....
Miscellaneous .....
City of Westfield (on account of training school)
Worcester:
Tuition fees
Miscellaneous
School of Art:
Tuition fees
Miscellaneous
Division of University Extension:
Enrolment fees....
Sale of material and rental of films
Division of Vocational Education:
Fees, teacher training classes
Sale of material, Fitchburg summer session
Reimbursement from vocational rehabilitation trainees
Division of the Blind:
Maintenance of industries .
Maintenance of local shops.
Woolaon House industries .
Piano tuning and mattress renovating
Licenses .....
Massachusetts Nautical School:
Students fees ....
Miscellaneous ....
Grant from Federal Government
State Textile Schools:
Bradford Durfee, Fall River:
Tuition fees .
Miscellaneous.
Grant from City of Fall River
Lowell Textile Institute:
Tuition fees .
Sales ....
Miscellaneous.
Grant from City of Lowell
New Bedford:
Tuition fees .
Sales ....
Grant from City of New Bedford
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Funds
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II. Statistics of Supeeintendency Unions, Year ending June 30, 1940
[Note.—The number indicates the Buperintendeney union in which the town is found in the table that
follows.]
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Statistics of Superintendency Unions—Continued
4 Southampton
6 Southborough
22 South Hadley
54 Southwick
9 Sterling
68 Stow
30 Sturbridge
29 Sudbury
53 Sunderland
44 Sutton
2 Templeton
64 Tewksbury
24 Tisbury
54 Tolland
45 Topsfield
28 Townsend
19 Truro
67 Tyngsborough
39 Tyringham
11 Upton
37 Uxbridge
8 Wales
16 Warren
23 Warwick
40 Washington
29 W^ayiand
55 Webster
19 Wellfleet
38 Wendell
45 Wenham
70 West Boylston
65 West Bridgewater
16 West Brookfield
4 Westhampton
9 Westminster
57 West Newbury
50 West Stockbridge
24 West Tisbury
47 Westwood
53 Whately
17 Wilbraham
49 Williamsburg
64 Wilmington
58 Winchendon
40 Windsor
49 Worthington
61 Wrentham
15 Yarmouth
II. Statistics of Superintendency Unions, Year Ending June 30, 1940
1
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Statistics of Superintendency Unions—Continued
UNION
tn
a
03
Q
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Statistics of Superintendency Unions—Continued
a)
&
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Statistics of Superintendency Unions—Continued
1
3
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III. Towns of Less than 500 Families and State Aid for High School Education
therein, School Year ending June 30, 1939—Continued
P.D. 2
III.
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Towns of Less than 500 Families and State Aid for High School Education
therein, School Year ending June 30, 1940—Concluded
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Transportation expenditures
:
Reimbursed in full . . . . . . . . 104^
Reimbursed three fourths . . . . . . 1
Reimbursed one half ........ -
Not reimbursed . . . . . . . . . 1
Total 144
1 Twenty-five of these towns received reimbursement in full for both tuition and transportation expend-
itures.
List of State-aided High Schools
Ashby, Ashfield, Bedford, Bernardston, Brimfield, Brookfield, Burlington,
Charlemont, Charlton, Chester, Cummington, East Brookfield, Essex, Huntington,
Mendon, Millis, New Marlborough, New Salem, Northfield, Norwell, Plainville,
Rutland, Sheffield, Sterling, Stow, Sudbury, West Brookfield, Westminster, West
Newbury, Williamsburg—30.
IV. Certification of Teachers for State-aided High Schools
Teachers in state-aided high schools (of which there were 30 in the year 1939-40)
are required by section 12, chapter 71, of the General Laws, to hold certificates
issued by the Department of Education. Teachers in other high schools and teachers
in elementary schools are not required to hold State certificates. Applicants are
usually issued certificates on credentials without examination.
Two classes of certificates are now granted, namely, term and special. A general
certificate was granted prior to July 1, 1912. The requirements for these certificates
are stated in a circular of information which may be obtained from the Department
of Education.
The total number of high school teachers' certificates granted up to December 1,
1940, was as follows:
General, 587; Preliminary, 1,183; Special 979; Term, 2,105; Life, 6. Total, 4,860.
V. Transportation of Children Living on Islands
Chapter 76, section 14 of the General Laws provides that: — "The depart-
ment of education may provide transportation to and from school, or board in
place thereof, for such children of school age as live upon islands within the com-
monwealth that are without schools, in cases where the local authorities are not
required by law to provide such transportation." [Op. A. G. (1920) 27.]
During the school year 1939-40 there were twenty-one children who came
within the above classification and the expense entailed amounted to $2,559.25.
VI. County Training Schools
The following table gives a list of the county training schools in the State for
the commitment of habitual truants, absentees, and school offenders:
County Training School Location Superintendent
Essex Lawrence James R. Tetler
Hampden .... Agawam Howard E. Herrick
Middlesex' .... North Chelmsford . . .J. Earl Wotton
Worcester .... Oakdale William T. Teachout
The counties of Barnstable, Berkshire, Bristol, Dukes, Franklin, Hampshire,
Nantucket, Norfolk, and Plymouth are exempted by law from maintaining
training schools of their own, but the county commissioners of each of these counties
are required to assign an established training school as a place of commitment
for habitual truants, absentees, and school offenders. The places designated by
several commissioners are as follow: Berkshire, Franklin, and Hani'pshire Counties,
Agawam; Barnstable, Dukes, Bristol, Nantucket, Norfolk, and Plymouth Counties,
North Chelmsford.
1 Under the law, commitments from Boston, Chelsea, Revere, and Winthrop in Suffolk County must be
to the training school for the county of Middlesex.
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Number of Pupils Attending, Admitted, and Discharged; also Teachers Employed
County Training School
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Table No. 1.
—
Roster of State-aided vocational and part-time schools
School Year ending August 31, 1940
THEEE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-FIVE (all) SCHOOLS IN OPERATION DURING THE YEAR
(or now) IN NINETY CITIES AND TOWNS LISTED CHRONOLOGICALLY BY TYPES OF
SCHOOLS, WITH DATES OF ESTABLISHMENT AND NAMES OF DIRECTORS.
Group I la. Thirty day industrial schools (boys)
Smith's Agricultural (Northampton), Oct., 1908; Phihp Fox.
New Bedford Vocational, Nov., 1909; William R. Mackintosh.
Newton Trade, Feb., 1909; James Forbes.
Worcester Boys' Trade, Feb., 1910; Walter B. Dennen.
Somerville Vocational School for Boys, Sept., 1910; Harry L. Jones.
Lowell Vocational, Sept., 1911; Thomas F. Fisher.
Springfield Trade, Sept., 1911; George A. Burridge.
Westfield Trade, Sept., 1911; Chester C. Derby.
Boston Trade, Feb., 1912; Edward M. McDonough.
Quincy Trade, Sept., 1912; Frank C. Webster.
Holyoke Vocational, Sept., 1914; Edward J. Burke.
Diman Industial (Fall River), May, 1916; Thomas G. Doyle.
Independent Industrial Shoemaking School of the City of Lynn, Aug., 1918;
Stephen R. Callahan.
Chicopee Trade, Sept., 1921; John H. Sullivan.
Weymouth Vocational, Feb., 1924; Francis E. Whipple, Jr.
Vineyard Haven Carpentry School (Tisbury), Sept., 1925; Henry A. Ritter.
Beverly Trade, Nov., 1926; Edgar A. Winters.
Haverhill Trade, Nov., 1926; Chester P. Spofford.
Everett Trade, Sept., 1927; James T. Gearon.
Waltham Trade, Sept., 1928; Harold L. Pride.
Medford Vocational, Nov., 1930; Melvin V. Weldon.
Cole Trade, Day (Southbridge), Mar., 1932; Clark H. Morrell.
Pittsfield Vocational, April, 1934; John F. Moran.
Leominster Vocational, Sept., 1934; Rodney F. Poland.
Salem Vocational, Sept., 1934; Agnes V. Cragen.
Attleboro Jewelry Trade, Nov., 1934; Frank H. Straker.
Oak Bluffs Trade, Jan., 1936; Charles E. Downs.
Greenfield Vocational, June, 1936; Ralph A. Lawrence.
Barnstable Trade, Nov., 1938; Melvin C. Knight.
North Adams Vocational, Aug., 1940; Justin W. Barrett.
Grovp I lb. Four day industrial schools (girls)
Trade School for Girls (Boston), Sept., 1909; Esther L. McNeills.
David Hale Fanning Trade School for Girls (Worcester), Sept., 1911; Grace A.
Gilkey.
Springfield Trade School for Girls, Jan., 1934; George A. Burridge.
Waltham Trade School for Girls, Sept., 1939; Harold L. Pride.
Group I Ic. Seven Industrial Departments
Brighton Industrial, Feb., 1929; Percy A. Brigham.
Charlestown Industrial, Feb., 1929; Martin E. Keane, Acting.
Dorchester Industrial, Feb., 1929; Arlon O. Bacon.
East Boston Industrial, Feb., 1929; Walter H. Naylor.
Hyde Park Industrial, Feb., 1929; Martin L. Olson.
South Boston Industrial, Jan., 1929; Thomas A. Roche.
Memorial High (Roxbury) Industrial, Sept., 1929; Patrick J. Smith.
Group I Id. Twenty-nine general vocational departments (Boys)
Springfield, Jan., 1934; George A. Burridge.
Chicopee, Feb., 1934; John H. SuUivan.
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Brockton, March, 1934; Kenrick M. Baker.
North Adams, March, 1934; Justin W. Barrett.
Northbridge, March, 1934; James S. Mullaney.
Webster, March, 1934; Stephen L. Sadler.
New Bedford, April, 1934; William R. Mackintosh.
Pittsfield, April, 1934; John F. Moran.
Lawrence, June, 1934; Francis X. Hogan.
Southbridge, July, 1934; Clark H. Morrell.
Attleboro, Sept., 1934; Milton P. Button.
Everett, Sept., 1934; James T. Gearon.
Leominster, Sept., 1934; Rodney F. Poland.
Lynn, Sept., 1934; Ralph W. Babb.
Newton, Sept., 1934; James Forbes.
Salem, Sept., 1934; Agnes V. Cragen.
Taunton, Sept., 1934; Patrick H. Lyons.
Cambridge, December, 1934; John M. Tobin.
HaverhiU, Sept., 1935; Chester P. Spofford.
Milford, Sept., 1935; David I. Davoren.
Greenfield, June, 1936; Ralph A. Lawrence.
Fitchburg, July, 1936; Watson H. Otis.
Westfield, October, 1936; Chester C. Derby.
Shelburne, Sept., 1937; Thomas W. Watkins.
Somerville, December, 1938; Everett W. Ireland.
Boston, Sept., 1939; Paul V. Donovan.
Medford, October, 1939; Melvin V. Weldon.
Dighton, Sept., 1940; Alvah G. Patterson.
Gloucester, Sept. 1940; Leonard H. Scott.
Group I 2a. Ten short unit courses
Boston, Oct., 1937; Francis L. Bain.
Holyoke C. C. C. Classes, Feb., 1938; Matthew S. Herbert.
Pittsfield C. C. C. Classes, Feb., 1938; John F. Moran.
Fitchburg C. C. C. Classes, March, 1938; Watson H. Otis.
Medford C. C. C. Classes, March, 1938; Melvin V. Weldon.
Westfield C. C. C. Classes, March, 1938; Chester C. Derby.
Worcester C. C. C. Classes, March, 1938; Walter B. Dennen.
Springfield C. C. C. Classes, Dec, 1938; George A. Burridge.
Haverhill C. C. C. Classes, Jan., 1939; Chester P. Spofford.
Southbridge C. C. C. Classes, April, 1940; Clark H. MorreU.
Group I 3a. Eleven part-time Cooperative Schools
Beverly Co-operative Trade, Aug., 1909; Edgar A. Winters.
Boston
:
Charlestown, Sept., 1919; Martin E. Keane, Acting.
Hyde Park, Sept., 1919; Martin L. Olson.
- Dorchester, Sept., 1920; Arlon O. Bacon.
Brighton, Sept., 1922; Percy A. Brigham.
East Boston, June, 1925; Walter H. Naylor.
South Boston, Jan., 1929; Thomas A. Roche.
Memorial High (Roxbury), Sept., 1929; Patrick J. Smith.
Cole Trade, Southbridge, Sept., 1919; Clark H. Morrell.
Springfield Co-operative Trade, March, 1937; George A. Burridge.
Waltham Co-operative Trade, July, 1940; Harold L. Pride.
Group I 3b. Six Trade Preparatory Schools (classes)
Plymouth, Oct., 1936; Anson B. Handy.
Haverhill, Feb., 1940; Chester P. Spofford.
Holyoke, March, 1940; Edward J. Burke.
Springfield, March, 1940; George A. Burridge.
Nantucket, April, 1940; Charles G. Taylor.
Worcester, April, 1940; Walter B. Dennen.
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Group I 3c. Four Apprenticeship Schools (classes)
Pittsfield, Sept., 1927; John F. Moran.
Boston, Nov., 1932; Francis L. Bain.
Springfield, Oct., 1937; George A. Burridge.
Newton, Oct., 1939; James Forbes.
Group I 3d. Vocational Art Schools (classes)
Massachusetts School of Art, Nov., 1927; Frank L. Allen.
Group I 4a. Twenty evening Industrial Schools (men)
New Bedford Evening Vocational, Nov., 1907; William R. Mackintosh.
Lawrence, Mar., 1908; Francis X. Hogan.
Boston Trade School, Evening Classes, Oct., 1908; Henry D. Fallona.
Chicopee Evening Trade, Oct., 1908; John H. Sullivan.
Newton Evening Vocational Feb.,, 1909; James Forbes.
Worcester Boys' Evening Trade, Feb., 1910; Walter B. Dennen.
Everett, Oct., 1911; Charles W. Hurn.
Springfield Evening Trade, Feb., 1916; Thomas J. Morrison.
Beverly, Nov., 1916; Edgar A. Winters.
Lynn Evening Industrial Shoemaking, Jan., 1927; Stephen R. Callahan.
Medford Evening Vocational, Nov., 1930; Melvin V. Weldon.
Cambridge Evening Industrial, Jan., 1934^; John M. Tobin.
Holyoke Evening Vocational, Oct., 1935; Edward J. Burke.
Pittsfield Evening Vocational, April, 1936^; John F. Moran.
Cole Trade Evening (Southbridge), Oct., 1936^; Clark H. Morrell.
Westfield Evening Trade, Dec, 1936^; Chester C. Derby.
Quincy, Oct., 1937^; Albert E. Cochrane.
Attleboro, Oct., 1939^; Frank H. Straker.
Northampton, Oct., 1939; Philip Fox.
Salem, Oct., 1940; Agnes V. Cragen.
Group II. Twenty-seven Compulsory Continuation Schools
Boston, Sept., 1914; Paul V. Donovan.
Attleboro, Sept., 1920; Milton P. Dutton.
Brockton, Sept., 1920; Kenrick M. Baker.
Cambridge, Sept., 1920; John M. Tobin.
Chicopee, Sept., 1920; John H. Sullivan.
Everett, Sept., 1920; James T. Gearon.
Fall River, Sept., 1920; Charles E. Reed.
Fitchburg, Sept., 1920; Watson H. Otis.
Haverhill, Sept., 1920; William W. Dunbar.
Lawrence, Sept., 1920; Francis X. Hogan.
Leominster, Sept., 1920; Rodney F. Poland.
Lowell, Sept., 1920; Thomas A. Ginty.
Lynn, Sept., 1920; Ralph W. Babb.
New Bedford, Sept., 1920; Edward T. N. Sadler.
North Adams, Sept., 1920; Justin W. Barrett.
Northbridge, Sept., 1920; James S. Mullaney.
Pittsfield, Sept., 1920; John F. Moran.
Salem, Sept., 1920; Agnes V. Cragen.
Somerville, Sept., 1920; Everett W. Ireland.
Southbridge, Sept., 1920; Clark H. Morrell.
Springfield, Sept., 1920; George A. Burridge.
Taunton, Sept., 1920; Patrick H. Lyons.
Webster, Sept., 1920; Stephen L. Sadler.
Worcester, Sept., 1920; Thomas F. Power.
Gloucester, Sept., 1921; Ernest W. Fellows.
Milford, Sept., 1921; Almorin 0. Caswell.
Andover, Sept., 1923; Carl M. Gahan.
' Re-established.
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Group III la. Six day homemaking schools
New Bedford Household Arts, Nov., 1907; William R. Mackintosh.
Smith's Household Arts (Northampton), Oct., 1908; Philip Fox.
Lowell Vocational, Sept., 1911; Thomas F. Fisher.
Essex County School of Homemaking (Hathorne), Sept., 1914; Harold A. Mostrom.
Worcester Household Arts, Jan., 1931; Grace A. Gilkey.
Salem Household Arts, Sept., 1935; Agnes V. Cragen.
Group III lb. Forty-four day household arts departments
Fall River Household Arts, Nov., 1919; Hector L. Behsle.
Boston Household Arts, Feb., 1920; Mabel E. Bowker.
Somerville Household Arts, Nov., 1920; Mrs. Gertrude Dooley.
Everett Household Arts, March, 1921; Frederick A. Ashley.
Scituate Household Arts, Sept., 1921; Frederick A. Calkin.
Hadley Household Arts, April, 1922; James P. Reed.
Pittsfield Household Arts, Sept., 1922; Edward J. Russell.
Weymouth Household Arts, Feb., 1924; Wallace L. Whittle.
Westport Household Arts, March, 1924; Norman L. Gifford.
Haverhill Household Arts, Sept., 1924; Arlington I. Clow.
Fahnouth Household Arts, April, 1925; Russell B. Marshall.
Belchertown Household Arts, March, 1925; Herman C. Knight.
Amesbury Household Arts, Sept., 1925; Donald Oliver.
Shelburne Household Arts, Sept., 1928; Thomas W. Watkins.
Bourne Household Arts, Sept., 1928; James F. Peebles.
Deerfield Household Arts, Sept., 1930; Marvin E. Janes.
Provincetown Household Arts, Nov., 1931; Alton E. Ramey.
Southbridge Household Arts, Sept., 1932; James M. Robertson.
Townsend Household Arts, Oct., 1932; Hamilton R. Bailey.
Barnstable Household Arts, Sept., 1933; Frederick M. Hodge.
Webster Household Arts, Nov., 1933; Cyril C. Smith.
Brockton Household Arts, Jan., 1935; Ruel E. Tucker.
North Adams Household Arts, Jan., 1935; Justin W. Barrett.
Dartmouth Household Arts, Sept., 1935; Charles F. Oliver.
Dighton Household Arts, Sept., 1935; Alvah G. Patterson.
New Salem Household Arts, Sept., 1935; David C. Bowen.
Palmer Household Arts, Sept., 1935; Ernest J. Lawton.
HoUiston Household Arts, Dec, 1935; Fred W. Miller.
Gloucester Household Arts, Jan., 1936; Leslie O. Johnson.
Winchendon Household Arts, Sept., 1936; Donovan S. Jones.
Adams Household Arts, Sept., 1936; J. Frankhn Farrell.
Plymouth Household Arts, Sept., 1936; Mary M. Dolan.
Hatfield Household Arts, Sept., 1936^; C. J. Larkin.
Great Barrington Household Arts, Feb., 1937; Kenneth F. Preston.
Beverly Household Arts, Sept., 1937; Frederick H. Pierce.
Chester Household Arts, Sept., 1937; Harold B. Swicker.
Williamstown Household Arts, Sept., 1937; John B. Clark.
Hudson Household Arts, Sept., 1938; Frances E. Rice.
Lee Household Arts, Sept., 1938; Charles A. Miller.
Randolph Household Arts, Sept., 1938; Hubert F. Gilgan.
Avon Household Arts, Sept., 1939; Hugh C. Gilgan.
Marshfield Household Arts, Sept., 1939; John A. Redmond.
Northbridge Household Arts, Sept., 1939; Harrie J. Phipps.
Agawam Household Arts, Sept., 1940; Frederick T. Dacey.
Group III Ic. Twenty-one general vocational departments (girls)
Springfield, January, 1934; George A. Burridge.
Chicopee, February, 1934; John H. Sullivan.
Brockton, March, 1934; Kenrick M. Baker.
North Adams, March, 1934; Justin W. Barrett.
Northbridge, March, 1934; James S. MuUaney.
' Re-established.
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New Bedford, April, 1934; William R. Mackintosh.
Pittsfield, AprU, 1934; John F. Moran.
Lawrence, June, 1934; Francis X. Hogan.
Attleboro, September, 1934; Milton P. Button.
Everett, September, 1934; James T. Gearon.
Leominster, September, 1934; Rodney F. Poland.
Lynn, September, 1934; Ralph W. Babb.
Newton, September, 1934; James Forbes.
Taunton, September, 1934; Patrick H. Lyons.
Milford, September, 1935; David I. Davoren.
Cambridge, December, 1935; John M. Tobin.
Greenfield, June, 1936; Ralph A. Lawrence.
Fitchburg, July, 1936; Watson H. Otis.
Somerville, November, 1937; Everett W. Ireland.
Boston, September, 1939; Paul V. Donovan.
Holyoke, Jan. 1940; Henry J. Fitzpatrick.
Group III 3. Twenty-six practical art schools
New Bedford, Nov., 1907; William R. Mackintosh.
Lawrence, Mar., 1908; Francis X. Hogan.
Newton, Feb., 1909; James Forbes.
Worcester (Independent Board), Sept., 1911; Grace A. Gilkey.
Lowell, Sept., 1911; Thomas F. Fisher.
Everett, Oct., 1911; Charles W. Hurn.
Holyoke, Oct., 1911; William R. Peck.
Somerville, Oct., 1911; Mrs. Gertrude Dooley.
Boston, Oct., 1912; Joseph F. Gould.
Methuen, Oct., 1912; Lewis H. Conant.
Leominster, Feb., 1916; William B. Appleton.
Essex County (Hathorne), July, 1918; Harold A. Mostrom.
Beverly, Sept., 1919; Lester C. Ayers.
Brookline, Jan., 1920; Ernest R. Caverly.
Lynn, Feb., 1920; Raymond F. Grady.
Chicopee, Nov., 1921; John J. Desmond, Jr.
Medford, Oct., 1922; Katherine A. Baker.
Brockton, Nov., 1926; Kenrick M. Baker.
Somerset, Sept., 1928; H. Freeman Bates.
Rockport, April, 1929; William E. Cottle.
Dighton, Nov., 1934; E. Parley Eaton.
Webster, Dec, 1934^; James A. Lobban.
Gloucester, March, 1935^; Ernest W. Fellows.
Springfield, Oct., 1935^; xhomas J. Morrison.
Haverhill, Jan., 1936^; George Gove.
Salem, Oct., 1940^; Agnes V. Cragen.
Group IV. la. Four Agricultural Schools
Smith's (Northampton), Oct., 1908; Phihp Fox.
Bristol County, Sept., 1913; George H. Gilbert.
Essex County, Oct., 1913; Harold A. Mostrom.
Norfolk County, Oct., 1916; Charles E. Kemp.
Wejnnouth Branch, Oct., 1916; Hilmer S. Nelson, Instructor.
Group IV lb. Twenty vocational agricultural departments
with names of instructors {dayY
Hadley, Jan., 1912; Paul W. Brown.
Ashfield, Aug., 1913; GUbert D. Bristol.
Worcester, May, 1917; John E. Gifford.
Boston (Jamaica Plain), Nov., 1918; Thomas P. Dooley.
New Salem, Sept., 1919; R. Arthur Lundgren.
Shelburne, March, 1920; WiUiam H. Tufts.
1 Re-established.
- The Principal of the high school usual!}' senses as director.
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West Springfield, April, 1920; Herbert F. Bartlett.
Falmouth, Sept., 1920; Lewis B. Robinson.
Hatfield, Aug., 1921; John P. Carroll.
Westport, Aug., 1925; William T. Smith.
Agawam, Aug., 1929; Louis H. Moseley.
Dartmouth, Sept., 1929; Karl H. Erickson.
Westfield, Oct., 1931; J. Lowell WiUiams.
Barnstable, Sept., 1934; Jesse A. Taft.
Stockbridge, June, 1936; John C. Burrington.
Templeton, July, 1937; Walter E. Curtis.
Wilhamstown, Aug., 1937; Carroll P. Moore.
Stow, Sept., 1937; Lewis H. Black.
Hudson, Aug., 1938; Chfford A. Parker.
Middleboro, Sept., 1940; Jack Sturtevant.
Group IV 3. Seven vocational agricultural departments with
names of instructors (evening)
Essex County, Dec, 1926; J. Stanley Bennett.
Hubbardston, Dec, 1934; Walter E. Curtis.
Norfolk County, Jan., 1939; Ralph Kenison.
Hudson, Feb., 1939; Clifford A. Parker.
Templeton, Feb., 1939; Walter E. Curtis.
West Springfield, Feb., 1939; Herbert F. Bartlett.
Bristol County, Oct., 1940; John H. Lunn.
Group V la. Six Part-time Co-operative Distributive
Occupations Schools
Boston, September, 1937; Edward J. Rowse.
Worcester, September, 1937; Grace A. Gilkey.
Holyoke, September, 1937; WiUiam R. Peck.
Newton, Sept., 1940; James Forbes.
Springfield, Sept., 1940; George A. Burridge.
Brockton, Oct., 1940; Kenrick M. Baker.
Group V lb. Six Part-time Distributive Occupation Schools
Boston, October, 1938; Esther L. McNellis.
Worcester, January, 1939; Grace A. Gilkey.
Holyoke, Nov., 1939; Edward J. Burke.
Attleboro, Oct., 1940; Frank Straker
Leominster, Oct., 1940; Rodney Poland.
Northampton, Nov., 1940; Phihp Fox.
Group V 2. Fifteen Evening Distributive Occupation Schools
Lynn, October, 1938; Stephen R. Callahan.
Quincy, October, 1938; Albert H. Cochrane.
Worcester, October, 1938; Grace A. Gilkey.
Holyoke, January, 1939; WiUiam R. Peck.
Boston, February, 1939; Joseph F. Gould.
Brockton, October, 1939; Kenrick M. Baker.
Fitchburg, October, 1939; George C. Francis.
Northampton, November, 1939; Philip Fox.
Shelburne, Feb., 1940; WiUiam H. Buker.
,
Westfield, March, 1940; Chester C. Derby.
Attleboro, Oct., 1940; Frank H. Straker.
HaverhiU, Oct., 1940; Chester P. Spofford.
Salem, Oct., 1940; Agnes V. Cragen.
Taunton, Oct., 1940; Patrick H. Lyons.
Lawrence, Nov., 1940; Francis X. Hogan.
116 P.D. 2
Vocational Education of Defense Workers
(National Defense Training)
Thirty-one Schools
Boston
:
Boston Trade School, July, 1940; Francis L. Bain.
South Boston High, Aug., 1940; Francis L. Bain.
Vocational High and Opportunity, Oct., 1940; Francis L. Bain.
Wentworth Institute, Aug., 1940; Frederick Dobbs.
Brockton Vocational, July, 1940; Kenrick M. Baker.
Brookline High, July, 1940; Guy Edmunds.
Cambridge (Rindge Technical), July, 1940; Francis McCabe.
Chicopee Trade, July, 1940; John H. Sullivan.
Everett Trade, Aug., 1940; James T. Gearon.
Fall River:
B. M. C. Durfee High, Sept., 1940; Joseph P. Gilligan.
Textile School, July, 1940; Edward V. Carroll.
Fitchburg
:
Vocational School, July, 1940; Watson H. Otis.
Teachers College, Aug., 1940; Charles M. Herlihy.
Greenfield Vocational, July, 1940; Ralph A. Lawrence.
Haverhill Trade, July, 1940; Chester P. Spofford.
Holyoke Vocational, July, 1940; Edward J. Burke.
Lawrence Vocational, July, 1940; Francis X. Hogan.
Leominster (Meda D. Saxton), Aug., 1940; Rodney F. Poland.
Lowell Vocational, July, 1940; Thomas F. Fisher.
Medford Vocational, July, 1940; William R. Mackintosh.
Newton Trade, July, 1940; James Forbes.
Pittsfield Vocational, July, 1940; John F. Moran.
Quincy Trade, July, 1940; Frank C. Webster.
Somerville Vocational, July, 1940; Harry L. Jones.
Southbridge (Cole Trade), July, 1940; Clark H. Morrell.
Springfield Trade, July, 1940; George A. Burridge.
Taunton Vocational, Sept., 1940; Patrick Lyons.
Waltham Trade, July, 1940; Harold L. Pride.
Westfield Trade, July, 1940; Chester C. Derby.
Worcester Boys' Trade, July, 1940; Walter B. Dennen.
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Table No. 5.
—
Earnings of vocational agricultural pupils from projects and other
supervised work during the periods covered by their school attendance
A. School year ending Axigust 31, 1940
126 P.D. 2
Table No. 6.
—
Vital statistics by types of schools and departments
School year ending August 31, 1940
Group I la. Day Industrial Schools {Boys)
P.D. 2 127
Table No. 6.
—
Vital statistics by types of schools and departments—Continued
Group I Id. General Departments (Boys)
1
128 P.D. 2
Table No. 6.
—
Vital statistics by types of schools and departments—-Continued
Group I 3c. Apprenticeship
Boston
Newton
Pittsfield .
Springfield
Total for type of
school
2
172
20
150
31
373
84
84
4
123
19
134
19
295
5
130.7
19.0
127.3
29.8
306.8
6
79.2
95.7
98.5
97.6
92.7
52
8
84
1
63
2
150
8
3
14
2
27
10
9,826
6,551
22,710
4,378
43,465
Group I 3d. Vocational Art Classes
Massachusetts School
of Art co-operating
with:
Industrial
Newton
Norwood .
Taunton .
Worcester
.
firms
Total for type of
school
87
7
19
38
151
87
7
19
34
147
87.0
7.0
19.0
34.6
147.6
91.8
94.2
85.5
87.5
90.1
1,392
210
950
1,386
3,938
Group I ia. Evening Industrial {Men)
Attleboro
.
Beverly
Boston
Cambridge
Chicopee .
Everett
Holyoke .
Lawrence
.
Lynn
Medford .
New Bedford
Newton
Northampton
Pittsfield .
Quincy
Southbridge
Springfield
Westfield
.
Worcester
Total for type of
school
120
185
2,632
570
636
47
248
572
305
212
938
105
22
297
94
127
470
147
2,053
9,780
82
361
25
16
2
31
147
168
63
239
26
11
10
23
16
116
7
735
2,078
73
114
1,533
245
346
23
128
322
121
102
589
53
18
176
35
84
222
93
884
5,161
79.8
138.4
1,680.0
319.2
364.0
30.9
63.8
295 .
9
163.9
126.0
689.1
67.6
18.2
170
56,
97.
268,
101
1,086,
5,818.2
82.4
80.2
84.0
73.0
90.1
84.0
72.8
81
79
84
79.
84.
78.2
79.5
81.2
83.8
85.2
77.4
81.4
47
71
1,099
325
290
24
120
250
184
110
349
52
4
121
59
43
248
54
1,169
4,619
13
89
17
12
2
2
18
17
8
28
8
2
8
5
9
15
3
7
268
5,274
10,577
228,856
24,259
68,310
3,124
11,410
21,464
11,372
8,254
55,148
5,492
1,456
10,964
4,064
7,417
25,694
6,605
169,953
679,693
P.D. 2 129
Table No. 6.
—
Vital statistics by types of schools and departments—Continued
Group III la. Household Arts Schools
1
130
Table No. 6.
—
Vital statistics by types of schools and departments-
Group III S. Evening Practical Art Schools (dosses)
P.D. 2
-Continued
1
P.D. 2
Table No. 6.
—
Vital statistics by types of schools and departments-
131
-Concluded
132 P.D. 2
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Table No. 7.
—
Use of Federal Funds—Continued
B-l. Expenditures for teacher-training (Smith-Hughes)
(Federal fiscal year ending June 30, 1940)
P.D. 2 135
Table No. 7.— Use of Federal Funds—Concluded
Fess-Kenton (Rehabilitation), Federal Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1940
,
136 P.D. 2
Table No. 8.
—
Statistics of teacher-training—Continued
Group II. Trade and industry {men)
1
P.D. 2 137
Table No. 8.
—
Statistics of teacher-training—Continued
Firemen-Training
Classes (Special
Local Units) at
Amesbury I
Ashburnham I
Ashfield I .
Ashfield II .
Ashland I .
Berlin I
Blanford I .
Bolton I
Brookfield I
Charlemont I
Concord I .
Dartmouth I
Dover I
East Long-
meadow I
Georgetown I
Groveland I
Hadley I
Holden I
Hudson I
Ipswich I
Lincoln I
Maynard I
North Attleboro I
Northfield I
Oxford I .
Palmer I
Russell I
Seekonk I
Shelburne Falls I
South Deerfield I
Southampton I .
South Royalston I
Stow I
.
Swansea I .
Townsend I
Warren I
Wayland I .
West Brookfield I
West Concord I .
West Newbury I
West Warren I .
Whately I .
Totals
.
Watchmen -Train-
ing Classes at:
Boston I
Holyoke I .
Totals .
3
138 P.D. 2
Table No. 8— Statistics of teacher-training—Continued
Group III. Day household arts and industrial {women) '
1
Fitchburg 1
P.D. 2
Table No. 8
—
Statistics of teacher-training—Continued
Group V. General Vocational and Continuation (Women)
139
1
Fitchburg I
140 P.D. 2
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Table No. 9.
—
Number of different minors 14 to 16 years of age, who, within the
calendar year, Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1940, were employed while schools were in
session, as per returns.
Group I. Cities
'
(Cities in bold-faced type are those conducting continuation schools)
142 P.D. 2
Table No. 9.—Number of different minors 14 to 16 years of age, etc.—Con.
Group II. Towns of 5,000 population or ouer—Concluded
TOWNS—Con.
60 Wakefield
61 Braintree
62 Greenfield
63 Dedham
64 Norwood
65 Mllford
66 Saugus .
67 Southbridge
58 Natick .
69 Plymouth
60 Webster
61 Danvers
62 Clinton .
63 Winchester
64 Adams .
65 Amesbury
66 Wellesley
67 Easthampton
68 Fairhaven
69 Needham
70 Athol .
71 Swampscott
72 North Attleborough
73 Stoneham
74 Andover
75 Reading
76 Northbridge
77 Palmer .
78 Lexington
79 Bridgewater
80 Ludlow .
81 Dartmouth
82 Marblehead
83 Middleborough
84 Hudson .
85 Stoughton
86 Montague
87 Whitman
88 Rockland
89 Concord
90 Ware
91 Walpole
.
92 Barnstable
93 Maynard
94 Agawam
95 Grafton
.
96 Franklin
97 Chelmsford
98 North Andover
99 Millbury
100 Dracut
.
101 Shrewsbury
102 South Hadley
103 Hingham
104 Randolph
105 Westborough
106 Mansfield
107 Uxbridge
108 Spencer
.
109 Winohendon
110 Auburn .
111 Great Barrington
112 Amherst
113 Billerica
114 Abington
115 Canton .
116 Wareham
117 Ipswich
.
118 Tewksbury
119 Somerset
120 Orange
.
121 Foxborough
122 Easton .
Total—Group II
1
16,318
15,712
15,500
15,136
15,049
14,741
14,700
14,264
13,589
13,042
12,992
12,957
12,817
12,719
12,697
11,899
11,439
11,323
10,951
10,845
10,677
10,346
10,197
10,060
9,969
9,767
9,713
9,577
9,467
9,055
8,876
8,778
8,668
8,608
8,469
8,204
8,081
7,638
7,524
7,477
7,385
7,273
7,271
7,156
7,095
7,030
7,028
7,022
6,961
6,957
6,912
6,910
6,773
6,657
6,553
6,409
6,364
6,285
6,272
6,202
6,147
5,934
5,S88
5,880
5,872
5,816
5,686
5,599
5.585
5,398
5,365
5,347
5,298
914,547
2
2,593
2,893
2,196
2,583
2,387
2,643
2,506
2,487
2,217
1,743
2,432
1,699
1,893
1,957
1,862
1,732
2,099
1,.552
1,804
2,109
1.821
1,273
1,427
1,614
1,470
1,860
1,786
1,509
1,793
847
1,500
1,564
1,411
1,280
1,277
1,357
1,191
944
1,108
1,088
1,070
1,332
1,328
856
1,218
873
1,212
1,318
1,030
1,178
1,242
1,200
1,057
1,104
1,510
646
956
1,046
598
1,083
1.056
656
715
1,333
754
944
1,049
911
653
955
852
665
816
142,872
3
2,222
2,638
1,840
2,221
1,782
1,676
2,490
1,476
1,812
1,738
1,239
1,657
1,267
1,784
1,242
891
1,996
955
1,490
2,086
1,774
1,012
898
1,232
1,111
1,839
1,356
1,219
1,739
830
1,162
1,449
1,352
1,262
842
1,125
1,051
928
1,098
976
755
1,328
1,316
846
1,195
840
1,182
1,269
982
999
1,021
1,174
1.021
1,019
1.506
641
929
746
598
1.052
1,036
651
696
1,318
742
5P5
1,034
&45
632
843
833
665
812
122,369
356
230
350
331
598
862
8
921
385
1,087
27
606
252
570
793
103
571
291
4
14
249
523
378
357
11
362
267
32
8
317
64
52
422
216
116
8
3
106
312
4
22
1
28
41
158
210
14
26
78
2
3
8
144
14
10
2
16
13
4
36!
63
10
71
2
5
3
3
1
5
10
5
1
14
7
6
19
4
32
22
14
5
3
5
10
4
3
1
4
30
22
5
2
1
4
2
3
2
1
6
1
4
1
2
11
8
4
6
1
o
18
3
1
4
4
2
16
4
5
1
3
2
9
6
19
6
7
38
4
26
6
24
11
1
21
2
35
2
16
4
1
5
2
6
1
6
1
4
7
4
1
16
3
5
11
1
13
4
18.906 424 4,56
9
10
4
6
3
14
16
24
7
21
45
10
45
10
56
14
1
43
19
2
10
3
6
10
11
5
1
9
4
65
2
38
9
2
3
5
7
10
1
8
2
10
1
3
27
11
9
17
2
2
5
9
24
3
1
6
4
4
29
8
880
P.D. 2
Table No. 9
143
Number oj different minors 14 to 16 years of age, etc.—Con.
Group III. Towns of less than 6,000 population and maintaining high schools
TOWNS—Con.
123 Monson .
124 Falmouth
125 Blackstone
126 Leicester
127 Westport
128 Dalton .
129 Templeton
130 Medfield
131 Lee
132 Wilmington
133 Oxford .
134 Swansea
135 Williamstown
136 Holden .
137 Provincetown
138 Warren .
139 Nantucket
140 Rockport
141 Westford
142 East Bridgewater
143 Wrentham
144 Barre
145 Holbrook
146 Sharon .
147 Weston .
148 West Bridgewater
149 Bellingham
150 Medway
151 Dighton
152 Belchertown
153 Scituate
.
154 Cohasset
155 Ayer
156 North Brookfield
157 Hopedale
158 Wayland
159 Pepperell
160 Lancaster
161 Bourne .
162 Deerfield
163 Holliston
164 Hanover
165 Lenox
166 Norton .
167 Hadley .
168 Kingston
169 Manchester
170 Hopkinton
171 Acton
172 Hatfield
.
173 Hardwick
174 Rutland .
175 Groton .
176 Avon
177 Ashland
.
178 Merrimac
179 Groveland
180 Harwich
.
181 Douglas .
182 Southborough
183 Charlton
184 Sutton .
185 West Boylston
186 Hamilton
187 Upton .
188 Northborough
189 Chatham
190 Lunenburg
191 Williamsburg
192 Northfield
1
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Table No. 9.
—
Number of different minors 14 to 16 years of age, etc.—Con.
Group III. Tovms of less than 6,000 population and maintaining high schools—Concluded
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Table No. 9.
—
Number of different minors 14 to 16 years of age, etc.—Con.
Group IV. Towns of less than 6,000 population and not maintaining high schools—Continued
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TOWNS—Con
258 Lynnfield
259 Lakeville
260 Newbury
261 Sterling .
262 Mattapoisett
263 Bucklajid
264 Lincoln .
265 Southwick
266 Norfolk .
267 Colrain .
268 Carver .
269 Tyngsborough
270 Rowley .
271 Clarksburg
272 Erving
.
273 West Brookfield
274 Russell .
275 Lanesborough
276 Sunderland
277 Hinsdale
278 Rochester
279 Whately
.
280 West Stockbridge
281 Berkley
.
282 Wenham
283 Boylston
284 Berlin
285 Hubbardston
286 Harvard .
287 Gill
288 Southampton
289 East Brookfield
290 Conway
.
291 Granby
.
292 Brewster
293 Bolton .
294 Royalston
295 HaUfax .
296 Hampden
297 Leverett
.
298 Granville
299 Becket .
300 Paxton
.
301 Boxford
.
302 Richmond
303 Carlisle
.
304 Blandford
305 Eastham
306 Cummington
307 Egremont
308 Truro
309 Plympton
310 Oakham .
311 Worthington
312 Pelham .
313 Chesterfield
314 Sandisfield
315 New Braintree
316 Windsor
.
317 Dunstable
318 Westhampton
319 Otis
320 Warwick
321 Hancock
322 Mashpee
323 Wales .
324 Philhpston
325 Wendell
326 Heath .
327 Monterey
1
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Table No. 9.
—
Number of different minors 14 to 16 years of age, etc.—Con,
Group IV. Towns of less than 5,000 population and not maintaining high schools—Concluded
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broadcasting; choral speaking; church music and choir directing; church music in
theory and practice; clothing institute; comptometer operation; contemporary
literature; conversational French; conversational Spanish; current affairs; current
events; curriculum building for the kindergarten; development of personality
through dramatics; Diesel engines (laboratory course); dramatic workshop; drap-
eries and slip covers; economics made simple; elementary algebra; elementary
harmony; elementary musical composition; elementary solfeggio; elementary type-
writing; elementary typewriting review; enjoyment of pictures; enrichment of
adult life; etching; etiquette; exercises for health; exercises for healthful beauty;
exercises for weight normalizing; expression of personality through speech; federal
civil service examination for junior inspector; French; French lectures; French
pronunciation; fundamentals of chemistry; furniture— its selection and use;
Gaelic; genealogy of the English novel; good taste in dress; great classics— the
background of literature; home garden designing; hostess training; hotel manage-
ment; how to enjoy opera; how to find a job; industrial design; interior home
decoration; investigation of real estate titles; investments for women; Italian;
labor and labor laws; Latin for beginners; law of trusts and estates; Lithuanian;
lunchroom management; masterpieces of church art; methods and materials for
teaching dancing; methods of teaching lip reading; modern home fashions; modern
interiors; modern publicity and public relations; modern views of education; music
activities and practices; music appreciation; news and feature writing; organic
chemistry; our Latin-American neighbors; outdoor sketching; painters and paint-
ings; parliamentary procedure; personality and fashion; personality, posture, and
poise; philosophy made simple; piano playing; play leadership; play production;
play writing; Polish portrait painting; pottery; practical course for stenographers;
practical psychology in everyday life; practical speech making; preparation for
civil service clerical examination; preparation for civil service examination for indus-
trial inspector; preparation for merit system examination; preparation for civil
service social workers' examination; preparation for civil service water meter
readers' examination; present day trend in educational theory and techniques;
psychology of getting along with people; public health education for dental hygien-
ists; public speaking; radio training; recent books; sculpture; seeing art galleries;
sketching and painting for recreation; social security laws; special class handicrafts
;
standard life saving methods; theory and practice of public speaking; theory and
techniques of teaching; this changing world of ours; vocabulary building for busi-
ness and professional men and women; voice culture; voice technique and expres-
sion; voice training for singing; voice trauiing for teachers; waitress training;
weaving on easy appliances; weight normalizing through dancing; weight normaliz-
ing for the improvement of personal appearance ; what every woman operator should
know about an automobile to avoid repair bills; window decorating and display;
writing advertising copy; writing for women. Total enrollment, 7,608.
Bridgewater : Administration and supervision of secondary education; advanced
EngUsh composition; child study; fundamental concepts of elementary mathematics;
philosophy of education; political geography; remedial reading; teaching of science
in the secondary schools; visual aids. Total enrollment, 130.
Brockton: Preparation for civil service fire entrance examination; preparation
for civil service stenographic examination; public speaking; short story writing.
Total enrollment, 123.
Brookline: Public speaking. Total enrollment, 22.
Cambridge: Accounting problems; advanced colloidal chemistry; advanced
fiction technique; advanced Gregg shorthand; advanced income tax problems; ad-
vanced instrument craftsmanship; advanced juvenile story writing; air condition-
ing; air conditioning institute; alternating current machinery; American history
since 1865; analysis of financial statements; ancient classics in English; applied
hydraulics; applied science of selling in the milk industry; appreciation of poetry;
art of salesmanship; art of straight thinking; arts and crafts; astronomy; auditing;
automobile repairing; aviation; bacteriology and its applications; better automobile
driving; biology; bird study; blueprint reading and building estimating; bookkeep-
ing; building materials and construction practice; business and industrial psy-
chology; business and professional speaking; business law; candid camera photog-
raphy; care and training of dogs; cartooning; chemistry and physics of rubber;
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chemistry in the laundry and dry cleaning industries; children's literature; choral
speaking; college algebra; commercial and advertising photography; commercial
art; commercial radio and television operating; controlling human behavior; con-
versational Italian; correct use of English; correction of speech disorders; correction
of stuttering and lisping; cost accounting; credits and collections; criminology and
penology; current problems in European history and government; design for metals
and plastics; design of metal ducts; Diesel engines; dietetics; direct current circuits
and machinery; direct mail advertising; drama of yesterday and today; dramatic
criticism; dynamic psychology and its applications; effective English expression;
electrical estimating and blueprint reading; elementary accounting; elementary
Gregg shorthand; elementary Gregg shorthand review; elementary Pitman short-
hand; elementary Pitman shorthand review; elementary practical radio; elementary
surveying; English for business; English literature; Esperanto; estimating building
costs—advanced; estimating for building trades; Europe between two wars; every-
day English; expression of personality through speech; fashion illustration; fiction
workshop; fingerprinting; first aid; fisheries; fluorescent lighting; fluorescent light-
ing institute; French; fundamentals of advertising; fundamentals of real estate
appraising; fundamentals of real estate practice; general insurance; German; ground
course in preparation for flying; heating and ventilating; highway construction and
maintenance; household and commercial refrigeration; housing problems; how to
organize and finance a business; improvement of instruction in arithmetic; income
tax procedure and accounting; indexing and filing; industrial chemistry; industrial
chemistry of plastics; industrial electricity; industrial electronics; instrument crafts-
manship; international affairs; investing in stocks and bonds — advanced; invest-
ment facts and fallacies; Italian; juvenile story writing; keeping mentally fit; labor
problems and policies; landscape sketching with a pencil; language and reading
instruction in the elementary grades; law for the layman; law office practice and
procedure; life insurance fundamentals; literature of Ireland; Lowell Institute prep-
aration; lunchroom management; machine drafting; marketing of manuscripts;
mechanical drawing and descriptive geometry; mechanics of office routine; mental
growth of the first five years; merchandising; metallography and heat treatment;
methods of teaching English; methods of teaching science; modern cloak, dress,
and suit design; modern cosmetics; modern design for tailors and fitters; modern
developments in leather and shoe industries ; modern paint practice and merchandis-
ing; motion and time study; motion picture projection; motor vehicle examiners'
course; municipal finance administration; navigation; oil burners; oil burner insti-
tute; out-of-door photography; paint technology; patenting and commercializing
inventions; personnel administration; personnel management; pharmacy state
board examinations review; photographic coloring; photography; physics; Pitman
shorthand dictation and review; plane geometry; play writing for amateurs; poetry
and verse writing; police institute — science in modern police methods; portrait
photography; poultry; practical air conditioning; practical business letter writing;
practical calculus; practical child psychology; practical economic problems; prac-
tical geometry; practical ship construction; practical X-Ray; preparation for ama-
teur radio operator's license examination; preparation for apprentice examination
in the machine trades; preparation for civil service examination for review exam-
iners for Unemployment Compensation Division; preparation for civil service fire
entrance examination; preparation for civil service stenographic examination;
preparation for correction officers' examination; preparation for electricians' exam-
ination; preparation for federal stenographic examination; preparation for journey-
man plumbers' examination; preparation for junior accountants' examination;
preparation for Massachusetts Nautical Training School examination; preparation
for motor vehicle examination; preparation for U. S. Coast Guard entrance exam-
ination; principles of accounting; principles of economics; principles of sociologj^;
principles of television; problems and procedures in adult alien education; produc-
tion planning and control; psychology of adolescence; psychology of common sense;
psychology of personality; psychology of social adjustment; public speaking; public
speaking— speech types; radio servicing; radio technique and development of mi-
crophone personality; rayon and synthetic fibers; real estate law; real estate prac-
tice; reference course for librarians; reference course for school librarians; refrigera-
tion; reinforced concrete design; remedial reading; review course for welfare investi-
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gators and social workers; rigid frame analysis by the moment distribution method;
Russian; sales letter writing; salesmanship; sanitation; scientific crime detection
methods; sheet metal drafting; short story writing; shorthand reporting; sketching
and painting for recreation; slide rule and its use; soilless gardening; Spanish; speed
stenography; sports writing; stamp classification; starting, lighting, and ignition for
repair men; statistical methods and business statistics; structural design; structures
and rigging; styles of art and music; supervisory training; survey of recent bar exam-
inations; surveying practice; Swedish; telescope making; television; tests and meas-
urements
;
textile fibers and fabrics ; textile laboratory techniques ; textile testing and
microscopy; textile laboratory techniques; the individual and his social world;
theatre management; theory and operation of aircraft engines; Thomas natural
shorthand; traffic management; training for doctors' secretaries; tree surgery and
insect control; trigonometry; unit method of teaching; vocabulary and mind; weld-
ing engineering; what every woman operator should know about an automobile to
avoid repair bills; writing book reviews. Total enrollment, 15,052.
Chicopee: Advanced English literature. Total enrollment, 25.
Clinton: Advanced shorthand and typewriting; elementary shorthand; ele-
mentary typewriting. Total enrollment, 45.
Fall River: Advanced typewriting; aircraft engines; elementary typewriting;
office practice; preparation for civil service fire entrance examination; preparation
for civil service stenographic examination; preparation for correction officers'
examination; preparation for motor vehicle examination. Total enrollment, 471.
Fitchburg: Photography; preparation for civil service fire entrance examination;
preparation for civil service stenographic examination. Total enrollment, 98.
Framingham : Preparation for civil service stenographic examination. Total
enrollment, 30.
Hatfield: Activities program in the elementary school. Total enrollment, 25.
Haverhill: Shoe factory bookkeeping; supervisory training. Total enrollment,
123.
Holyoke: How to know good literature; preparation for civil service steno-
graphic examination. Total enrollment, 27.
Hudson: Elementary Gregg shorthand; elementary typewriting. Total enroll-
ment, 18.
Lawrence: Conversational French; labor and labor laws; oil burners; prepara-
tion for civil service fire entrance examination; preparation for civil service steno-
graphic examination; preparation for merit system examination; review mathe-
matics. Total enrollment, 279.
Leominster: Problems and procedures in adult alien education. Total enroll-
ment, 25.
Lexington: Art metal work. Total enrollment, 21.
Lowell: Commercial and advertising photography; contemporary literature;
elementary accounting; geographic influence in international relations; photography;
preparation for apprentice examination in the mechanical trades; preparation for
civil service fire entrance examination; preparation for civil service stenographic
examination; preparation for correction officers' examination; preparation for fed-
eral stenographic examination; preparation for motor vehicle examination; prin-
ciples of accounting; psychology of adolescence; review course in stenography;
sociology; woodworking. Total enrollment, 915.
Lynn: Business law; Gaelic; personality analysis and development; preparation
for correction officers' examination; preparation for motor vehicle examination;
welding engineering. Total enrollment, 150.
Marlborough: International affairs; preparation for correction officers' exam-
ination. Total enrollment, 17.
Medford: Preparation for civil service fire entrance examination. Total enroll-
ment, 38.
New Bedford: Aircraft engines; preparation for civil service clerical examina-
tion; preparation for civil service fire entrance examination; preparation for civil
service stenographic examination; preparation for merit system examination; prepa-
ration for motor vehicle examination. Total enrollment, 378.
Newton: Backgrounds for art education. Total enrollment, 15.
Norwood: Choral singing. Total enrollment, 128.
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Peabody: Oil burners. Total enrollment, 60.
Pittsfield: Appreciation of modern drama; modern European history; prepara-
tion for civil service stenographic examination; preparation for merit system exam-
ination; salesmanship and merchandising methods. Total enrollment, 76.
Quincy: Preparation for civil service stenographic examination. Total enroll-
ment, 40.
Salem: Advanced English composition; appreciation of music; art metal work;
conversational French; elementary Spanish; modern educational theory and prac-
tice; oil burners; playground theory and activities; preparation for civil service fire
entrance examination; preparation for civil service stenographic examination;
preparation for motor vehicle examination; preparation for sealer of weights and
measures examination; sketching for pleasure; tests and measurements; United
States history since 1865; welding engineering. Total enrollment, 445.
Seekonk: Classroom problems. Total enrollment, 5.
Somerville: Building a dynamic vocabulary; choral singing for radio broad-
casting; enjoyment of poetry; Europe of yesterday and today; problems in American
government. Total enrollment, 126.
Southbridge: Public speaking. Total enrollment, 30.
Springfield: Air conditioning; appreciation of poetry; bluepring reading; busi-
ness and professional speaking; C. P. A. preparatory course; civil service prepara-
tion; costume design; creative writing; current literature; economic problems ap-
plied to community life; elementary accounting; elementary French; elementary
Gregg shorthand; elementary Italian; elementary Spanish; fundamentals of real
estate practice; handcrafts; industrial chemistry of plastics; interior home decora-
tion; mechanical drawing; methods and materials in health education; motion pic-
ture photographic technique; oil burner institute; personality and poise; practical
applied mathematics; practical general chemistry; preparation for civil service fire
entrance examination; preparation for merit system examination; preparation for
motor vehicle examination; problems and procedures in adult alien education; psy-
chology of personality; public speaking; refrigeration; speech for development of
poise and personality; technique of public speaking; time and motion study; train-
ing for doctors' secretaries; understanding children's behavior; United States and
world affairs; use of plastics; visual aids; visual educational management; vocabu-
lary building. Total enrollment, 1,338.
Taunton: Preparation for civil service fire entrance examination; preparation for
civil service stenographic examination. Total enrollment, 76.
Wakefield: Advanced Gregg shorthand. Total enrollment, 6.
Waltham: Preparation for civil service fire entrance examination; preparation
for civil service stenographic examination. Total enrollment, 65.
Westfield: Classroom procedure in vocabulary building; information in science;
international affairs; preparation for civil service stenographic examination; public
speaking; world geography. Total enrollment, 162.
West Springfield: Applied psychology. Total enrollment, 21.
Worcester: Air conditioning; art activities for the modern teacher; art of flower
arrangement; aviation; blueprint reading; book selection; cartooning; constitu-
tional history of the United States; conversational Spanish; correct use of English;
credits and collections; Diesel engines; elementary accounting; elementary Polish;
elementary Spanish; how to enjoy good music; instrument craftsmanship; liter-
ature of Ireland; methods of teaching elementary science; middle (Latin) America;
modern effective speaking; news and feature writing; physical metallurgy; prepara-
tion for civil service fire entrance examination; practical compounding of rubber;
preparation for civil service stenographic examination; preparation for electricians'
examination; preparation for merit system examination; preparation for motor
vehicle examination; principles of economics; production planning and control;
public school administration; public speaking; radio training; reference and bibli-
ography; science in the elementary grades; vocabulary building; welding engineer-
ing; window decorating. Total enrollment, 987.
Totals: 42 cities and towns; 941 classes; total enrollment, 29,705.
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III. Number of students who have re-enrolled in correspondence courses since the
establishment of the Division
Total (men and women), 27,862.
IV. Summary of Adult Alien education since its establishment under the provisions
of chapter 69, sections 9 and 10, General Laws
1. Enrollment of adult immigrants in English and citizenship classes for school
years ending August 31
:
1918-19 > . . 3,281 192^-30 . 23,460
1919-20 9,030 1930-31 23,698
1920-21 . . 20,475 1931-32 21,170
1921-22 . . 22,242 1932-33 . 12,345
1922-23 . . . 27,658 1933-34 . 10,589
1923-24 . 32,337 1934-35 . . . 11,488
1924-25 . 28,903 1935-36 12,489
1925-26 . . 27,759 1936-37 . . . 13,356
1926-27 . . . 25,123 1937-38 . . . 16,070
1927-28 . . 25,101 1938-39 . . . 19,345
1928-29 . . . 24,846 1939-40 19,590
'Before passage of act.
2. Number of English and citizenship classes conducted for adult immigrants
for school years endijag August 31:
1922-
23
1924- 1926- 1928-
25 27 29
1930- 1932-
31 33
1934- 1936- 1938- 1939-
35 37 39 40
In evening schools .
In factories ....
In neighborhood classes (clubs, homes,
churches, day classes) .
Totals ....
849
306
INDEX
Adult alien education.^ See Americanization.
Adult blind, appropriation and expenditures for
Agricultural education. See Vocational Education, State-aided.
Americanization
:
Adult civic education ......
Statistics of, summary of .
Division of Immigration and, activities of .
Financial statement ......
95,96
93,94
151
40-42
96
B
Blind and deaf children, education ol
Financial statement .
Blind, Division of the:
Activities of .
Financial statements of the
Board of Education:
Commissioners of
Former members of, list of
Former secretaries of, list of
Bradford Durfee Textile School, The
Activities of .
Financial statement .
(table)
(Fall River) :
32
96
42-44
96
5
5
5
49,50
96,97
Certification of superintendents of schools, number of certificates issued
Of teachers for State-aided high schools ....
Commissioner of Education, report of .... .
Appointment of Alice B. Beal ......
Blind, Division of the .......
Changes in Staff ........
Elementary and Secondary Education and State Teachers Collegei
Immigration and Americanization, Division of .
Legislation, 1940 ........
Massachusetts Nautical School......
National Defense Program ......
Public Libraries, Division of ..... .
Retirement of Florence I. Gay ......
Standards for appointment of teachers ....
Teachers Retirement Board ......
Textile Schools ........
University Extension, Division of .... .
Vocational Education, State-aided, Division of .
Youth study .........
Conferences and institutes . . . . . .
Continuation schools. See Vocational Education, State-aided.
Correspondence courses. See University Extension, Division of.
County training schools, location, superintendents; also statistics
Division of
27-30
108
6-13
13
42-44
13
13-40
40-42
19-21
48,49
12, 13
44-46
13
7-9
47,48
49-54
89-94, 146-151
54-89, 110-146
9-12
36-40
108, 109
D
Deaf and blind children, education of (table)
Financial statement.......
Department of Education:
Advisory Board of. members of .
Commissioners of, list of .
Divisions and schools of, with names of members of staff
Financial statement, Dec. 1, 1939, to Nov. 30, 1940 .
Former members of, list of .....
Former secretaries of, Ust of .... .
32
95, 97
1
5
1-4
95-98
5
5
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Elementary and Secondary Education and State Teachers Colleges, Division of
Blind and deaf children, education of (table) ....
Financial statement ........
Certification of superintendents of schools, number of certificates issued
Children of World War Veterans, Scholarships awarded to .
Financial statement ....
Conferences and institutes
Deaf and blind children, education of (table)
Financial statement ....
Music Education .....
Physical Education .....
Research, statistics, and educational legislation
Safety Education .....
Special Education .....
Superintendency Unions, dissolution of
Teachers Colleges:
Changes in Presidencies:
Appointments
:
Carpenter, Clinton E. .
Crowell, Annie S. (Acting)
Reynolds, Gordon L.
Obituary:
Howes, Herbert E.
Retirements: ....
Aspinwall, William B. .
Newell, C. Edward
Statistics on .... .
Teachers Placement Bureau, activities of .
Elementary School Principals and Supervisors, Twelfth State Conference of, held at Massachu-
setts State College .....
Employment of minors, 14—16 years of age, statistics on
English-speaking classes for adults, financial statement
Extension courses. See University Extension, Division of.
13^0
154
H
High Schools:
Certification of teachers for State-aided ......
State aid for education in .
State grant, list of towns receiving, in 1940 .....
Table showing number of years in course, number of pupils, etc.
Transportation reimbursement for 1939-40 (table)
Financial statement ........
Tuition reimbursement for 1939-40 .....
Financial statement ........
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IDS
IO0-IO8
10.5-108
105-108
105-108
95
105-108
95
I
Immigration and Americanization, Division of:
Acti^^ties of ........ .
Financial statement........
Industrial Schools, State, number of pupils, teachers, etc., in (table)
40-42
96
109
Junior and Senior High Schools, Nineteenth Annual Conference of Principals of, held at Framing-
ham State Teachers College ........... 37-39
Lancaster, State Industrial School for Girls at, number of pupils, teachers, etc. (table)
Legislation, proposed, 1941 .
Libraries, Public, Division of. See Public Libraries, Division of.
Lowell Textile Institute:
Activities of ........... .
Financial statement...........
Lyman School for Boys at Westborough, number of pupils, teachers, etc. (table) .
109
20, 21
50,51
96,97
109
M
Massachusetts Nautical School:
Activities of ...... .
Financial statement......
Massachusett"! School Fund. See Funds.
Mentally retarded, education of ... .
Mentally retarded, teachers of, conference for . .
Minors, employment of, 14 to 16 years of age, statistics on
Music Supervisors, Fifteenth Annual Conference of
48,49
96,97
30-32
39
141-146
.39, 40
N
National Defense Program .......
Nautical School, Massachusetts. See Massachusetts Nautical School.
New Bedford Textile School:
Activitie-s of ........ .
Financial statement........
Normal Schools, State. See State Teachers Colleges.
12,13
51-54
96,97
Physical education .
Public Libraries, Division of:
Activities of
Financial statement .
32,33
44-46
96
R
Research, reimbursements, legislation, statistics 19-21
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Safety education . .
. . , . . ...
School Funds. See Funds.
Secondary education. See Hijih Schools.
Shirley, Industrial School for Boys at, number of pupils, teachers, etc. (table)
State Aid:
General School Fund. See Funds.
High Schools. See High Schools.
Massachusetts School Fund. See Funds.
State Teachers Colleges, pupils in ...... .
Financial statement .........
Superintendency unions (table)........
Vocational education. See Vocational Education, State-aided.
World War Veterans, higher education of children of deceased,
Financial statement .........
State Teachers College Instructors, Twenty-third Annual Conference of, held
water State Teachers College .......
State Teachers Colleges."
Accreditation of Teachers Colleges ......
Aid to pupils in, financial statement .......
Appropriations, expenditures, receipts, etc.......
Bridgewater Centennial .........
Changes in Presidencies .........
Appointments
:
Carpenter, Clinton E. .......
Crowell, Annie S. (Acting) .......
Reynolds, Gordon L. . . . .
. . .
Obituary:
Howes, Herbert E. .
Retirements
:
Aspinwall, William B. .
Newell, C. Edward ........
Commercial course at Salem, change in curricula ....
Funds. See Fimd.o.
Recess Commission, study of Teachers Colleges, by .
Statistics as to number of teachers, admissions, enrolment, etc., for school
Jime 30, 1940
Teacher Placement
. . . .
. . . .
Todd Lecture......
Use of Facilities ..........
Statistics: (See also Part II, Annual Report, for Tabulation of School Returns.)
State Teachers Colleges .........
University Extension .........
Vocational Education, State-aided . . .
Superintendency unions, financial statement . . . .
Statistics of .......... .
Superintendents of schools:
Certification of ..........
Twenty-sixth Annual Conference of, held at Bridgewater State Teachers College
33,34
109
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Vocational Education, State-aided, Division of
Agricultural education
Earnings of pupils in (tablel
Teacher-training, statistics on
Vital statistics on . . .
Art in industry and business
Continuation schools
Courses in, data concerning (table)
Teacher-training, statistics on
Vital statistics ....
Distributive occupations . .
Fess-Kenyon Fund (Rehabilitation), use of
Financial statement....
Firemen, zone schools for training of
Table showing location, number enrolled, and towns and cities represented
Fitchburg State Teachers College, summer conferences and courses for professional im-
provement and teacher-training for teachers, held at
Household arts. Teacher-training, statistics on
Vital statistics on .
Minors, 14 to 16 years of age, employment of, statistic:
Practical art, Teacher-training, statistics on
Vital statistics on ... .
Rehabilitation Section ....
Fess-Kenyon Fund, use of .
Illustrative cases ....
Statistical presentation of registrants (table)
Statistics ......
Statistics:
Earnings of vocational agricultural pupils (Table V)
Employment of minors 14 to 16 years of age (Table IX)
Federal funds, use of (Table VII)
Rehabilitation
Roster of State-aided vocational and part-time schools (Table I)
Summarized financial statement, all types of schools (Table III)
Teacher-training (Table VIII)
Vital statistics by types of schools and departments (Table VI)
Survey and placement .........
Trade and indvistrial education—boys and men ....
Trade, industrial, and homemaking education
—
girls and women .
Training firemen, zone schools for ......
Table showing location, number enrolled, and towns and cities represented
Training of teachers:
For agricultural schools and departments ....
For household arts schools and departments
For National Defense .......
For trade and industrial schools ......
Vocational Education Trust Fund—U. S. Grant, financial statement
Vocational Rehabilitation Trust Fund, financial statement .
Vocational Rehabilitation Trust Fund—U. S. Grant, financial statement
Watchmen's Course....
Statistics on ...
.54-89
54-56
127
130
130, 135
72,73
73-75
74,75
138, 139
128
70-72
135
96,97
63
137
61-63
138
129
141-146
138
129
76-89
135
81-86
87-89
78-80
125
141-146
132-135
87-89
110-116
117-124
136-140
126-131
67-70
56-64
64-66
53
137
.55, 56
65,66
58-61
61-63
98
98
98
63
137
w
Westborough, Lyman School fo*- Boys at, number of pupils at, teachers, etc. (table)
World War Veterans, higher education of children of deceased ....
Financial statement ..........
109
40
95
